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SECTION I

You'll Never Have to
Face Rejection Again



Meet Sandy, Ashley, and Jade, three of my foor girlfriends. who have agreed to
show you the 26 basic undercover sex signals. Wtry are they generoosly giving
their time to do this? ~WeII.M says Ashley, ~we're tired of being hit on by men we
don't want to talk to. But more than that. we're devastated that we're always
throwing oot signals to guys we do want to meet and they just don't get it! If this
helps them know when to try and when not to. I'm all for it.M

Jade said, MSometimes it's ~ry subtle. But we always let a gentleman know.

throogh our body language. whether we'd like to make his acquaintance or nol."
Sandy added, "You're damn right!"

I

Why Learn "U.S.S.s"?

Are you a relative rookie in the relationship game who stutters
when talking to anyone wearing a skirt? Or are you a bit older with
the personality, experience, polish, money, prestige, and charm to
attract women? Eitber way, one thing is sure. Unless you are the
rare man who picks up on a woman's subliminal sex signals, you

are missing OUt on a lot of opportunities. Don't think tbe beauty at
tbe end of the bar is going to beckon you by crooking her finger
and winking at you. She casts far more subtle signals that 30 out of

every 31 men miss.' They're called undtrCouer sex signals or U.S.S.s

and, if you don't bite immediately, she fishes for smarter tuna.
Going beyond sex for a moment (don't hyperventilate; I'll come

back to it), let's talk about relationships. What are your chances of
haVing a great one with a woman who, half the time, you have no

idea how she's feeling or what she's hinting at? Or have you ever
had a woman get all pissy and pouty on you and you couJdn't fig
ure why? Watch out! That's as dangerous as lightning striking your
zipper. It means you haven't been reading her (what she calls "ob·
vious," and what you call "why the heck didn't she tell me?")

signals. And unless you sharpen your sensitivity, she'll lay some
high-heel tracks in the direction of "Durta here."

3



4 UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNALS SECTION I: YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO FACE REJECTiON AGAIN 5

Gentlemen. what's the best compliment a woman ever gave you?
Did she tell you you wert: brilliant? Winy? Handsome? Or was it a
breathless, post-orgasmic "You're the best!" (1 promised you I'd
come back to sex.) My favorite compliment. bar none. was the time
a man said. "Lei!. you think like a man." For instance, J don't cot

ton to all that iUusory romantic get-in-louch-with-your-inner
tadpole stuff. I don't like ph.D.s or authors (although I am both)
who pretend to have all the answers. Whenever I read advice 00

sex, I ask. "Says who?" Unless I see annotated studies in the back

of a book proving what the writer says. J'm as suspicious as my
geometry teacher when our whole back row got A+ on the final.
So. like you, if I read an advertisement promising that "without
saying a word. she's tcUing you she wants to meet you by giving off
undercover sex signals," I want to know (I) what woman? (2) what
signals? (3) how many signals? and (4) what each one means.

Get your calculators out, gentlemen. That kind of information is

precisely what this book is going to give you, plus a whole lot
more. It will demystify women in men's terms. It is precise, specific,
definite, and substantiated material about the sometimes not-so
gentle sex. In school. you learned the 26 letters of the alphabet, and
once you got the hang of it. you couJd read anything in English.
Likewise, Undercover ~x Signals has 26 signals, and once you learn

the patterns. you'll soon be able to read a woman as easily as your
third-grade textbook.

Do you remember when you were a just a little shaver at the den
tist's office and, to keep you from creating a ruckus waiting to be
dragged into the torture chamber, the nurse gave you those "What's

wrong with this picture?" game books? I do. There'd always be a
couple of drawings with flags blowing in opposite directions, or a
car with three wheels. The captions challenged our puny powers of
perception by asking, "How many things can you find wrong in
this picture?" Well, we're going to play an adult "X"-rated version

of that game. Several of my girlfriends have agreed to show you

UNDERCOVER SEX ~GNAL "1:

The Girlfriend Gab

~nc two women whj~rinC about you hke this can make a guy feel hke

they're saying, ~Look at that jerk, the cenetic mistake who just walked

throuCh the door. He'd have to soak his jeans in catnip to get a pussy cat to

come near him. R Wrong. Wroog. Wroog. Two women whispering about
you is one of the oldest sex signals known to womankind. From the deep.

est Jungles in Africa to the most sophisticated salons In Europe. prts Will

bun when they spot a boy they like, Younger girls like Tanya on the left
and Sandy on the right will probably giggle and or cuddle with each other

while polntlnC you out.
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Older. more sophi1tiC.ted women will most likely try to hide the fact that

you are thesu~ or their discuiSiQrl, Bot Ashley 00 the left and Jade on

the right are definitely open to your approach. How can )'00 be sure? In
becalM, In addlllOf'l to whisPering ilbout you they are giving you two of

the classic undficoyer sex Signals. whkh we1' dISCUSs in a /TlOtIleflL Can
you~5 what they are?

some of the! moves they make when tbey spot a man they'd like (0

have more than "G"-rated communication with. And you're going
to discover what's right with tbe picture-in other words. which
girls are going to welcome your approach as well as which ones are
going to treal you as if your molher didn't have any children. Look
first at each picture and try to determjne how she's feeling about
you just from her body language. Then, and onJy then, read the
caption.

For example. let's say you enter a club. In a booth on your left.
you spot two young girls giggling and pointing at you. On a couch
to your right, two older, more sophisticated women are whisper
ingly sizing you up. What do you suspect they're saying?

In case you djdn't know it. chicks are fore~r sharing sexual se
crets. Unfortunately however, many men become paranoid when
ever they sec two women looking at them and whispering. Tbey
fear tbe worst, and tbe last tbing they think of doing is approach
ing the giggling twosome. This is a big mistake. The fact that two
women are looking at you and whispering with each other means
they definitely like you. It's too bad that women don't realize that
two giggling girls could curdle the liver of even the most coura
geous guy. Fortunately. women usually outgrow the giggling
part-but they still whisper when they spot a male they like.
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How to Be a Sexual Sleuth

Let's analyze some of tbe U.S.5.s in the previous two photos. In the
first. Tanya and Sandy in tbe booth are reacting like teens or even
younger girls do when spotting a "reaUy cute guy." Often, they
will huddle together and touch each other whiJe whispering-fo,
two reasons. Not only does the touch feel good, but they're begin
njog to understand that most men enjoy seeing two women petting
each olher.

As women become more sophisticated, they will stiIJ whisper
when spotting an attractive man just as Jade and Ashley are dOing.
But rather than giggling and petting each otber. a little of the tiger
in their tanks becomes active and they begin to compete for your
attentions. Jade. on the right. is emulating a classic pinup. while
Ashley. on the left. is trying to lure you over with a seductive
smile.

Wait. there's more. Ashley is playing with her jewelry. This is an
unmistakable sign of nervousness, or excess sexual energy. It

doesn't take a Freudian analyst to figure out the symbolism of a
woman stroking an object while maintaining eye contacl with a
man. Here's an extra hint: Be on special alert for which finger or
fingers she uses to toy with her jewelry. A woman's middle finger is

8
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Itt I most sensual one, and her ring finger comes in a close s«ond.
A this picture was being taken, Ashley was toying with ber pearls
N tween her middle finger and her ring finger, alternately wrap

I'lI\g them around each.
llnless you were sensitive to a woman's undercover sex signals,

vnu might not think Jade is turned on to you; after all she is not
mlling. What she's giving you, in fact, is a "triple whammy,"

NCltlce her 100 percent erect posture, which she snapped into when
ht' saw you to give her torso more shape. And you can bet she's

qUite conscious of the fact tbat she is making her hair look more at
IrAllive by primping. When you become a real U.S.S. man, you'll
.I~t) notice she is not 8uffing her hair with her knuckles toward

IlU but with her palm in front. This, in conjunction with her other
)tnals, is as good as an engraved invitation for you to come talk to

Ih...m.

Look for "Clusters" of Sex Signals

NIIW the bad news. The millisecond women spot you, their brains
j,ttllllto overdrive. You are on trial. The way you move, the way you
,t knowledge them, and the way you deal with everyone else in the
rllilm becomes cold hard data that they briskly program into their
.dlous mental computers. (Well, at least you don't need to wait

IClOg for your report card. They show it to you almost instanta

nrously.)
heryone has a different level ofexpertise in reading people. On

• ('ale of 1 to 10, a female's expertise averages an 8 or 9. A male's
u ually bovers around a .2. I may be preaching to the choir here, be
t"USC perhaps you're the rare man (one in )1) who can read a
woman's signals. Unfortunately, most guys are like mosquitoes in a
nudist colony when they see women they want. They know what
til do, but they don't know where to start. For that reason only, I'm
j,tt1lng to begin with very basic material that may seem obvious to
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you. Then we'll progressively get more advanced until you've mas

tered the entire alpbabet of 26 female moves. No more mystery. No
more insecurity about making the move. No more. "I wonder if
she's going to welcome my approach or blow me off."

You will soon know why women play such circuitous games
when it comes to sex and dating. We'll talk about undercover
signal whether they're learned or instinctive--and even about
how to exude a few of your own. Near the end of tbe book. when
you're an expert in reading women, you'll be able to spot sex sig
nals as clear as rabbit pills in a sugar bowl, and you'll know pre
cisely what to do in response to each. Imagine being able to walk
inlo a party and being able to say. "Ah ha! The blonde by the har is
giving me the No. .10 and the redhead over there is casting me the
old U.S.S. I)."

When a woman stings out the ole 13, she assumes you know she
is definitely inte~ttd. The sad truth is that DObody ever told you
that if, while maintaining eye CODtact, she pulls her hair aside to
bare her neck, it is U.S.S. No. I) called The Ntcking, an instinctive

"I submit" signal. (Even dogs know that.) And you just thought
she was feeling the heat.

But not to worry, As you dose the last page of this book and
stash it at the bottom of yOUT closet so well a psychk couldn't find

it (highly recommended since your crystal ball predicts a plethora
of female visitors in your very near furure), you'll be able to read a
roomful of women faster than Evelyn wood can read a stop sign,

Wait, gentlemen, there's more, You will find priceless little in
Sights into the multilevel madness of the female brain scattered
throughout the text in little boxes called "Chick-lets." Thjnk of

them as road signs for navigating your way around tbe all-female
planet of Venus. When you've chewed on these "Chick-lets" for a
while, you could be a certified Venetian tour gUide

Now, lest you think I'm overstating the case, Undercover Sex
Signals is not going to turn every 97-pound weakling into a Mr,

llniverse with women overnight. But it does assure that you'll

11l'ver get verbal sand kicked in your face again by any woman you

..pproach,
Nor will you find any lofty prose between the covers of tbis

nlJnual. J'm not even going to submit it for the Pulitzer Prize,
wright, so the whole tmng checks in at about an 8th-grade read

Ing level. But, gospel truth? Yes. Everything in Und~over Sex
'H~als is based on nonbiased sociological, biological. anthropolog
, ..I, and psychological studjes-as well as personaJ observations
,nd a consensus of what beautiful women have confided to me over
Ih,' yt"ars. If you read something about women and the information

I provide is not sufficient proof, then I beseech you to check the
r Icrenced numbers in the notes. There you will find the original

tudies cited,
Be forewarned. however, that most of them are written in a

tunge djaJect called '~cademeeze," with an average reading time

I 10 minutes per sentence. I translated them into plain English

{lllO plain for SOIl}(! people's lastl:),
But, whether you decide to dig down to the original source or

R' <oatisfied with the soft-x simplifil:d translation, you can be as
url'd that everything you read is substantiated, authenticated, and
rtified, The most skeptical hairsplitting nitpicker won't find a nit

til lu.:tion to pick in this treasure trove of truth.

It·s Not K.I.S.S.

1111'; book is not one of tbose K,I.S.S. (keep it simple, stupid) books
1111 body language that say that each movement has an irrefutable
lilt Jlling by itself. Men, especially, have to be wary of being too
I,')tlcal and assuming that each gesture by itself incontrovertibly re
VI' ,II .. a specific emotion. Readjng her undercover sex signals can be
hl-t'lled to reading letters of the alphabet. The letters seldom have
11lt·.llling by themselves, but they form words when linked to-
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gether. The signals by themselves are not a true indication of her
emotions. But linked together, in what are called "gesture clusters,"
they are extremely revealing. In fact, a woman's words can lie. But
it takes one well schooled in the art of deceit to lie with her body.

Just like letters of the alphabet seldom mean much when stand
ing alone, the 26 sex signals we're going to learn are not conclusive
by themselves. The mere fact that a woman caresses her arm while
looking at you or dangles a shoe while talking with you does not
mean she's suddenly struck with an irresistible desire to roll over
and say, "00 me." It could just mean that her arm itches or her feet
burt. If, however she does both and then flips her hair or licks her
lips, you can start to get the picture. Just as kids learn the alphabet
before they can write out "Dick and Jane have a dog named Spot,"
it's adVisable to learn all 26 Signals before you stan thinking about
Dick doing Jane on the spot.

We discussed the cluster of signals going on in photos 2 and J.
In the rest, we'll concentrate on the primary sex signal but also be
on the lookout for the secondary ones, There will be a quiz at the
end. (Hey, I warned you this was going to be 8th-grade.)

J

It's Tough Being
a Guy Today

II s tough being a guy today, especially when it comes to relation
Ihtps. Granted, you guys have us beat at kicking a football, pin
ning a guy to the mat, squeezing a beer can, and, when you're
r~lil1g real good, even ripping an occasional phone book in half.
lut, as I'm sure you'll be the first to admit, you are punch-drunk
fter the first round of that rough-and-tumble, give-and-take com

Nt ~port called "relationships."
TJke an average night at an average bar for an average guy. One

minute, he'll swear that not-so-average redhead in the corner is giv
ng him a seductive Julia Roberts smile and a "Crnon over here, Big
Buy" look that would make Larry Flynt blush, An hour later, he's
t.ring into his refrigerator speculating on the safety of the

1 week-old Chinese leftovers and wondering why she cut him off
when he took ber up on her obVIOUS invitation.

While he nukes the nibbles, his mind wanders back to a conver
lion he had last week with his best buddy's girlfriend, Lisa. She's
lling him how disappointed her girlfriend Alexis, tbat volup-

IUClll.'> blonde visitor from California was, when he "didn't pick up
n her oblJious come-on signaJs."

"Iler whaaat?" he asked Lisa. "The only thing obvious about her

IJ
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was .. :' He'd wisely decided against finishing the sentence and
faked a credible cough.

Now he's noodling on what Lisa and Ms. L.A. could have
thought was so obvious that he missed. 'Tm a meathead," he mut
ters to himself while scraping mildewed moo goo gai pan into the
garbage.

Before you start getting too hard on yourselves. felIas, realize
that females have a head start on you on picking up and sending
out subtle sex signals-by at least a decade. It's like sports. Any
athlete. or wannabe athlete, knows how important a Io-year head
start is. A kid who didn't pass a pigskin until he was '7 wouldn't
have a prayer of becoming a pro. But little girls started on the rela
tionship game back in the sandbox.

While you and the guy-kid who lived next door were early male
bonding by tying your cats' tails together, your pre-teen sisters
were female bonding by discussing kids of the male gender in
painstaking detail. They analyzed every word a guy said. And
what he really meant when he said, "Pass the mashed potatoes,
please:' They examined every syllable, every expression, and
every gesture for every nuance of meaning. When they finished,
they reexamined it again in case they missed something the first
time around. It comes naturally for women. It's in their genes.

She's Tuned, 24 Hours a Day,
to a Station You Can't Even Hear

I'm not kidding. Neurosurgeons can point to clumps of neurons in
female brains that cause women to stay tuned 24 hours a day to the
same station, WYAT (What You Are Thinking). Even through
heavy static, they understand every word. They even hear it when
you're silent and you think you're off the air. They discuss with one
another your thoughts and feelings, ones that you didn't even
know you had!

Conversely, guys do not exactly ponder a woman's psychology
til their own for that matter. You, of course, are rational. That
nk'dl15 if you're like most guys, you have a guy brain, which is an
.nJlytical, problem-solving type organ. You don't like things to be
ntbulous and vague like all those fuzzy relationship things. You
prTlcr to define people in measurable terms (like his batting average

her breast size).
I..lwyers are no ninnies. They knew about all that Mars and
nus stuff long before John Gray decided to get cute with his dif·

hnt planets. The venerable barristers may battle for equal pay
nd equal work (if they're paid enough or the heat is on); when it

me.. to their own turf, however, they do an about-face on job dis
Imlnation. In their textbook for attorneys on choosing jurors

(vnlr dire), two law professors stress the importance of haVing an
lsi ant on hand-female, of course-solely for the purpose of

'Idling the prospectjve juror's body language.2

Why female? Because if the courtroom lawyer is defending, say,
pulice officer against alleged police brutality, he or she doesn't

want a closet cop.-hating grenade with a short fuse sitting in the
ury box. So naturally the legal eagle needs a better bird dog to

k up distant early warning signals about the dude's rage.
The three most crucial qualifications for the job of picking up on

ltody language and other hidden signals?
The first qualification: Being female.
The second qualification: Being female.
The third qualification: Being female.
In other words, males need not apply.
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Proof That Women
Are Bird-OoggingYou

(and You Don't Know It)

Unless you're suffering from bad breath, bad posture, and a really
bad attitude, women are chasing you. Well. to be absolutely accu
rate, perhaps the woman you want is not hot on your tail. But, by
sheer law of averages. unless you're a mental or physicaJ disaster,
three or four women in every situation you find yourself in proba
bly have their eyes on you. At a party or a bar. a woman notices
every man who walks in the door. If she doesn't write him ofT imme
diately, she throws Qut obvious "come IIlttt me" signals. But the
friendly owner of the Chinese restaurant down my block tells me
he sells "rots of food to single male customers very rate at night."
What does that mean? It means that men are missing women's sig
nals. a shameful situation that we are going to remedy right now.

People oflen ask me why women are more adept than men at
reading subliminal signals. Again, Motber Nature downloaded 90
percent of the nurturing instincts into the female of our species.
Suppose a mother didn't know bO\.... to read body language. A hun
gry baby with a full diaper would have to wait a long time for a
square meal and a change if its mother had to depend on the spo
ken word.

This talent also comes in bandy when she wants something. in

16
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previous economic societies, little boys were trained to go out and
I,lpture what they wanted-whether that meant bringing home a
bt'Jr for dinner or, more recently, a sales contract to pay for din
ners. Uttle girls are trained, e~n now, to use their wiles to get
wh~t they want. "Oh, Daddykins, I'd just love a brand-new bicy
d .. And, of course, catching "Daddykins" in the right mood is
{rudalto her successful acquisition.

As little girls get older, however, the stakes get higher, and their
klll becomes more fine-tuned. Now the little girl who wanted that

bl~'ycle is all grown up, she wants a mink coat, and "Daddykins" is
n(l longer related by blood. "Sugar Daddykins" and all the other
InC'It in her life are astounded by her ability to interpret little sig

n.I",

The Biggest Difference Is Not Your Plumbing

I m sure you've noticed by now that women have breasts and you
dun't, (If not, this book is too advanced for you, Get your money
Ntk and buy some glasses.) Women also excel at the spoken
IIn):uag like making you feel like a worm when you forget their

Irthdays or when you can't verbalize one good excuse: for stum
Iin~ in at 3 a.m. And, unfonunately, women know their way
lund better when it comes to the subtleties of a relationship. You
n'l understand why your girlfriend accuses you of being an in
n\llive clod at the party when you and your long-lost college
100padre, your amigo, your good old buddy-roo, went into a sec
nJ hour of old college-football stories.

I>.;m't blame women; they can't help it. It's al1 in their minds
t("r.llly. Neurologists have utilized new technologies like func
In..1 magnetiC resonance imaging (FMRl) and positron emission

Iml1graphy (PET) to catch men's and women's brains right in the
t They track their respective gray matter when tbey're thinking,

IVlDg ofT or picking up signals, feeling, forgetting, or remember-
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ing. {You can explain that biological difference to her the next ti~

you forget her birthday.}
So after many decades of pondering, presuming, and postulating

on whether men and women really dHfer in anything but their pri
vates, scientists have determined-hand me the envelope--YES!
When teenage boys say to teenage girls, "Geez. you and I arr on
di1Terent wavelengths:' they called it right. Final answer: Men and
women think and communicate in dramaticaUy different ways.
Here is your first "Chick-let" to chew on:

Women even interpret things in vaslly different ways than guys
do. You can say something you think is nice to a woman and get an
iced drink in your face. Or a woman you thought was crazy about
you suddenly issues you walking papers. How are you supposed to
know that you'd better put up your guard whenever she says.
"You're a nice guy"-because that means the ax is coming soon?

Then a week later, sure as a dead man sinks, comes her comment

,holt "You're too nke for me." She lets another week pass, and then
UIIIlCS the final ax. It's the old guillotine-in-slow-motion scene, one
I the oldest gambits known to womankind. She's genUinely con

vlm.:ed that ripping your heart to pieces shred by shred is kinder
lb.in saying "I find you utterly reptilian. and you make my skin

,awl. Get lost'"

Incidentally, don't make the same mistake. When it's time to break up, do
II the guy way-with quick. clean tears. And above all, do not talk about
her 10 your next girlfriend. No matter how much you diss your ex. your

MW lady will think you're still holding a torch for her. Achick wants to feel

that your ~ry brain cell. when you're together. is devoted to her.

Then. to top it off. women are becoming pickier than ever before
n hlslory. Gentlemen, if you look around you. you'll see you are

rllng on a major societal tidal wave wbere the sexy, gutsy, single,

ad horny gal is the heroine on the big screen, the little screen. in
illn. and increasingly in fact. Coming soon to a place near you
droves-women who set what tbey want and have tbe courage
$ttl after it.
But here's the big difference. They're more apt to tire of you first,

d then they will drop you wilh not so much as a "thank you very
l h " A recent CNNfTIME poll found that more women than men
rclusmg marriage or a long-term live-in relationship until the

""feel Panner comes along.)

1£1 me be: perfectly clear on this. The ~ISt century seductress
.....,·1 exactly spot you. point a long, re<:t--acrylic·nail-lipped finger

yUll, .md say, "Hey. youl Yes. you, Big Boy. I want you. Come with
, HUI she now has the courage to send out signals---dozens of

11.I1~ that are as clear as crystal to ber, and as clear as mud to you.

Realize that when it comes to verbal warfare, chicks have a distinct neuro
Iogic.al advantage 0Yef you. If she wants to "diSCUSS something,~ don't (let
caught ott guard! Say anything to D£LAY the argument so you'll have time

to think. Oh. and use the word ~sorry~ whefl you ask for a delay. Chicks
_,t

Quite rightJy you protest, "if she wants to break up with me.
why doesn't she just say she despises me, she can't stand to breathe
the same air as I do. and she never wants me reflected in her eye·

halls again'"
The answer is obvious, at least to the entire female population.

She doesn't want to hurt your feelings. It clearly, starkly, and sim
ply means that you haven't committed sufficient evil to merit a ma

jor lambaSting and she feels guilty about telling you you're history.
So, instead of saying tbat. she says, "You're a nice guy."

-0------------,
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Gentlemen, first the good news: If you play your cards right.
you can both have a g['(!at time-and when it's over, it's over. Less
trouble, fewer tears. fewer entanglements, and less "Why an: you
afraid to commit?" 1£ you perfect your perceptions. you can see her
for a while, have sex, say "Sayonara," and still be an etbjcal dude.

Now the bad news: You have to learn tbe language. a new lan
guage called Undercover ~x Signals (U.S.S. for Short). You have to
detect and decipher such signals. or you're going to be: eating a lot
of Chinese leftovers.

~ntlemen. a final word to the wise: You might be tempted to
skip from photo to photo in this book, but that won't give you the
whole story. You will be a bigger winner with a woman when you
see her Signals in their fuJI sociological framework and learn how to
react to each one. There is more to come in U.S.S. than just an
analysis and an explanation of her signals. You will be given (al
most) idiot-proof hints about how to become a virtuoso with
women, a maestro if you will. I'll teU you what makes a champion
in women's eyes and what makes a chump (and what a lot of cham
pions did to be<:ome instant chumps and what a lot of guys chicks
thought were chumps did to transmogrify themselves into cham

pions).
Some unprincipled suitors think lying and cheating to steal a

woman's heart and get her into bed is fair play. A Pyrrhic victory
perhaps, but one that leaves you alone and having to mobilize again
for the next conquest. (Apropos of principles, after this project is
finished, I want to sleep well at night, not fearing I have given you
unethical artillery to force your fair lady's surrender.) I'm assuming
that your desire is to meet women with whom you might form
meaningful relationships, not bodies to seduce, hurt, and then
desert. It is in that spirit that ,'II give you, under oath, "the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth" as it has never been re

vealed before.
, will answer all the questions you've been dying to ask about

WOInCn, questions like: "What turns women on, and what turns
m om" "Why are so many women attracted to bad boys?" '~re

any good opening lines?" "Why do women always travel to
restroom in packs of four?" ... and so on. You get the picture.

At Ihis point, you may be asking, "Why are you, who previ
has been sworn to secrecy, revealing this now?" Well, for two
s. The first is, as corny as it may sound, a sincere dedication

nling to help people. Unden:owr Sex Signals will definitely
mrn in their pursuit of women-a pursuit we women desper
want you to be successful at.

second reason is that my publisher offered me a very tidy
to rat on my sisters. For the money I'm getting.. I'd rat on my

-old grandmother who has a nasty habit of SWiping sugar
from the local diner.

~ the book and follow the advice. Soon, you'll be in the di
al every dame in town!
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Only One Man in 31
Is Hep to Her Sex Signals

One of tbe most common complaints I hear from my girlfriends is
"He must be gay. J mean, I was SO obvious. Didn't be know J was
trying to let him know I was interested?" Many of the women I've
known and worked with were so beautifuJ and so confident that
they just knew that if the guy was single and didn't respond, he
was either blind, gay, madly in love with someone else. or worried
about a jealous girlfriend who packs a pistol in her purse. What my
friends refused to believe was that the men were only blind to their
signals.

Decades of being an incurable people watcher and studying in
terpersonal relalionshjps has made me a great fan of a Dr. Timothy
Perper, who is one of the most respected researchers in male/female
courting behavior.

His laboratory? A singles bar.
His subjects? Unsuspecting men and women who were there for

the purpose of meeting each other.
With the resolve of a mad scientist examining horny hamsters,

Dr. Perper spent 9,000 grueling hours sitting on a bar stool and
feverishly taking notes on cocktail napkins while watching women

22
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oIl\d couples. Those beer-soaked scribbles became the research for
~lI'Uing his doctorate. (How cool is that?) Subsequently, Dr. Perper's
Wllrk has become one of the most esteemed bodies of research on
molle/female interaction that the world has to date.

Ihs conclusion: (Read this carefully. guys.)

Women have vested nearly all their actions with symbolic
meaning. Physical distance, topic of conversation, degree
and intensity of eye contact, and choice of locale have all

been assigned an exqUisitely developed and coordinated set
ofproceptive and rejective meanings. Women employ their
total environment symbolically: everything and every act
in it consciously expresses how they feel about the man."

Tr.1I3Iation: "Women are constantly giving ofT undercover
.. 'ignals."

Dr Perper continues,

We cannot conclude, however, that women actually succeed
In communicating with men through these symbolic mean
mgs. In part that depends on what he thinks the woman's

behavior means. Profound chasms of misunderstanding
ca" exist between men and women concerning these mean~

/figs . .. The skilled objective observer, therefore, has little

trouble understanding the woman's intentions, even if her
male partner can't.s

r,HI\lation: "But guys just don't get it."

Yo," you're probably thinking, "you mean there is rock-solid
nul lhat babes are giving me the come-on and I'm as blind as a
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potato1" You called it. That's precisely what I mean. Jfyou have the

powers of observation of tbe average guy, you don't know a
"C'mon" from "Getlostl"

Dr. Perper further proved this point by surveying his subjects as
they left the bar, either singly or together. One of the questions
buried in his survey was "Do you think the woman you were talk
ing with (or are leaving with now) likes you?" Practically all of the
men responded with a less than erudite, but very truthful, form of
"Uh, gee, I dunno." 30 out of every 3J men had mi~d the signaJs
the woman was emitting.'

6

Why Can't a Woman
Communicate More Like a Man?

nry Hjggins in "My Fait Lady" called it when be said women
n' "exasperating, calculating. agitating.. maddening. and infuri

, n~." Don't be! embarra~d if you don't understand the urrer sex.

..~ tkalJy since the beginning of time, male philosophers. psy
l!ogist5, and just plain guys have been as stumped as woodpeck
In the Petrified Forest over what makes females tick.

One of the reasons men canl figure what makes a woman "tick" is that,
when it comes to men, her head is "tiddng" all the time. Forget about
ttl)t having fun," From the moment you open your mouth, you are being

'Auditioned" for a long-term romance. So, be careful! Don't make any

tlf\t date references to your own emotional baggage. Hers will be enough

10' you to cal1)l~

Kncarchers have succeSSfully studied the mating habits of fe
ll' rabbits, hamsters, and fish and come to a consensus. No prob

nl Hut just when they thought they had the answer on the female
lilt< human species, their theories went down the drain, because

25
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thousands of exceptions reared their pretty beads. Philosophers
from Aristotle to ZOroaster scratched their ivory domes over the
strange signals women give off when they are sexually attracted to

someone. So did scientists from Archimedes to Vivtruvius, poets
from Auden to Yeats. and religious leaders from Amish to Zen
Buddhists. One of science's superstars. Sigmund Freud, made a big
proclamation on love before he died. He declared, are you
ready-loWell, we know very little about love." (Now. there's a sci

entific observation if I ever heard one. But what do you expect
from Freud? He didn't even know whether his cigar was just a cigar
or a sex sy m001.)

But questions about love were not going to be buried with
Freud. Giving scientists an unanswered question is like giVing an
elephant a bag of peanuts. They began cracking open every sheU of
evidence they could find. Naturally, scientists started where they

always start: with the obvious. They had no trouble analyzjng hu
man physical reactions when they felt ti~d, angry, thirsty, hungry,
etc. But they were still totally flummoxed by "this thing caUed
love."

In the middle of the :loth century, a generation of Americans
opened their ears and their minds when superstar scientist, anthro

pologist, explorer, writer, and teacher Margaret Mead spoke. As

head of the Department of Anlhropology at the American Museum
of Natural History, she often looked at other cultures to help her

compatriots better understand the complexities of the human ani
maL So, naturaUy everyone assumed she was correct when, observ
ing the cockamamie things men and women the world over do in
the name of love, she told us that ~x signals are all "learned." She

said, "We may safely say that many, if not all, of the personality
traiLS which we call 'masculine' and 'feminine' are as lightly linked
to sex as arc the clothing, the manners, and the form of headdress
that a society at a given period assigns to SCX."1

Pukaboo! (Not for little Babes Only)

till tunately for Margaret Mead's theory, too many exceptions

...~ In the surface about her ideas. Obviously, no one carefully
"'I<h(~ a Tahitian girl to play peekaboo behind a bamboo leaf to

.. man across the lropical clearing. And as far as we know, no
("rn-day girls in North America had their mothers train them to
peekaboo over their menus with strange men in a restaurant,
I.:hildhood, they knew that concealing their face builds up the

It ment of anticipation.
nfurtunately, many men misinterpret a woman's signals. If, for
ric, you walked into a room and saw a woman looking at you
llehind the menu as Ashley is, would you assume she is think
"You, yes you, come talk to me-now" Or "8ek, let me hide

hind this menu so you don't come hit on me,"
hley is giving you a classic U.S.S. and is casting the opening

II In the age-old peekaboo game. she learned it from her daddy
n ~he was still in the crib. He'd hide his eyes behind closed fin
, the longer he stayed hidden, the bigger the babe's (when she

.. real babe) glee would be when he peeked through them and
d ··pcek.boo."
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UNDEJl:COVIR SEX StGNA.I. .2:

The Peekaboo

Here Ashley has obviously SPOtted a man she'd hke to have come talk to
her. Women are espe<:ially food of playing peekaboo, because they proha

bly played It as bab~ wrth theIr fathers. Daddy would hide hIs~ and

then, upon his reveallns them, she would giggle and squeal with delight.

The longer the eyes are conceal~, the greater the tension and the mOfe

enticing it is when smiling mischievous eyes are revealed. Big girls

throughout the ages~ played peekaboo with their fans or masks at
masked balls.

'\,hIW, gentlemen. upon being given this peekaboo invitation.
hHuld you make a bttline for her? Absolutely not. She has not
ummoned you Yd. Approaching now would bf= prematu~. She

hoi, merely extended an obvious invitation to play the game with
hc.'r. What would you do if Ashley were looking over her menu at
IIll like this?

Remember that chicks play the courting game entirety differently than

men do. They love your stolen glances across a crowded room. the games

of peelcaboo, the slight tension, and your hints of adulauon. And you have

to learn to play the game the Wif'f the girls like It-if you want to play WIth

the girls, that is.

If Ashley wants to start this nonverbal play, you will do far bet
r If you slow down and match her at her own game for a while. As

n love-making, she wants a little more foreplay to the meeting than
IIU do. She has handed you the opportunity to make her feel Like a
luthern belle, fluttering her feathered fan, raising and lowering it
wvocatively. If your foreplay to the meeting is good, she'l) want
~o through with it. If it isn't, she'll write you ofT.

Your responding "guy sex signal~ should atways match the intensity and

uyle of her signal. Take your cue from her. whether the lady you've just

1.lllen in lust with is the preacher's daughter at the church socialOf' a gal at

, brothel whose tombstone wilt read, "The ooty time she ever stept
aklne~
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How to Indulge in Step-by-Step
"Foreplay" from Across the Room

Here's how to play Ashley's game. Since she's offered a tiny half~

smile, you should do the same. Then, instead of approaching imme
diately, pick up a menu and pretend to be engrossed in it for a
moment or two. Then, it's time to "notice" Ashley again. This time,
tilt the menu forward to look at her. Keep your eyes on her until she
starts to squirm a little and look down. (Don't worT)', she's loving
it.) 1£ sbe likes you, she will look up again-at which point you
should give a small smile and again, bide your face behind the
menu.

Repeat this sequence a few times and watch her smiles gradually
widen, opening the door for cODversation. At this point, it is quite
appropriate to teU the waiter you'd like to buy her a drink, but, in~

stead of letting her know who ordered it, the waiter should just
say, "An admirer wanted you to have this." She'll know who that
admirer is!

Corny? You bet. Old-fashioned? You'd better believe it. But for
the U.S.S. man, it works every time. Dr. Perper said it best: "Jf your
foreplay to the meeting is good, she'll want to go through with it. 1f
not, she'll write you off." Translation: "!Lam to play lin' game, or
lo~ the dame."

Using U.S.S.s to Determine
IfShe's Interested

prose you spot a lady sitting across the room who's looking
)ODd acting like your mother didn't have any children who lived.

You examine the situation and can't detect a trace of a U.S.S. com~

It from her. Is the game lost?
Absolutely not. Now is the time for you to skillfully cast some of
ur own U.S.S. bait to see if she bites. A smile is always good bait,
t most men are as confused as goats on Astroturf when the

woman doesn't smile back. They read that as "Rejection" with a
pita! "R" While licking their wounds, they wonder why some

UYflo have the edge with women and they don't. It's doubly confus~

It to them because a lot of those guys getting all the action aren't
W'1l good-looking and some have dud personalities. Yet they never

m to get the old heave-boo Women greet them enthusiastically.
Why is that?

It's very simple. The successful man never gets rejected, because
hi' tests the waters first. He then systematically follows the se
qUfllce of signals that Dr. Perper and I have repeatedly seen work
with women. Some of it may seem contrived (it definitely is), but
here is what has been proven to work best when trying to pick up a
helltie.

JI
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Positioning is all important. Whether you are at a party. at a pa

rade, or in a park, when you first see the woman you want to meet,
jockey yourself into position so you are in her direct line of sight.
Try to arrange it so she can sec you head to toe. That way. she can

check you out and when you do approach she will not find you in
timidating.

Then keep a friendly and gentle gaze focused on her. Eventually,
she will sense that you are looking at her and will look up. So far,
so good. Then you give her a small respectful nod and a smile. She
will look away. That's how she's bten programmed. Expect it. This

dMS not mean she is not jnt~sted! She is merely giving you the
most common sex signal known to womankind. The Shy Geisha.

The Single Most Common U.S.S.
and Men Think It's Rejection!

It is at this point that non·U.S.S. savvy men mess up. When a man
looks at a woman, she will almost always look away. Women in the
most remote African jungle do it. Women in the sophisticated sa
lons of Paris do it. Women at Friday's restaurant do it. Women all
over the world do it. It's part of the counship rite. In primitive s0

cieties, the less sophisticated ones even put their hands over their
eyes or their mouths and giggle. Even in today's more modern
Western civilization, however, the best you can expect is a barely
detectable softening of the lips or a tiny suppressed smile as she

looks away.

IN)£RCOVER SEX StGNAl 0:

The Shy Geisha

Ashley Is looking aWil'f. feigning modesty. But be certain she Is very open

10 your approach. wtry? Because $he is k)oking dO\llfn and away. (If she

were not Interested. her eyes would stay on the same level or look up and

lWayJ What should you do when she gives you those "shy,geisha R eyes?
Keep looking in her direction; if she looks up again within 45 secoods. it

confirms her interest in you.



Eye contact is where the rubber really hits the cement in ~xual at
traction. The way she looks at you reveals a woman's true emotions.
The U.S.S. man who knows how to read a woman's eyes never needs
to fear rejection.

When you smile at women who don't know you. practically
everyone of them will demurely (or strategically) look away. But
the way the woman looks away tells all. If she looks down toward
the noor and away, sweeping the floor as it were with her eyes, it
means she likes you. That's the "shy-geisha" look we're talking
about here. Dr. Perper proved that if she then looks up again within
45 seconds. she does indeed want and expect that you will make a
move on her.

Do be awart: that when you do approach her, she may not openly
show her pleasure. Some women feel that you will be more at
tracted to them if they play "hard to get." But since she has given

you the "geisha-eyes" signal you can be assured she is very pleased
by your attentions.

Let's explore some other reactions she might have when you
smile at her. Suppose she looks away horizontally on a flat plain, as

though her eyes were dusting the walls. This indicates that she's
not sure she wants to talk with you and her internal jury on you is
still sequestered. Now it's advisable to wait, smile at her again, or
make some other impressive move before you get the verdict on

whether you wiIJ ever be guilty of stealing her attention from the
other guys.

The third posSibility is a bummer. lf she looks toward the ceiling
and away, it means that she is essentially rolling her eyes at you.

She is probably not interested or is otherwise involved, maybe
both. Forget it and move on to another chick.

Even if you have received either the first or second response, do
not make the approach immediately. It is the time to give her a sec
ond smile. Most likely, she will respond to your second smile much

as she did to the first.

35

for surefire answers to questions like "Does she like me?" and "'Shall I
malf! the: move?" emplo\' the old "eyeball test. ~ And. remember. It's not a
questlOO of whether or not she looks irWiJIf. It's how she looks irWiJ'f that

(oonls-down. SldeWiJljS. or up.

Now is the Lime to make the approach. You should walk toward
. in full view if possible, and stand close enough to talk, but not
dose. The reason you want to be in full view is that you want
10 see all of you so that she can feel more relaxed about talking

Ih you. Approaching another man head-on could be considered
t"t'ssive. But it is the most stTategic way to approach a female in

ial setting. Keep a respectful distance, yet one that permits

Y conversing. The precise distance will vary depending on the
m size, the crowd, the situation, and certain other variables.

'ICTlON I: YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO FACE REJECTION AGAIN'

Eyeways

lore is a third signal you should keep your antenna tuned to. See
you can catch any women giving you quick, furtive sideways
nres. Because society frowns on a woman making a too-obvious

y for a man, a lot of women will just keep glancing over at you,
rn.trily to see if you are noticing them. That, gentlemen, is a sure
n that a woman is interested and will be: sorely disappointed if

don't make a move on her....-

UND6RCOVER SEX SIGNALS34
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UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAl «:

The Sidelong Glance

Here Jade seems to be at peace, sitting at the bar preferring not to be in

terrupted. But the U.S.S. man knows the truth. She wants to be ap·
proached by the guy she's eyeballing out of the side of her eyes.

An Anthropologist Bites the Dust

....~k to the history books for a moment. The time was right for
M.lr~aret Mead's politically correct argument. After aU. in the mid
dlt' of the last century, Americans wanted to feel that men and
women were not so different from each other after all. (Or course,
h.., lie never fooled the French, who just shrug and say Ville fa dif
,,.,,ee!) So the ancient battle of "nurture vs. nature" didn't score

he" knockout Maggy Mead thought it would. Why? Because some
ht'n- recent findings yanked her argument right out of the ring.

Women the world over were playing peekaboo with everything
Jill jungle leaves to silk fans; and since they were flirtatiously let

InR their kimonos. grass skirts. saris. sarongs, sundresses. and
nim blouses fall open at strategic moments to reveal strategic

bu~ly parts, Margaret Mead's "It's all learned" theory was down for
ht' count.
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Little Girls and Little GUys
Are Different from Blastoff

When kids were brought up in identical environments, researchers
found female toddlers reacting in very different ways from their
male counterparts. For example. in kindergarten, if one little girl
was crying. the others would huddle around her and try to dry her
tears, whereas little boys usually carried on with their Httle-guy
pursuits, seemingly oblivious to the howling and bawling of one of
their tiny compadres.1

Dots that mean that little boys are callous? Of course: not.
Letting their buddy bawl is a "sign of respect" to little guys. Little
girls think it's "neglect." This is just one example in hundreds of
how males and females react differently from the get-go. Is it any
wonder, then. that women signallheir sexual interest to a stranger
in a vastly different way than men do? And is it any wonder that
guys just don't get it?

Even something as subtle as playing with ber necklace or twist
ing an earring whiJe looking at a man can speak volumes in the
hidden language of female sex signals. And here's the rub: Women
expect you to pick up on these hints.

"Why in the world would playing with her necklace mean "
want sex' to her," you might rightly ask. Well, the action serves a
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&»IDUtCOVEJ: SEX StGNAL.s:

The Jewelry Tug

In this picture. Jade is giving you what she thinks is a >my dear InvtUtiOn

lID make a move on her. She IS looking right at you, and she assumes you

know that by her direct eye contact. coupled with her playing with her

nKklace, you understand she means "('moo over!~ Happily, this signal

atvn you the perfect opener. You can smile at her. approach, and then

omphment her jewelry.

38
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dual pur~. First, it instinctively feels good to tug on an earring
or twist a necklace betv.reen her fingers. Second, when a woman
maintains eye contact with you while playing wit.h her jewelry, she
is drawing attention to ber "decoration," ber plumage if you will.

Are Sex Signals Rocket Science?

While they're not exactly rocket science, r can see how these sig
nals can make a guy feel Hke a mouse in a maze. And to further
complicate matters, women often use two or three at once. One of
the 26 basic signals is usually more prominent than the others, but
it is backed up by suppon signals. Although Jade is obviously us
ing the ''jewelry fondle" on you, for example, she is also playing a
Httle bit of peekaboo with her hair over one eye.

A study published in the professional research journal Sex Roles

proved bow stiff men are when it comes to giving off, let alone
picking up, subtle signals of affection, even friendly ones to their
buddies.'

Think about your best buddy, the pal you'd stick with through
thick and thin, You'd race to the ramparts with a broken beer bottle
to defend him. In shan, you love the guy. But you're a rare man in
deed if you've ever done more than high-five bim and say, "Hey,
great to sec ya, buddy." Another study found that if straight men
wish to express their fondness for each other, they choose a public
place, preferably an emotionally charged one like a wedding, a fu
neral. or a college-graduation ceremony, and then let it all hang
out-for about three seconds. Then, according to the study, they
often feel embarrassed and glance around to make sure no one was
watching their fleeting bonding moment. 10

Why is it so brief? The answer is obvious (to you that is). That's
how you guys strengthen the bond and retain unquestionable stud
status. But you both know how you feel about each other. And
that's cool. Women wouldn't want you any other way.

Rut here's the point. If 9, percent of red-blooded American
Ics have an unusual way of communicating feelings that women
n't understand, is it any wonder that women have a way that
n don't understand? Picking up a woman's "come hither" sig

Is makes a guy feel like he's watching her in a house of mirrors
t are all spinning at once.
One of the problems is that guys are too logical. For example,
en a woman lets a shoe dangle on her toes, or loosens her c1oth

your rational guy-brain figures she just has a nervous habit or
gCHing warm. Not so. When a woman is in the presence of men,

IS intensely aware of ber every movement. If she doesn't want
nearby male to approach, she keeps her shoes on and covers

OO<Iy wilh more than her clothing. But, rest ass~d, any time a
.....n reveals more of herself to you, it's no accident. She wants

to come over.
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Uf«)fRCOV£R SEX SIGHAL. #7;

1 he Sole-Bearil1g Shoe Dal1gle

\'111 could take your cue from her for an opener and. perhaps 1005
Hl1~ your collar, say something like; "'t is warm in here. isn't it?"
h II 'l:hows her you haven't been oblivious to her overtly sexual

nAI but at the same time you aren't being rude. She will like that.

Practlcalty the only time that banns more flesh can truly be subconscious
when a woman lets a shoe dangle on the end of her toes. Be on the look·

out for her ligglins it. as that can be indicative of positive sexual eoerll)'_
Lrttms one of her shoes actually fall to the floor is sometimes used 35 a
orne-ort If a woman leu a shoe fall nearby, be sure to make a nosedive for

It then hold It like a loyal footman replaeins Cinderella's slipper. Corny?
~rhaps. But she'll soon elevate you to Prince Charming in her book.

Here. you might think that Ashley isn't noticing you and is oblivious to the

fact that her dress is failing off No way! Ashley is eXQuisitely aware of
every square millimeter of skin she's showing. In her mind, she is gilllng

you one strong come-on. Often, a woman will wait until she knows you're

looking and then strategically let her dress fall off of one shoulder. Or pull

her blouse or T-shirt open to reveal more skin. What other sex signal do
you spot in this photo?

UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAL.6;

The Expose
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Serious Science (and Big Money) Gets into the Act

Interestingly enough, when it comes to finally unraveling what r0

mantic attraction is all about. the National SCience Foundation
turned out to be the heavyweight champion. When officials at !.he
venerable NSF decided to give a modest 584,000 grant to two
women to explore the subject of romance. they had no idea they'd
be taking a finger out of the dyke in the dam and letting floods of
studies about love and sex gush in.

The findings of the grant recipients. Ellen Berschied and Elaine
Hatfield, might have been quietly filed away on a dusty shelf
among other never-to-be-read-again studies. had it not been for
former U.S. Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin. When routine

news afthe NSF grant came across his desk. he started spewing fire
and spitting smoke. He shot out a press release accusing the NSF of
"~ddling whert it didn't belong" and ranting that "romance
sp«ulations should be left to poets, not scientists." The senator's
reaction started a media tornado that Bershied and Hatfield were
reluctantly sucked up into. They were catapulted into banner
headlines. "Read all about itl Read all about itl NSA blasted for
frivolous grantl" Soon, however, everyone was asking, "Yeah, what
is romantic love?"

But if leaVing love to poets was what Proxmire really wanted, he
was shooting himself in the foot ... because a virtual army of re
searchers jumped on the love boat. Less camera-shy researchers,
hoping to cash in on some of the media hype, started conducting
studies on every aspect of romancing. They did studies on such
varied subjects as whether the man or the woman usually initiates
the break_up,11 which sex more often commits suicide due to a btl)-.
ken heart,12 whether you should play "hard to get"13 and (now
here's a worthless bit of information) what type of music makes rats
the horniest.'·

Curious about the answers? They are as folJows: (r) women, (2)

D. (3) NOT at first (later on it can't hurt) and (4) jazz (if you're a
t that is, the kind with four legs and a skinny mangy tail).
Most of the wannabe scientific stars that conducted these studjes

r got their names in newspapers like Berschied and Hatfield,
mankind got a very valuable legacy. Thanks to their research,
now know a whole lot more about attraction and how women
municate their interest sexually.

Thank you, Senator Proxmire.
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Why They Asked Me
to Write This Book

My OW-D research in the area of human sexuality. which formally
spanned more than 10 years (and informally has been continuing
ever since), drew ItSs poUtical attention but much media attention

including II full page in Time Magazim declaring "Sex Fantasy Goes
to Broadway,"

Soon after college. while still working at other jobs. I founded
and directed II research organization cal1ed The Proj«r. a not-for
profit corporation established to explore relationships and sexual
ity. My volunteers and I interviewed thousands of individuals and
couples on what they wanted in a relationship and bow they sct
about getting it. We asked them about their sexual realities and
their sexual fantasies.

We confirmed some interesting facts about women. For example,
take the same guy. same face. same bod-and they're more apt to
flip for him if they happen to meet him in a "nice" place. 1S They're
also more apt to fUp for the same guy if he's "well-dressed,"16 if he
jokingly reveals one of his little foibles, 11 and if he maintains strong
eye contact when they meet. 18 That doesn't mean you should don

your tux to go stare women down in the museum to tell them you
pick your toes. It does, however, mean you should heed studies like

46
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1hl.. that we'll explore and put to good use when dealing with the
mure ~rplexing sex.

At The Project, we catalogued these and hundreds of other find

&5 about people's sexual habits and then communicated them to
public througb the realm of theater. Practically every Thursday,

day, and Saturday evening for a decade. volunteers and our pro
ional team of performers presented psycho-sexual dramaliza

s on stage. (And the performers all kept their clothes on!)
After the hour-long performance, I and often some of my col

ues from ASSEcr, the American Society of Sex Educators,
nselors and Therapists, or a visiting sex therapist, would con

ct. rap session on stage with the audience.

Btcause this unusual project, which dramatized information
ut people's deepest sexual longings, had no nudity and no ex
it language (Time Magazine described it as "squeaky clean"), it
ght the attention of many mainstream magazines and the three
jur television networks. Some of the vignettes were presented
national television. Therefore. even more people the world over

d or wrote to The Projt'Ct detailing precisely what they wanted
their relationships and in their sex lives. They told us what they

achieved, or had failed to achieve, in reaching those goals. The

rs were fraught with tales of misunderstanding between how
sexes communicate and the anguish it caused.

I re.ld the letters from women with great empathy. Everything
wrote underscored my ever~xpanding knowledge of how
'n are continually exuding sexual hints that men are continually

Ing. It also confirmed my suspicion that, at other times. a woman
Udo something in total innocence only to see it misinterpreted.
In a study called "Can Men and Women Differentiate Between

ndly and SexuaUy Interested Behavior?" approximately 80 men
Ro women were shown films ofa male and a female acting in ci

r an innocently friendly or a sexually interested fashion. 19 Men

red very badly on that test. Women were far more perceptive.
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This shows that men not only miss sex signals that are genuine
but also often see an action as a come-on when it is notl Then tbey
try to pick the woman up and wonder why when she says, "Get
lostl" Or the opposite happens. Low self-esteem clouds a man's
judgment. and he doesn't approach a woman who would welcome
his advances. Either way. he loses.

For example, since different cultures have different "comfort
zones" in regard to how close they stand to strangers. an American
man would probably think a Latin woman was coming on to him if
she stood too close to him by the water cooler at work. So he'd
make a pass at the Latin lovely only to get slapped. first with rejec
tion and then with a sexual harassment suit.

The sad thing is that the guy missed out because be never made
a pass at another stunner, the Scandinavian sales rep. Why?
Because he thought she was giving him the cold shoulder, But all
she was doing was backing up into her comfort zone of 3 to 4 feet
when he spoke with her,

There are, however, many women who will use proximity as a
sex signal. While talking with a man, she may stand a little closer
to him than her normal "comfort zone," Or she may invade his.
Often a woman will move into a man's zone and see how he reacts,

On the average, people feel uncomfortable ifyou come more than
within .14 inches of their "personal body space"-unless you find
them sexually attractive, that is. Women often use this invasion 01
a man's personal space as a way to announce their availability.

If a woman moves a bit too close to you. it will be onp~
Then, she'll be watching your reaction very closely. If, when sht'
doses the distance between you, you act surprised in any way
that's a big strike against you. She's bound to misinterpret it anti
think you're Dot affectionate and wouldn't be able to give her whal
she wants in bed. When she moves too close, you must reward her
aggressive move by a smile or even a slight move forward yourself,

":OVER SEX SIGNAl. ••:

('fose Encounter

..... IS fteetJngty invadmg the man's "per5ona1 space" as she is Bet

"the stool. She comes to Within 18 inches of Matt's face. If only fur a
....nu But. bemg SUpeBenSltJve to such signals, she expects him

up on It. Matt is reacting perfectly, He smiles and eveo teasingly
M is traPPIng her in the circle of hiS ann and his knee. So as not

100 aggresSive, he lets her~ut not before the pomt is made: He's
hft signals and he wants her.
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Like the work of Ellen Berschied and her colleagues. our research
project also received a sizable grant. and we were asked to brinJl
our message of sexual loneliness and miscommunication to the pub

lie by creating a Broadway show based on The Project. After much
work and horrendous but hilarious theatrical gafTs, we opened OUI

show. called Another Way to Love. to packed houses at the old Bijou
Theater on Broadway. I didn't mind (much) when the c!'"ilics panned

the show from a theatrical standpoint. because they applauded our
rare research on su bUminal sexuality and comprehension of thl

sexual signals people exude.
Now, as a consultant and motivational speaker in the field 01

communications. my particular specialty is the plethora of quick
silver sublimjnal signals that are exchanged between people. such
as, for ex.ample between a vendor and a buyer, a boss and an em
ployee, jury members and an attorney, etc. But the exchanges thai I
find most intriguing are the signals cast between a man and ,I

woman who mighl potentially be lovers. And that, gentlemen, I

what U.SS. is aU about reading a woman's signals to win h
heart, mind, and body.

Men looking for Love-and Sex
in All the Wrong Ways

I've been almost constantly on the road in the past several yeal"\
speaking or consulting during the days. But in the evenings, I turn
into a bird-watcher in hot pursuit of a rare species called "love
birds who do it right." I've sat perched in hundreds of restaurant\
hotel cocktail lounges, and pubs watching the human ballet of mt'n
and women looking for love, mostly in all the wrong ways.

There's rarely an exception to the rule. When I observe a man
picking up correctly on a woman's undercover signals before hf

makes an approach, he is usually successful. When be respond
well to her signals during the conversation, the twO of them stay

IIlt,ther throughout the entire evening. Many of them leave to
her.

But if the male begins to deviate from what the studies prove
ks. I see the woman starting to lose imerest. And unless he

(kly jumps back on track, the lady usuaJJy makes her senti
h quite clear. While spying on their interaction, I can often

puint the precise moment and the exact move that "djsquali
. the guy in her estimation.

Men are more forgiVing if they like a woman's looks. (She blew
nose on the dinner napkin? No problem. She's got great tits.
bumped into someone and didn't say, "Excuse me?" No prob
Great ass.) But we females make brutal snap judgments on the

t evidence. It's sad, because often we're the big losers. If an
ise terriBc guy makes ODe King Dork move when meeting a

n, she's likely to write him ofT before she ever gets to know
Please understand, we want you gentlemen to notice us-but
~ool about it. That's one of the reasons I wrote the book.
part of my research, I ordered a truckload of books for men on

In meet and make it with women. The guys in Amazon. com's
10m must have loved that day. When the books were dumped

Diy doorstep, I discovered that most of the publishers had
ht.od more baJoney between tbe covers of their books than the

fAmous Katz's Deli squashes corned beef between slices of
MAny of them were filled with platitudes and "great opening
, thaI would only work on an 80-year-old nymphomaniac
,he was drunk. Others alTered ivory-tower theories and fuzzy
~Ke" advice about the fair sex. Then, of course, there was the

I ~"~ortmenl of books written by the elastic-facts guys who
Ihey could seduce any woman, anytime, anywhere. To be fair,
were a couple of good books, such as How to Succeed With

" (Copeland and Lewis), Biology of Lolle (Perper), Maxim's
,hm'/zed Guide, and, of course, How to Make Anyone Fall in
With You (Lowndes).
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Every woman is different. Every man is different. And every sit·
uation is different. Taking all this into consideration, Undercovn'

~x Signals gives you tbe latest information available about the bu
man female and ber strange, subtle ways of signaling men. You'll
read dozens of tips not found anywhere else to help you meet and
form meaningful relationships with women. (Hey, maybe a mean·
ingful relationship for you is a quickie in the back of your Ford
pickup. So be it. U.s.S. helps there too, but the author hopes you're
reading this for something more significant than that.) Whatever
your goal with women may be, Undercover Sex Signals gives you
your best shot ... because it is the result of scrupulous personal
research and observations and of studies and experimentation con
ducted by serious sociologists. Undurover Sex Signals can give you
all the proven best moves to make when trying to pick up ~

woman. But it's up to you to execute them skiUfully.

Go for it!

10

I Love Women!

Ilion to thinking like a man, I have one other quality in com
with guys. J love to be surrounded by beautiful women-taU

hart ones, Shapely in-between ones, blondes, brunettes, red
~nd even an occasional silver-head if ber odometer has been
k by diet, exercise, and maybe a little surgery thrown in for

measurements. Don't get me wrong. There's not a lesbian bone
body. I like to look at women, not sleep with them.

d here's something else I like to do with women that some of
_n don't. J like to listen to them. And they love to talk to me,

they know I'm giving them good bal1sy advice that their
fnends don't know how to dish.

king of ctishes, those: are the ones I'w listened to most,
in addition to the research and books I've written on com-

,It ions and love, forms my credentials for writing Undercover
lJh.

hUt' working with The Project, and before J decided to go back
I to tack a few more initials on my name, I was an interna

night attendant, a model. an actress, and finally the owner of
ding agency. In addition to my honorary Ph.D. awarded for

(("s work in the field of interpersonal communications, I have

53
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been soul sister to hundreds of exquisitely beautiful women whu
have shared their secrets with me--the secrets I now share with
you.

The first time I soared with stunning women was as a Dight at
tendant with Pan American (and that was in the days when Weighl
Watchers drop-outs and kindly old grandmothers couldn't get the
job). I learned a lot about my sisters during the long layovers in thl
outskirts of cities like Monrovia, Liberia, where there was nothing
to do but talk the night away to the sound of whirring fans. W

weren't permitted to go outside after dark because of tbe mosquito
infestation (not to mention the lion, leopard, and snake infest.l
tions). The tales the girls told me about their affairs were as long.l'
Monrovian nights, and most were a lot hotter.

After a couple of years (and a couple of roommates whose plan
tragically flew into a mountain top), I landed a safer job, as a fash
ion model for New York's exclusive Wilhilmina agency, and movtd
into a high-rise building on the upper east side of New York City
that had a singles bar called "Thursday's" on the first floor. M

new roommate turned out to be: a lingerie model named Jessica whu

had the same name and frame as the gorgeous toon in "Wh
Framed Roger Rabbin" She had the best body I had ever seen In
3-D or 2-D.

Most evenings. after she'd had a long hard day in the showroom
Jessica and I would go down to Thursday's for the free drinks and
munchies the management gave us. The manager there was no fool
He knew that half his male customers patronized Thursday's just hI

get a glance of Jessica slithering in. hips swirling with more motiOn
than the ocean. 1l0se in the air. just as ifshe were on the runway. Nil

highway crash ever rivaled the amount of rubbernecking that fol
lowed Jessica wherever she went. When she arrived. every man',
eyes widened in excitement and every woman's narrowed Intu
green slits of jealousy. I wanted. more than once, to shOUL
"Bartenderl A saucer ofmiJk for every woman in the house, please:

Huring those years, I learned a lot about how women entice a
II to come over and talk to them (and make him think it was his
n idea afterward). I also learned the ways a woman signals a man

1\ talking to that she likes bim. orten, the way she does it is

IDEIlCOVtR SEX SIGNAL.. 9:

e Space Invasion

,.""n is extremely conscious of how close to a man she is standing Of

or how close to him she is moving any part of her body or any ob

Often. Instead of invading his personal bubble of space With her body,

will let her hand. a knee. or an object of hers penetrate his unspoken

my Here Ashley is not touching the man. but she is lening her arm

hand stay close to him. If a woman makes any similar moves while

WIth you, make sure your reaction is one of pleasure. Otherwise,

pull back and Ihe relationship can grow more distant
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subtle and has to do with "personal space." Jade demonstrat II
how a woman is expre~sing availability when she moves into ..
man's personal space. There is another way that many women hinl

at this without actually moving their full bodies into a man's "terri
lory." Everyone in North America, on the avenge, has a .24-inch
imaginary bubble of comfortable body space around him within
which no one but close friends or lovers can enter comfortably. A
if oblivious to what they are doing. women move a leg. or even an
object. such as an ashtray or a bowl of peanuts. into the man'
"bubble."

Just as the excitement escalates and everything becomes criti I
when a football game goes into overtime, your every move in t

mating game becomes critical once the touch has been initiated
Other than for shaking hands, you must, unfortunately. let hf
make the first move when it comes to touching. And usually sill
will. She will pretend it's unconscious at first. Maybe she'll tou{h
your ann when you make a joke. hold your wrist while pretendin
she nttds to look at your watch. or let her fOOl "unconsciously
touch your leg. Understand there is nothing inadvertent about lhl
at all. It is a calculated, contrived, carefully planned test to see how
you react.

How should you respond? With a smile. a move toward ber. and
possibly with a reciprocating touch of your own. Just let her kn
you noticed-and you like it.

IIDI<IC'OVER SEX StGNAL 11'10:

,'"lnnocent"Touch

woman WIll never touch you if she doesn't wekome your advances,

she does, you must react warmly and appreciatively. Otherwise, she

, you are either (1) a cold fish not capable of giving a guppy a run for
money or (2) someone who simply doesn't like her, either or both of

h will Immediately qualify you for her quit list. If a woman does reach

.nd touch you for any reason-say to take a piece of hnt off your

1. to look at your tie or watch, or as an unconscious gesture after

vt cracked a joke-you must react very positively. Otherwise, she will

Vlt'S gone too far and will back down.



During those years. J enjoyed talking with Jessica and lhe Oth4
models about their boyfriend woes and their sexual frustration
Most men are as lost as a~ in a snowstorm when it comes to I

babe's body. I learned the honest answers to some questions. an
swers men never gel because women always lie to save their eg
But, never fear, all will be revealed in U.S.S.

What I didn't enjoy about modeling was the mouse-size diet I
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I III iIIdhere to to stay empl~d. I wanted ill job that permitted me

"" .... II."S at parties and an occasionaJ pig-out on chocolate. It seems
'l.•lural career path of burned-out or bummed-out hungry mod
W.l\ 10 take a crack at acting, which is precisely what I did.

IIW I got stories from hundreds of actresses: From Broadway
III off-ofT-off-Broadway babies, from Rockettes to Playboy pets.

• udition lines in theaters all over New York provided the perfect
r for girl talk. There was something about the long afternoon

10 darkened theaters for the producer to shout "NEEEXT" that
w. share our deepest secrets about men with one another.
I 10 qUickly wrap up this autobiography (which is even be-

jn~ to bore me). let's cut to Ihe quick and see how my experi
l"Ontinued to build toward my background for writing

rtaUfr Sex Signals. Jobs were tight tben, and just a B.A. and no
nt .... experience made me a bum bet for any employer. So I
I InlO business for myself. NaturaUy. J opened a business in
h I would still be surrounded by female pulchritude-a "real
I( , modeling agency and production company, creating shows

ships. Especially on those long cruises, I still had a bevy
lilies bending my ear and asking my advice:.

IIW conduci corporate seminars on communications skills and,
mllre fun, public seminars on relationships. At every rclation
..(,.,sion, I distribute blank pink cards to tbe women and blue

III Ihe men for "questions you've always wanted to ask the op
\('x but were afraid to ask." Right after the break, I collect
rd., and read them aJoud. Tbe men answer the pink-card
t,n~ and the women answer the blue questions --sometimes
11I~ questions. Their unexpurgated answers are yet another
I{lr the candid and accurate data in this book.
It you heed Undercover Sex Signals, I promise you'll never

.II .1 woman again and wonder if you're going to be shot down.
wlll see her interest in you as clearly as your fantasies of good

lei come.

In some sItuations, it IS not feasible or appropriate for a woman to touch a
man or enter his personal zone. In these cases. her tactic will be to lean
forward toward him. Never, ever back up when she does this. What other
signals do you notice in this photo?

UNDERCOVER Su SIGNALS

UNDERCOVER SEX SlGNAl_,,:

Th~ L~an-2-U
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How to Rejection-Proof Yourself

Compared to other professions. the sales profession has onc of the
highest dropout rates in the first couple of years. Why? There arc
two big reasons: (I) the fear of rejection and (2) abhorrence of cold
calls. Beware. such fears in big-dame hunting can blow you out of
the water and make you never wanL to get your feet wet again.

Are you ODe of those guys who, when they go to a pany. set
their Sights on the best-lOOking fox in tbe place and never get up
the courage to take a shot at her? If so. you probably spend tbe
whole Lime trying to come up with some opening salvo. and. by the
time you've rehearsed it a dozen limes. a huddle of jocks has her
barricaded. So instead of targeting some other anractiw: woman
who has bten signaling you all evening. you slump off the field
feeling like a failure. Later that evening at home. you thumb or
click desperately through the personals and ask yourself. "What's
wrong with this picture?"

Many men figure that only the guys with great abs, flashy
wheels. and thick shiny manes of black hair flOWing down their
well-toned backs can make it with those women. Wrong. My den
tist, Dr. Dan. scores at every party he goes to. (Yes. you heard right.
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dentist. And he bears a strong resemblance to an albino seal. I'll
vC.tllthe secret of his success later.)
Well, what if you never had to fear rejection again? What if every
man you approached was eager for your .tItlention? What if tvtry

you went to a gathering ofany sort, you could leave with a gal
your arm or her phone number in your pocket? What if lots of

you never even needed to go home--to yours. that is?
The secret. as you now know. lies in detecting her undercover

signals. U.S.S. will provide you with a detailed map of the fe
terrain-and tell you what it mdicates when she squiggles. ca
s, or displays this or that part of her body.

However, a simple laundry list of body language, as some books
attempted to provide, is not enough. Nor is such a list accu

. As I said. you must look for "gesture clusters" and view them
thin the framework of the situation and the presumed personal
of the woman emitting them. In this context, no book is large
ugh to contain them all. Only when you comprehend what

....os U.S.S.s and how they manifest themselves will you be able to
nize them on the fly qUickly enough to make two people very

py you and the gal who flashed them at you.
me of them are very subtle-so subtle that a quick flick of the
can mean the difference between "Come up and see me some-

" and "Get outla my face!" For example. a woman's hands are
curate indication of prttisely how much she likes you at any

leular time. Just like a weathervane. her hands turn toward
when her warmth is blowing In your direction-and away
you when she's blOWing cold.
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Jade, In the exact same position but with her knuckles forward, says,

is not a fist ... yetI Beat it!"

people consider the palms to be very sensual parts of the
hecause they are usually hidden. I mean, when was the last

\'OU actively remember seeing someone's palms? Other than
l'Ic'~Rar's on the corner, that is. Or those of the female imperson
ill that comedy show giving "the limp wrist." Pretty forgel

huh?

"t l'TION I: YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO FACE REJECTION AGAIN

UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAl #12:

Weathervane Palm

UNDEkCOVER SEX SIGNALS

This is affectionately referred to by those who are savvy to undercover sex

signals as ~the old wrist flash." When a woman looks at you white resting

her chin on her knuckles. palm forward. it means she likes your style. II

suggests she is saying, "I submit" or "I accept you,"
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In the first photo, Jade was open to your attentions. But wilh a
simple turn of her wrists, she cut off your approach. If you are al
ready in conversation with a woman and she turns her palms
toward you, it means she is warming up to you and likes you. If her
palms are open when you start speaking with her but then turn to
a knuckles forward position, walch out. This is mon= indicative ofa
protective, possibly even hostile, feeling.

If you haven't made her acquainrancc yet and she flashes her
palms at you across the room, it signals that she would like you to
"Come hither." As you start to walk toward her, keep her palms in

the edge of your Sight. They're like a weathervane in the wind indi
cating her inten=st. If they start to turn away, slow down, back up a
bit, give her a smile, and watch her palms to see if she's up for a sec

ond try.
But don't jump to conclusions too quickly. There is another pos.

sibility. Maybe she is quite attracted to you but your attentiOn
makes her as shy as a mail-order bride. So her hands tense up. It's
like the airplane travelers who clench their fists on take-off and
landing so the rest of their body can appear at ease. (Flight atten·
dants call them "the white knucklers.")

Ifyou suspect that positive sexual tension, not rej«tioD, has oc
casioned this reaction, look for some of the orner undercover sex

signals that we will explore. If she is not giving you other U.S.S.s
and her closed fist is accompanied by other signs of rejection, such
as averted eyes, crossed arms, or turning away, you're playing with
a cold deck and it's time to cash in the chips with that particu
lar gal.

SECTION II

Proof of U.S.S.s
(and Why Men

Miss Them)
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Most Potential Lovers
Never Even Meet

n 198:1. a guy named John Andrew Jones wrote his thesis on
clinicians call "the proceptive femaJc", (and what other
n call "the aggressive bitch"). His thesis. Nonl-'ffbal FlIrtation

dr. An Obsn-t'Qtiona/ Study m Bar Sellings. got him his mas·
ckgree. (Cool! He got away with sining on bar stools at the 10

Jkeasy. ogling women, secretly whispering notes into his
I~re Tttorder. and then compiling his notes for his thesis.fl

!I noted that whenever a man and a woman started talking.
Ie made the first move, albeit subtle. more than half the

Olten. a woman would look at the man and then quickly look
'10 though embarrassed to have been caught glancing hjs way.

!'iplit second it took for the man to feel ber eyes and look at
Ihe was now looking down. He, probably feeling he didn't
mU\ler, would also look away. But inevitably she would take a
k peek back to see if he was now giving her the eye. Alas. be

llf the reason just cited, he wasn't looking al her. This would
pllllli her. Her disappointment soon turned to disinterest.
pe.ltedly. at parties. in restaurants, in museums. in shopping
,md indeed. almost everywhere men and women gather, I've

lhb same ballet of the eyeballs performed. It usually has a sad
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ending. each thinking the other is disinterested and neither havin
the confidence or tenacity to keep the dance progressing toward ..
meeting.

Nine times out of ten, tbe reason you don't meet a chick you'r

intel"ested in is due to faulty eye contact. If you catch her eye (Ill

the street. do NOT look away. She wiJJ take it as a sign that you .,
not interested. If you lock eyeballs at a party and she looks away
do NOT make the same mistake. Smile and keep your baby bJu
browns, or greens right on her.

..----------~
Since a chick's mind is gotnJ around as fast as beaters on an eIectnc mixer
when she sees you, get in het'line of sight and let her size up your looks

before you approach. That way, you get a reading on how much she likes

you and she'll be more relaxed when talking with you.

It Takes a Woman to Know a Woman

Since 1983, there have been even more dramatic studies on WOrntn

and their naturally aggressive nature. Monica Moore, a unjversity
professor, proved that the figure was not just one-half, as John
Andrews had calcuJated. She observed tbat the female initiattd

two-thirds of the mal~/remale "pick-ups." (There is speculation
that because Ms. Moore was a woman, she was able to recognl7r
signaJs that even randy rubbernecking male researchers missed
and that the figure had been two-thirds aU aJong. It takes one III
know one.)

In her landmark study called Nonverbal Courtship Patterns I,.
Womt11, Ms, Moore embedded hidden cameras in the ceiling of ..
large singles' event with about 200 women and :;1:00 men in attCIl
dance. 21 She filmed the entire party from above. The film tracked

lin approached whom. who danced with whom, who left with
m. etc. Afterward. she played the tape for her assistants. Each
they spotted a male approaching a female to dance or speak
her, they rewound the tape and analyzed the encounter from

inception.
Th~ results of her study? Two out of every three times a guy

over to talk to a girl, she had subliminally lured him over
one subtle signal or another. Although the subjects wen: rela

young women of coll~ge age, they had already mastered the

of the undercover sex signal.
ever, it doesn't taU a B.A. to sling out U.S.S.s. A bot femaJe

panzer will spot a cool-dude chimp, strOll toward him, grace
(for a monkey) turn around, and then tip ber buttocks toward

"",,"so be gets a whitT of ber wazoo. He thumps the ground in

re and goes after her.n

you assuming the female of our more evolv~d species is

that? Think again. Another Monica in our history. Monica
nsky, wearing a thong instead of panties under her skirt,
d her bare ass at then-President Clinton. Thump, tbump, he

• monkey of himself too.

~at ploy is going to places where men are supposed to be ht:lp~s and
helpless. If a chick doesn't take pity on you and offer her help, ask for

In the supermarket (women love men who cook), you might ask her for
;.....,ple, "Uh, excuse me, do you know if this mango has to be cooked be

eating?~ In the laundromat (women also adore men who do their
laundry), you might say, for example, "Gosh, do you think it's OK if I

this red T·shirt in with my white dress shirts?"

('k 10 Ms. Moore's bash. What types of undercover sex signals

the women used to lure the men? More than one-fourth of
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woman's underarms are rarely seen. 50 exposing them to you is -spe

for her. She is qUite conscious that she is leaning back. supposedly ap

g relaxed But she knows precisely what she is doing. To play the

well, you might wInk at her and say, -I wish I had a feather ~

m had smiled at the targeted man--ofTering just a tiny smile
Vt' got to keep your eyes out, guys}-before he got the idea to
the approach. Since there was music, many a woman swayed

t' 10 the beat while keeping eye contact with her chosen male.
In' .llld her team spotted dozens of other man·baiting gestures,
h ,I' women tossing their hair, touching their exposed necks,
I.ll"cssing their own arms or thighs during eye contact.

.....C'OVER SEX SlGNAl.14:

e Underarm Flash

UNDERCOvtlt SEX S1GNAl,.M:U:

The Necking

When two foxes are fightmg in the wild, the loser bares his neck to say. ~I

submit" And when a female fox like Tanya here bares hers, it expres~

her vulnerabihty or openness to the male. She becomes very animated

and, at one pOint. lifts her hair high off her neck. sending a strong message

to her partner. Your compliment on her beautiful hair would be playing

the game well.



In Monica Moore's study. the bolder women licked their lips whill

staring into the eyes of the man they wanted. A few women ~
raded past the man, brazenly swinging their hips. and then looked
back to make sure he noticed. Several even "accidentaJly" bumped
into poor unsuspecting males who were seated around the room

And some of those guys didn't even get it! Duh.

73

Once, in a jazz club called the Blue Note, I spotted a man who
d$ smooth as silk and decided to throw him a few undercover
~ignals purely for research, of course. I kept my eyes right on

I suppose that, eventually, he felt my eyeballs drilling a crater
the side of his bead, because he looked over.
he women in Monica Moore's study had a good batting average

h the lipstick ploy, so I tossed my hair and went diving into my
. I had recently read a study in the respected Journal ofSocial

hology called "Lipstick as a Determiner of First Impressions of
mality:' revealing that, when it comes to color of lipstick, a
lrity of males prefer a good dear red.23 I extracted the red stick
vnamite from my bag and exposed the wick.
waited for him to look back. When he did, I lifted the lipstick
y lips and lowered my compact mirror to maintain unbroken
untact with him. Then I slowly circled my lips in bright red.
final kiss on the trick, I pressed my Lips together to smooth out

lipstick and then wetted them by running my tongue around
. slowly, sensuously, all the while maintaining a direct gatt.
woman doesn't need to read .2lst-<:entury sex manuals to
that full wet red lips are very sexy. More than 5,000 years

B,C., babt's dressed in bearskin began rubbing red into their
Why? They were no "dummies." They knew that when sexu
..mused, more blood flows to the lips and makes them bigger

redder.
III lO today. A New Mexico State University psychologist,

1111 Johnston, is currently attempting to prove the draWing

\1 l'TION II: PROOF OF U.S.S.S (AND WHY MEN MISS THEM)

(; ntlemen, it bears repeating again. Nothing with a woman is ac
d ntaL A woman notices every man who walks into a room. You
Iked in? She's sized you up. ~riod. End of story. And if a female

anything at all to make you notice her, that means she's inter
d, Unfortunately for you, however, ifyou don't bite immediately
appropriately, she goes on to more interested and interesting

UNOEkCOVER SEX SIGNALS

UNOERCOVE:R S£X SKiNAl _15:

Here sandy is issuing iii very primitive and bold invitation that almost bor

ders on lecherous. A woman will lick her lips either conspiwously or

covertly for several reasons. One is that she wants to make her lips look

moist and more Invitins to you. Another Is that she is thinking about inti·

macy with you and is licking her tips for her own pleasure. A third is that

she is trying to tantahze yOU with what treats might be in store for you

from her lips

The Lips Lick
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tWcr of big lips by using a computer program called FacePrinLS,
hkh generates 30 facial images. Volunteers in the study rate the
I" for beauty on a scale of I to 9. The results? Thus far. both men
II women seem to think big lips on the opposite sex are more at

.Iive and sensual.
Kt p your ey~ out for any woman who is primping. It could
n that she is putting on the war paint to attract you in particu
Or maybe it merely indicates she is "looking:' In either case,
r odds are better with a primping woman.

It .also provides you with an excellent opportunity for the perfect
nlng tine. CasuaUy comment, "You don't need any of that" ...
lying that she is already attractive enough.

My Blue Note ploy went off like clockwork. My big smile with
hly painted red lips lured him over as soon as the musicians

.. break, Scott, as 1 later found his name to be, asked me if .....e
met.
'Iou know, that's precisely what 1 was thinking," I lied.

Un thing led to another, and we went out a few times. On one of
I,Her dates, feigning forgetfulness, 1 asked him how we had

'Oh," he said, with a verbal swagger, "I spotted you at the
Note and came right over and introduced myself." When men
nwnership of a good idea at work, women bare their fangs in
r But when tbey want to retroactively take ownership of mak·
lhe approach, women reveal their pearly whites in a sly smile

I ill'S, "or course you did, dear,"
BII"!I!<ed be the lies that bind.
~1I1l probably aren't aware of it, but you have most likely already

d J few women who had been casting you undercover sex sig.
BUl, as was the case with Scott, your male ego may have con

illltly helped you forget that it wasn't you who initiated the
1111g. Just think how much more successful you'll be when you
,me hep to her signals,

If it woman likes )'00, she wtll primp by putting on lipstick, powdering her

nose, or combing her hair to make you aware of her appearance. If you

haven't met her yet, she can use this as baIt to draw you acnxs the room

If you have met her and, let's say. you are Ofl it dinner date With her, check

to see when you've returned from it temporary absence (to use the phone,

the men's room, etc.) whelher she has done any secret primping. If she

has. it's an eJlce:llent sign that she cares about you enough to look her very
be<L

UNDERCOVER SEX SlGNAl.l':

The Primp

UNDeRCOVER SBX SIGNALS74
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Are U.S.S.s Nature or Nurture?

To begin our exploration, let us turn to our furry little friends.
Researchers conducted an experiment called "Parental Behavior in
the Mongolian Gerbil," which sounds as exciting as working a toll
booth. They confirmed their findings with others using fats and
rabbits. (They eVidently chose ones that are just about as randy as
single guys.)

The teStarch team proved repeatedly that it is the interaction,
not just tbe female's "come-on" that results in copulation.24 The
guy gerbiJ had to respond appropriately, according to Miss Gerbil.
for her to flash gerbil-ass at him. If he got ahead of the game and
exposed his, ub, gerbil penis to her in a lewd fasbion prematurely.
she might shun him. she might do the same if be tried to jump her
fragile little bones too quickly. The artistry with which he played
the game determined whether' the guy gerbil got laid or not.

And so it is with our supposedly more evolved species. Let's re
turn, momentarily to the question of nature vs. nurture. Guy and
girl gerbils have no culture to teach them how to behave. They have
no symbols, no language to communicate or dictate their actions.
And, insofar as we know, they seem to have no minds or intelli
gence for remembering what should and should not be done. They
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are simply run by their own biological needs. (Does that sound like
any of your buddies?) Therefore, even with gerbils, sex with a de~

sired partner is often not consummated. (Can you identify with
that?)

As we work our way up the mammal chain to humans, the mat
ter becomes even more confusing. Not only must guy humans send
out tbe right signals in response to those of the females, but also
tbey must emit the right signals for each particular lady AND be
able to read them in the context of her culture, his culture, and
what they've both been taught works. It's a mighty complicated
process to consummate a simple biological act. But not to worry.
You're being talked through it, systematically.

Graduating from gerbils to gals, the worlds ofscience and sociol
ogy agree that there is a strong thread of nature in a woman's sex
signals. But her signals are, unlike those of the gerbil, complicated
due to an organ she has that gerbils don't-a brain.

14

Are Her Sex Signals
Conscious or Unconscious?

This brings us to the question of whether or not she knows she's
sending out U.S.S.s. Sometimes, she does; at other times, she
doesn't. We have said that if your looks, for a reason we'll explore
later, happen to "push her buttons," she might squiggle, caress
herself, or expose more of her skin. Why?

It comes from internal stimulation. Every red-blooded male
when he comes of age should be informed that a female's pleasure
center is spread all over her body, whereas his is more localized. For
example, a woman's body feels good all over when you kiss her
neck, caress her arms or legs, nuzzle her thighs, or massage her
feet. So, when she gets a gander at a man she Hkes, her body be
comes tingly, head to toe, and she starts the job herself.

At first, when she's very young, this happens unconsciously.
You've probably seen little girls sitting on Daddy's lap squeaUng
with delight, squirming all over, laughing and running their hands
through their hair. (Conversely, guys, when you got excited on
Mommy's lap, you grabbed your little peeker and got your hand
sJapped.)

Grown-up girls, at least the smart ones, notice that certain men
respond positively to such self-caressing moves. They like that.
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15

Cupid Does Drugs
(or What Happens When

the Bug Bites Her)

IS probably not a man alive who hasn't said about a woman
IIIVed and lost, "What did she see in hIm?" Well, we found out

I makes a woman want (0 strip down when she sees one guy
l:ip up when spotting another. Surprise, surprise, it all goes

k to drugs. In this case, I'm talking about a drug mightier than
Juana and stronger than Singapore slings. And, no, you can't
lion the suett.

t ~ the chemical Mother Nature injects into the little lady's sys
when she sees II guy who sets off just the right series ofneuro
oil responses. This reaction usually only occurs when the

n is confronted with II guy who, for esoteric reasons, rings

lis, or who looks like Tom Cruise or Kevin Costner. (I told you
h"r Nature's no fool.)

however, you're more of a Jack Palance in the looks depart
I you can still $Core with her by getting Mother Nature on

Ide, But there's a catch. First, we have to go back to chemistry

III understand precisely what happens in her body when she
twrserk over a guy. (In fact, you're not immune to it either. The
lhing happens to you when the "L" word tries to enter your

llulary.)

If you are talkin' with a woman and w beJins to play with her hair, it IS II

subconscious (at first) wish that you were toomin, her. If you respond

well. her wish becomes conscious and she be,ins to use the signal as iI

come.on, It is a sign of either eJlcess 5t:JluaJ nervousness or her trying to
tantalize a man into imagining that he is playing with her hair. DepefKhn
on the woman's mood, women With long hair often let It $WIng over 00t

eye to attain the peekaboo effect or to appear glamorous l 13 Lau~n

Baal!. Doe of the most popular ways a woman uses her hair as II come-on
is to give it II flip while looking at the man.

UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAL .17:

The Bair Play

That's when their sex signals shift from unconscious to consciou
The really smart women practice and perfect them to have an evrll
more magnetic effect on men. A lady's signals can become so calcu
late<! and precise that using them becomes an art form. She learn

to emit each signal with the intensity she wishes to convey.
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Speaking of the '"l" word, don't use it too quickly with chicks. They won't

trust you. Instead, say something like "You're the most unique woman I've
ever met." She'll noodle over that one for days.

After the Proxmirc: media hurricane about the National Sciem
Foundation and the large grant blew over, scads of scientists pUI
their pointed Uttle heads together and conducted hundreds of ell
periments on sex, love, and romance.

The following is the absolute rrulh and nothing but the truth
as promised. about love and desire. There's nothing touchy-ret'l
about it. The explanation will satisfy even the most organized gu
brain---even you guys who iron your boxer shorts. fold your sod.
before putting them in the drawer, and alphabetize your cann(ll

veggies in the cupboard.
Here's the scoop. Researchers asked women how they felt wht'll

they looked at a guy tbey realJy liked. The women answe~,1

"Well, my heart beats faster." "My palms get sweaty." "My thf"Oj'l
gets dry, and my body gets tingly," "My skin feels all prickly," eh
Most replied, ", feel all funny inside" or "It's chemistry."

IlIIe'OVER SEX SIGNAL .11:

e Self-Caress

I~ obviousl)' feeling a tJOgiing sensation In her body, If she~

~: and ~s eXpWence(j, ca~sing ~ awn bod)' might lust be in.
: . like scratching an itch. When she became a beautiful woman. she

IZed that men enjoyed watching her cares~ herself. Now it is used as
lfillment and a way to lure 'IOU over to talk with her.
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"Hmm," scientists started thinking. "That sounds suspiciously like
a reaction to amphetamines." Could it possibly be that love. that
cred emotion in the words of Robert Burns, "Love. 0 lyric Lov
half angel and half bird? And all a wonder and ill wild desire," Wol

just drugs? A chemical ~action?
WeU. I have good news and bad news here. The bad news, e5j"'(

dally for romantics reading this, is that her deciding to drop COUll '

for you is pretty much a chemical reaction. But not to worry. Th
good news is that. even though it's difficult to sway her emotion
I'm going to givt: you a way to get some of the sexy chemicals run
Ding through her system when she sees you .

...-----------,
Paralld partong nak~ WIth you for the first time is a much. much. mudl
bigger deal for her than it is for you. Undress her slowly. Tell her how

beautiful her body is each step of the Wf'j. And let her know how spea.1I

a ntght it is for you. Otherwise. you risk Josing your license with her.

Thanks to a principle in the world of psychiatry called "cogn
tive consistency:' when we find our bodies reacting in a ceo.un

way. our emotions folJow.

Cognitive consistmcy says that individuals strive to k«p
thdrcognition psychologically consistent and that when in
consistenci~s do arise they strive to rtstort consistency.2S

So, if her body gets all prickly when she gets a gander of ytlll

she will probably fool herself into believing that it's her heart liM!
is responding. And, as always with women, wherever her he,ll!

goes, the body follows.
Scientists have now isolated the very structure of the chemical III

the core of her litlle heart's going pitty-pat. It is quite similar to am

I hl,tamines except that it is naturally produced. If something Ca
lll,)r or exciting strikes a woman when looking into your baby
LI s, WHOOOSH! She's swept away as though on a drug and be

IDn"lCS very high on you.
like any drug, this amphetamine-type substance causes differ
I reactions in different women. Some freeze like a deer in head
hl~ and are practically unable to speak or move. Others, like
I~y, begin to caress themselves to counterbalance the tingling

"'iIlC'ovtR SEX SIGNAL 11I19:

Shoulder Scrunch

women, especially the more spontaneous and free-spirited ones.

..tow themselves to become like a kid again when in the company of a

they enjoy. They may scrunch their shoulders, move lhetr breasts en·

y. and become wide-eyed. Much of it is in direct response to the

""lelhytamine flowing through their systems. She is also using another
lIanal With her right hand, which you will leam shortly.
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sensation. And still others have the opposite reaction. They beCOl1lr

silly or scrunch up their shoulders in delight.
Scientists who study depression and elation have recently made

remarkable discoveries about chemicals in the human brain calltd
neurotransmitters. We now know that they are responsible for lh,ll

crazy wonderful feeling that made Romeo 00 and Gene Kelly ShlJl

in the rain.
Now the mother of neurotransmitters. the onc tbat really cau~c

grown men and women to come unglued and fall ofT their hinge
can be identified specifically as the one called phenylethylamln
(PEA).26 The way PEA affects us is this: The brain is divided inlll
separate parts and. in tota!. is about the size of a grapefruit (,II
though when someone is infatuated, the description PEA-braint'\1
would be accurate on two counts).

The first part is just above the spinal cord and gUides such In
stincts as survivaL territoriality, etc. (By the way, if details put yOtH
feet to sleep, you can skip to the bottom of the page. If you're onc III
those guys who like to know the reason for everything (or a trivi
fanatic), read on. The next part, the limbic system, controls SUt I
emotions as anger, despondency, hate, and, conversely, calm, h"p
piness, and love. The third section, the cortex, is the part that look
like a ball of spaghetti-length macaroni and comes to mind wht'l
we think, "brain." This part is responsible for our thoughts. 27

The three parts communicate with one another through a hUll
dred billion impulses (give or take a few billion with certain pc.'\
pie) going from neuron to neuron. PEA lies at the end of some Ctl!

to help the impulses jump from one neuron to another. But hert'
the problem: The substance itself, PEA, is a natural amphetamlll
that gets you high. So, when you see someone who rings your he'll
your PEA-manufacturing system generates morc product; lhtl
more PEA floods through all parts of the brain-including the 1,1

tional thinking part. So, not only do you have an escalation in youI

Il'lC of territoriality about the love object. but also your limbic
\ I m makes you feel ecstatically happy (or dreadfully miserable.
I !>rnding on the circumstances).

Welcome back, 90 percent of readers. As I explained above. a
"on's "think box" gets all unwired by this naturally produced

R. So does the body. That's one of the reasons why, when a
man spots you and likes you, her body begins to twitch, itch. or

ullol~le. That's the "nature" part of her signals. As she grows a Iit
ulder, she is often embarrassed and tries to hjde them. But when

become a U.S.S. expert, you'll even recognize her repressed sig-

on the Lookout for Her "Semi-Signals"

oy women are probably attracted to you who don't feel comfort
It' overtly casting you a signal. Society frowns on it. and they

'I want you to think they are too aggressive. Therefore, you
t be on the lookout for "incipient:' "indicated," or "aborted"

"I~nals.

these are signals that a woman started to give but, due to shy
nr not wanting to be caught giving you the come-on, aborted.
might start to caress an object or herself. but then stop. She

hi start to loosen her clothing or mirror your movements, but
o "lOp, She might just fleetingly flash ber palm, dangle a shoe,
un her fingers through her hair-so quick you'd hardly see it. It

10 lrain your eyes to catch her in the act and reward her ac·
with a warm smile.

Wants You to Play the Game Too

a woman expects that you will pick up on subtle signals,
npects you to do your part and play the game too. Her interest
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qUickly dwindles if you just stand around and drool. You must rc
spond to each of her signals appropriately in order to encourage

her next volley.
I heard you ask, "What would be appropriate in this case1'

Maybe an ever-so-fleeting glance at her hand and then a wartll
smile. Or maybe your nonchalantly keeping your eyes on her hand
as it circles the rim, then looking away as if you hadn't noticed, and
finally turning your head and giving her a smile. Maybe even.

wink.
What kinds of moves can you make ifyou're on a date and havin)l;

dinner with her? Well. you could slide your wine glass up nexl ,..
hers. for example. You could begin caressing your glass, mirrorilllt

her movements while maintaining eye contact. Vou could look a lit
tie too long at her hands running around the glass and then give he I

a smiJe. There are any number of ways to play it and aU of thelll
work as long as they are subtle, resp«tful, not suggestive----and fun!

.-----------,
Your playing the game of sex signals with her can be compared to a game

of tennis. No top player wants to fool around with a mediocre one. But if

you manage a great serve and return her volley with a nice stice, she Wilt

definitely want to play with you. Be mischievous. Be sophisticated. Be fun

Play her game. She started it! Soon you'll develop a sixth sense for the

right rejection-proof moves. And the score at the end of tile game? She's

hoping it will be "Love/l~."

Let's say such a tennis game continues for a whiJe and, if YIIl!

don't miss a ball, you're soon standing as close to her as a W(I

T~shirt, your eyes interlocked with hers. The two of you are shut
ting out the rest of the crowd, chatting, and haVing a drink til

gether before setting up a date. Then (if all goes welJ according III

Mother Nature's plan), you mate.

Incidentally, it's not just romance that gives you a PEA brain.
Why do you think otherwise rational adults jump out of airplanes?

r researcher measured the amount of PEA in the real pee of para
It' jumpers while in free fall. (I'm trying hard not to visualize

he gathered his samples.) He discovered that the PEA levels of
divers' urine soared as they catapulted toward the earth.28

ur PEA-soaked lovesick brain causes grown men to talk baby
,and grown women to count the haIrs on their lovers' chests
the last time I counted) and feel that the dumbest things about
lovers are sacred.

ow this MJckey Finn of romance, this popper of passion that
the lady temporarily blasted, doesn't last that long-fortu

Iy for her and for you. It's all part of nature's plan. If it lasted,
lind the missus would still be singing your love from rooftops
keeping all the neighbors awake--or having sex around the

k when you should be getting the kids ready for school. As a
line read recently in the International Herald Tribune, "Love

an Eighteen Month Expiration Date."29
e of the original researchers on this phenomenon, Dorothy

ov, was a bit more hopeful about limerance, the bulky word
coined for that crazy want-to-rip-your-ciothes-ofI-right
kind of passion. "The most frequent duration," she wrote, "is

n approXimately 18 months and three years."30 Mother
fe'S no fool. She knows that's as long as it takes to get a male
a female shagging, get her full of heir, and then get the off
S toltering on two feel. Mother Nature doesn't give a spit
, what comes after. Broken hearts? Henpecked husbands?
s.11 abuse? Long~term happiness in a relationship? "Forget it,"
Mother N. "Just hang in there until that Iiale bambino is
Ing; then you're on your own."
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Beware the Female love Junkies

Having a basic understanding of PEA is crucial both for turninK
women on and for understanding them. For instance. have you
ever known a woman who leaps from one relationship to anolhtr'
In the light of thjs newfound knowledge. you would understaml
that she's booked on the adrenaline rush that PEA gives her. When
the first rush wears off. she jumps to another man who makes h('1
PEA rush all over again. She should have your sympaLhy, as she I
uninformed and sick, She's called a "love junkie:' because sh
needs to keep that initial high going all the time. And. no mattC'1

how right two people are for each other. that's Dot going to hap~1l

if she needs that constant jolt. Other love junkies get involved with
men who mistreat them to keep the hjgh going.

Unfonunately. many wonderful relationships are destroyed be
cause of ignorance about this chemical reaction in our bodies. A null

and woman get nice and comfy in a relationship and when natur
takes its course and the PEA su bsides, they blame it on the relatiOn
ship. They think their love is dying instead of understanding tholl
it's JUSl the natural pre-programmed PEA fizzle time. PEA also play
a role in one of the biggest head-scratchers men have about women

Why Do Women Go for the "Bad Boys"?

The most asked question by men except for "What's a great open
ing line?" (yes, we'll get to that) is "Why do women seem to go f,
the bad guys?"

There are several reasons, and many of the rogue-loving WOITk'Il

are as confused as you are about their self-destructive liaisons. EV('II

worse, many women don't even admit their perverse preference
They put "trust," "honesty:' "respect," and "commitment" at thr
top of the List, according to an assistant professor of psychology ill
the University of Winnipeg who asked 141 students to rate the al

IhUles they considered most important in a love relationship. So

hy IS it that the untrustworthy, dishonest guys who have little re

'l for them and will never commit to a lasting relationship hold
h an attraction for so many women? They wind up thinking

t them aU the time, waiting for them to call, and feeling eu
ic when they do and miserable when they don't. And yet this

d of dramatic excitement ended up at the bottom of the list of
RS the psychology students said they wanted in a relation

11

One of my girlfriends, a self-admitted rogue lover, says the nice
the one her mother wouJd simply adore. is too familiar to be
When she's with him, she feels psychologically chaperoned.

her momo- were sitting right next to them, With the rogue, on
other hand. she feels naughty and excited. It reminds her of the

when she was a little girl and could be naughty when Mommy
't looking.

he question of why women think they want one type of man
RO for another doesn't just baffle the women themselves and
nice guys they'd prefer to be attracted to. Serious researchers

explored this phenomenon and named it "The Stockholm
rome:'32 In fact. one researcher even thought he could de

il scale for detecting a woman's tendency to let her heart be
ped on by a rogue. His study, called 'J\ scale for identifying
kholm Syndrome reactions in young dating women" was pub
d in a professionaJ journal called Vio/mu and Victltns. 33

other Nature's desire for us to procreate and help our progeny
lve and then her callousness to our happiness wouldn't be that

. , except for the lag factor. Anthropologists tell us that evo
n is notoriously slow and that many young women are dancing

the tune of a different millennium, There was a time in our (by
tandards) ancient history when selecting a sensitive. com pas
te, loving male would have been a reaJly lamebrained choice.
nice guy would have probably been kiJIed while trying to in-
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tell«tually ~aSOD wiLh tbe dominant dude in bearskin who held .,
stone hatchet over his head. And, of co~. that would have Irlt
the baby with no daddy to go out and bring home the rabbit anll

fox meat. Mother Nature nudged the primitive pretty and said II
her. "Better to go with the powerful jerk. dear." Now the fact th..,
in the 21St century choosing the powerful jerks makes no ~nst At

all hasn't gonen through to some of today's pretty women.
For some severely evolutionarily challenged women, pow I

means hunks that learned how to curl their lips like James Dean ell

Elvis Presley. For others, it brings to mind big beefcake types Ilk
Arnold Scbwarzenegger. Power for women who are still evoluti(lll
arHy challenged but a bit more up-to-date (stuck in, say the I, I
century) is defined as money, possessions. and expensive cloth
Their retarded genes tell them that men with those things are til
guys who can take care of them the best. (Unfortunately. a lot of It

is pretense-and many of those rich-looking rogues couldn't prn
vide anything more than their own impeccable wardrobes or a gym
membership.)

Many women also find abusive men attractive becau~. to II
outward appearances, they seem confident. They gi~ off the air (II

knowing what they want and pushing others around to get If
Usually it co~rs up a deep in~curity, but the "tough" guys keep it
deeply hidden.

Some women find a perverse pleasure in this type of sometunr
near fatal attraction. They miss the drama in their lives that tht"
felt as teenagers They remember the pain, the pleasure, the disco...
ery, and the being on the brink of disaster associated with th(,1
first loves. So thjs type of woman finds the rogue to be exciting. Sh
has no idea what's going to happen next. She could suddenly t
having sex with him in a roller coaster at the amusement park III

come home to find him in bed with somebody else. That kind 1,1
uncertainty gets her juices flowing. 34

If you find yourself il'lYOlved with a bad-boy addict, OOo't become MbadM

yourself. Do, however, q~tton the way you act with her. Ask yourself,

Am I doing something too predictable?" Then stamp out all of your un

nec:eswy predictability. Do something to surpnse her.

In some cases, the tough guy may remind her of the time she was
Ie girl. Daddy may have been harsh with her, and so she came
nneet such behavior with being cared for. Unfortunately, it's

ctive _.. and she may well develop a higher and higher thresh
for what it takes to get that adrenaline flowing again. For some,

to the point where they have to be abused in order to recap
those melodramatic moments and get their "fix."

The resullS of a massive study of women who continually chose
vc partners revealed that they suffered low self-esteem and

ft'lalionship only aggravated it. The verbal aggression and vio
they endured caused depression and a myriad of other symp

. Yet they stayed. Many were "love dependent," feeling tbat
could not survive without tbe panner's 10ve.15

is very common for women who love a bad boy to ha~ a nice
woiiting in the wings-a soft bed to fall on if the tough guy
too tough. They keep stringing their nice boy along as an in

e policy.
Dumber of "nice guys" in my .seminars ask me if they should
in the wings in the hope she'll "see the light1" I tell them that

IUtistics are preny bleak. She must have a desire to escape the
live destructive pattern herself. and, deep down, sbe proba

doesn't want to.
you should find yourself on the short end or the stick in one of
relationships, it's best just to say, "Girl you've got too much

utionary baggage!" and walk. (You probably won't get her
with that rejoinder. hut it will leave her wondering.)
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Secret 15 Sexier

Another screwy aspect of attraction related to phenylethylamlnr
became known in a study called "The AlJure of Secret Relation
ships." A resourceful research team was able to survey mixed-SCJl
individuals who played footsie under the table in the presence (II

their own respective partners The footsie players reported a hight'l
level of obsession with these relationships than with their opt'li
ones. It was no mean feat (no pun intended) that the researcher.
were able to confirm these findings with couples who had had ~('

cret relationships in the past. The participants reported that thev
continued to think about those relationships much more than thc:v
noodled over their revealed relationships. In yet another survey III
individuals who said they continued to be obsessed with a past rr
lationship, they more often than not reported that it had been a 5(

cret one.
So what does all this add up to? Does it mean that while shavinM

in the morning, you should start practicing your snarl to look meJIl
and lean? Does it mean you should insist the lady keep your rel.l
tionship a secret? of course not. It simply means that women love II

little mystery, a little secrecy, and a little unpredictability. AnJ
they love playing seductive games across the restaurant, across thl'
bar, or across the park. And, as soon as you start reading and emIt
ting the signals discussed in U.S.S., not only will you please lhr
lady, but you'll avoid getting turned down when you make the ap
proach.

Why have I spent so much time telling you about phenylethy
lamine and the eXcitement/danger aspect of love and about CogllJ
tive consistency? Because, once you understand these two conCepl\
you'll have the power to turn up the heat and get any woman whn
finds you even moderately attractive incredibly excited over you

16

The Move ThatAll
Turned-on Women Make

's good news: Happily there is one sure-fire, never-fail, always·
pens, instantaneous, instinctive move a woman will make
never she spots a man she likes. Perhaps it comes from chiJd

when Mom would stick her knuckle in her back and say,
aighten up, dear. You're so much more attractive that way."
r ten, or more, years of connecting good posture with being atM

Ive, it becomes a knee-jerk reaction.
You guys do it too. Often, as I'm walking down to the beach, I'll
• man strolling along the shore on my right, and a woman doing
same in the opposite direction on my left. Their posture is nor
meaning a little slouchy. Perhaps their heads are down search

for seashells, or contemplating the wonder of their navels. But,
moment they spot each other approaching, up comes the shaul·
, back goes the head, and their steps become brisker. Once
Iy past each other, out of eyeshot, they give in again to gravity.

97
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UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAl..2t

The Perk-up (or Breast Thrust)

H~re Ashley, holding her head up by her fisllooks like she's watching a

plant grow. Jade Is watching the hour-hand creep around her watch. In

other words. they are both having a major yawn of a time.

wait a minute! "What have we here?" Jade says to Ashley. When you

Ik In the door. Jade perks up and throws her shoulders back. Ashley

~ the same. Each has oot only perked up, but is giving you a double

whammy, What other sex signals are they giving you in this picture?
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An absence of any of the other signals-like her not playing with
her jewelry, not playing peekaboo, or not letting her shoe dangle'
does not mean sbe is not interested. However, if she does not pt'l

up when she sees you, start catching the eye of some other gals .11111
see which percolate and which don't.

17

The Move ThatTurns
All Women On

one who shies away from superlatives, I hesiute to say that the
ing technique using YOU" most potent undercover sex signal

~...r sorcery; yet. it is. If the woman in question is at all at
cd to you. it wiU not only get the excitement flowing through
veins (thanks to phenylethylamine) but also C<lIu.se her to think
Is starting to fall in love with you (thanks to cognitive ronsis

). Let me explain:
Those two grenades right over your nose have the power to det
te a woman's emotions. Just as those with black belts in karate
I~ter their fists as lethal weapons, you can register your eyes as

hologically lethal weapons when you master the eye-contaet
hnique which t call "taffy eyes."
I h.ave heard many women say, '" knew he was the one the mo

t , looked into his eyes." Was it that "he" was so special. or
Id it be tbat "he" knew the power of intense eye contact? When
stare deeply into the eyes of a woman (as long as she finds you

lIo1l1y attractive) and keep them there, especially during silences,
works a kind of "magic" on her. Here's proof.
In il study called "The Effects of Mutual Gaze on Feelings of

antic Love," researchers put 48 men and women who didn't

'01
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know one another in a big room and assigned them a series of pari
ners. Unbeknownst to the subjects, they gave the partners dirtl
tions on how much eye contact (0 have with whomever they Wt'l!

speaking. It varied from only 30 percent to morc than 70 percenllll
the time.

Then. afterward, the researchers asked the subjects how thl V

felt about the various people they had spoken with. The resuhs7

Subjects who engaged in mutual gaze increased Signifi
cantly their feelings of passionate love . .. and liking for
their partner.

Journal of Research in Persona/ity36

The Electrifying Power of Eye Contact

Powerful eye contact instantaneously stimulates strong feelings III

attachment and affection. Why? Helen Fisher, the aforementiOlllll

anthropologist, says that direct eye contact triggers "a primith'
part of the human brain, calling forth one of two basic emotion..
approach or retreat:']7 In other words, her reaction is one of th

most common basic animal instincts, fear-and we now know huw
that is linked to romance. (Later in U.S.S., you'll see how to use thl

knowledge for the ideal first date with the lady.)

-0------------,
look deeply into her eyes, and when you must look away. do so reluc·

tantly, slowly, as if pulling your eyes away from hers is as difficult as pullins

warm taffy.

Here's where the phenomenon of cognitive consistency comt
in. Follow me carefully now: If your slightly exaggerated eye con
tact is giving her that phenylethylamine-filled excitement/fear 31111

VilU are even moderately attractive to her, she will believe that her
own emotions are causing it. Thus, she will begin to actually feel
tht' emotion to prove to herself that her mind and body 3re consis

nt. (Cognitive consistency, remember?)
Since the little lady's heart will be beating faster and she'll have
at tingly feeling all over (unbeknownst to her, just because of
ur increased eye comact), she wiU interpret this as the first stages
Infatuation with you.
Now, there is a minor risk in using this technique on the street
at work. If the woman is not at all attracted to you, she will in

ret your gaze as licentious and lascivious lechery and wiU dial
lor get you on a harassment rap. However, and I repeat, ifshe is
all attracted to you, she will see it as your thinking, "Beautiful
y, I can't take my eyes off you." And that, for a woman, is the

st aphrodisiac of all.
The arguments for intense eye contact are seemingly endless. In
ilion to Ughting her fire, maintaining strong eye contact gives
the impression of being a more intelligent and abstract thinker.

;Iuse abstract thinkers integrate incoming data more easily than
crete thinkers do, they can continue looking into someone's

even during the silences. Peering into a partner's peepers does
distract their thought processes.J8

So if the arguments are so overwhelmingly in favor of establish
strong eye contact, why isn't every guy doing it? Because of the
block--especially when it comes to beautiful women. The more

..."ne overwhelms us, the more we avoid their eyes. For exam
, sometimes the office cleaning staff will avert their gaze from
big boss. And if we meet someone extraordinarily handsome,

utiful. or accomplished we tend to do the same.
Women have an interesting way of expressing feigned shyness

.It the same time boldness with their eyes-they nutter theml
(' longer a woman's lashes, the more she makes use of this ma
ver. Fluttering the eyelashes is another of those signals that
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starts out as an instinctive reaction to internal stimuli. WhC'1I
women become emotional, tbeir eyes tear up and tbey, of cou
must bUnk to clear them. Recognizing that some men find the
lasb Outter attractive, wornen affect it.

Do lasses like lads Who Wear Glasses?

With all this talk of intense eye contact, you'd think taking ofT ytlU
glasses would make you more attractive to women. Surprisin~1

enough, though, that's not the case. A study called "The ElTech I I
Eyeglasses on Perceptions of Interpersonal Attraction:' pubLishr.1
in the Journal ofSocial Behavior and Personality, found tbat womrn
like men beuer when they are wearing glasses.)9 (Not so, the olhll
way around.)

The women reported, "It makes a guy look more intelligent
And if the frames are cool. it makes him look super." But bew,lt
gentlemen; your choice of glasses is an important fashion Slat

ment; so make sure the frames are up-to-date and are right for yuur
face. If they fit the bill and your beak your glasses are an asset.

18

What Does She
Mean When She Says,

·You're Just Not My Type"?

n a woman says this, you can interpret it in several ways. But
ually means that pigs will lay eggs before she ever gets in bed
you. So if seduction, not friendship, is your goal. you might as
hnd another tree to bark up, unless, of course, you want to
it out until practically every other man in her life is pushing

uisies and you're tbe last tuna left on the beach.
be absolutely correct, bel" saying, "You're just not my type,"
, "You don't fit my preexisting and neurophysiological real

ute of maleness. And, furthermore, all of the neurocmotional
lopment that mediates against the electrochemical activity of
n parts of my brain is insufficient for an intrapsychic event to

r with you."
JW before you feel your family jewels are being pillaged, let's

r what that actually means. Let's say you're bener·looking,
make more money, and you're one helluva lot nicer guy than

Je'rk she's currently seeing.
doesn't matter. You could be as rich as Bill Gates, as handsome
m Cruise, and as nice as Mother Teresa. If you don't fit her love

plate. you won't score with her. As Johnny Cochran said dur
Ihe O.J. Simpson trial. "If it doesn't fit, you must acquit." So,

10'
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sorry gentlemen, if the little lady says, "You don't fit," you must J\

quit. After all, she's the world's foremost expert on whom ..hi
wants to sleep with. and whom she doesn't.

A woman's neurons have minds of their own. They tell hi 1

whom she's going to love and whom she's going to sleep with
often in defiance of anything her logic would recommend. Whtll
you learn fO understand her neurobiology and what excites her. II
gives you much more stud status in her eyes than the size of yOUl

biceps, your brain, or any other bodily part she might meaSllIr

against your competitor's.
I'm sure you have your preferences too. Some men's "type" I

more general. such as tall blondes or brunette midgets. Milliono; III
men, however, want something very specific. You need only r(',ltl
the personals to know that: "SWM seeks a lOVing relationship wllh
a one.-eyed redhead with big feet." History is fraught with men a'ill
women as kinky as an old phone line. Napoleon is reputed to hJ\
liked his women not kinky but stinky. He once wrote, "My belovrll
Josephine, am arriving in Paris tomorrow. Don't wash."

Why am I telUng you this? Only to demonstrate how esoterl
taste in love can be. Your choice may be more in the ail-vanillA
freezer, but the little lady's may not be. Don't take rejection perS(JJI
aUy! Just look around and see who craves your flavor.

Why She Digs That Dishpit (and Not Me, F'irnstance)

So why is she turned on by one dude and not another? Why dCll
one woman push your buttons more than another? Psychol~v

Biology? Anthropology? All of the above and a whole lot more.
Actually, Granny had the answer. Whenever I'd express my II

tonishment that one of my girlfriends had fallen "for such a turkey,
she'd simply nod her head wisely and say, "Love will go where It

sent." Did she know she was thus echoing Pascal's wisdom of rn(1I

than )00 years ago, "The heart has its reasons, whereof rea\llll

knows nothing"? For those of you who can't trust anyone over )00,
hilll means that "people nip over people for no damn good reason."

Actually, in this case, there is a reason. Mother Nature doesn't
poke the lady one morning, point at you, and say, "Honey, he's
one." Mother Nature doesn't demand that the sound of your
e, the way you laugh. or the way you look at the filly with

ICul eyes wiJI make her heart falter, her hands perspire, her feet
ale, and her lips ask you the way to the bed.room. There is a sci

fically sound reason why it happens. and I've actually wit
d it in action.

Once, during my modeling years, I was sitting at the bar with
)6C-24-35 roommate enjoying our end-of-tbe-day munchies,
n a very ordinary looking guy-dry brownish hair, medium
ht, tiny eyes a tad too close together-said with a big grin,
cuse me, ladies. Do you believe in love at first sight? Or do I

to walk by again?"
ica swung her head around, expecting to blow him off as she

done half a dozen others that evening-especially ones with
b lines like that. This time, however, when Jessica's eyes met
~ady little ones, she froze momentarily. Then she turned the
IVing stool toward him, tilted her head, and lowered one shoul
she crossed her legs seductively and said, "You could try."

shrugged, smiled, and turned to walk back into the crowd.
ca looked like a locomotive had hit her. Lest he get away and

return, Jessica caJled after him. "Uh, just kidding," she said.
was hoping you'd call me back. Hi, my name is Fausto," he
extending a hand that Jessica wiJlingly took, "and you must

he lovely Jessica I've heard so much about." He then asked my
, though obViously with less gusto and still holding Jessica's

rtcr a few minutes, I managed to disappear, unnoticed by ei
into the crowd. Occasionally, I would glance over at them.

I Fausto and Jessica were toasting their glasses. Another time,
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Jessica was laughing and dusting real or imagined lint ofT III
jacket. The last time I saw them that evening was as they w '
walking out the door together. perhaps to a music club or perhol'
to his 3partmeDt--destination unknown.

Later. much later. in the wee hours of the morning. I heard c '"

door open. A giddy Jessica stumbled in. trying to be as quiet
possible, but ber hiccups gave her away. I mumhltd, "Where h.l
you been?"

"What did you. hie. think of him?" she asked.
"Who. Fabian?" I asked.

"No. silly. hie .. ,"
"Flavia?"

"No. Faustol Isn't he. hie, cool?"
Fortunately. half asleep. I CQuid feign drowsiness to avoid IIll

swering.
Jessica and Fausto had a stormy affair for about six months UlIl I

he finally broke it off. Apparently, she wanted him to commit 0111 I
be wanted to play the field for a few more years before taking Ih
big step.

Once, in the sad days after they split, I was helping Jessica
tract all pictures of Fausto from her photo album. As she turn('~l

page, I said, pointing to a guy standing by an antique car, "W ,I

you missed one."
"No, that's my dad when he was younger:' she replied. J "

had always spoken about how much she loved and missed her II

tber and what a close relationship they'd bad. But it wasn't ulIl+l
that moment that I knew what he looked like and made the conn
tion between her dad and Fausto. I realized retroactively wt,
Fausto fit Jessica's love mandate.

What Makes Her Feel lOin love"
(Romantics, Don't Read This!)

knee, now fully aware that the brain's emotional chemistry can
'iwayed by, for example, selective seratonin uptake inhibitors
Prozac and Paxil, has discovered that love too can be defined in
s of chemical reactions. You can't make someone love you
ifically by giving them a pill, but chemical reactions result
visceral reactions to events and a person's past.

That does not mean that when Jessica spotted beady-eyed little
sto with hjs hackneyed pickup line, she thought of her dad. In

t cases, in fact, people don't make such a connection. But their
Iplcnt feelings of love come from deeply buried responses to
rp cuts of pain or pleasure axed in our brains at an early age.
d those responses generate a form of "drug" that circulates
lugh our system.

If you're up for a science moment, read on. Ifnot, skip to the dat
mandates below. For those of you whiz kids who are still with
scientists call this attraction "sexual Imprinting." whatever in
dual (usually a member of the opposite sex) is around when
.Ire oil tot becomes a neural imprint for masculinity or feminin
A sexologist by the name of Dr. John Money coined a more
ntic term, "Iovemap:' for this early imprinting. Whenever we
feel, hear, or do something that is pleasurable with someone
ng our tender years, that person's qualities form a menu of
( attributes we will Dip for later In life. Conversely, early trau-
k experiences (which occur daily with s-year aids) add attrib

to the list of "Couldn't possibly go for anybody like that."
cy said, "Lovemaps. They're as common as faces, bodies, and

In\, Each of us has one. Without it, there would be no falling In
, no mating, and no breeding of tbe species."4o

An Austrian scientist, Dr. Konrad Lorenz, once dramatized the
nlhcance of the early imprinting phenomenon by snatching a
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mother duck away just before her little ducks came out of their
shelJs into the cruel world. He then went around the laboratory
flapping his wings and quacking. (And we wonder where the term
"mad scientist" comes from.) Well. the little ducklings got "im
printed" and began to foHow Or. Lorenz wherever he went:"

Very recent research by three psychiatrists, Doctors Thomas
Lewis, Fari Amini, and Richard Lannon at the University of
California in San Francisco bas peeled back yet another layer of
what scientists gener-ally accept as the bottom line on love.42 They
were even able to pinpoint the parts of the brain that become sexu
ally imprinted -and they don't include the part that controls our
reason. The researchers wrote. "The neural systems responsible for
emotion and intellect are sepalClte. creating the chasm bttween
them." They're so far ~part, in f~ct, that you'd have to pack a lunch
to get from one to the other, thereby explaining why "love is
blind."

You can't inteUectualJy choose who is going to charm you any
more than you can will yourself to throw ~ pass like Kurt Warner
from the St. Louis Rams. The "requisite neural framework", as the
researchers called it, doesn't coalesce on command, and, aJthough
you may have seen a terrific "hail Mary pass." you can't direct your
body to throw one.

It's the same with love. like it or not, aU of us know only how to
play the kind of love games we have already practiced. It made per·
feet sense that Fausto had pushed Jessica's buttons. She had ~I

ready practiced loving someone who had looked like him, her dad.
In other words, he "fit" the part of her brain that was responsible
for love.

So How Can I Make Her Feel That "Chemistry" for Me?

Now, as to the question of "creating chemistry," you can do two
things. One is to listen carefully to her while she is speaking and
use the same words she does, especialJy when referring to events
.lUd people in her past. If she says, "mother," "mom," "ma,"
"mummy," or "myoid lady,"-you say the same. The second thing
you can do is to pay attention to her body language. 1f she moves in
a genteel fashion, you should too. If she's more casual, that should
be your style when you're with her. Although to all outward ap-

arances you are different and you think that is the attraction,
chemistry "happens" between people who, unbeknownst to even
themselves, have a basis of Similarity.

Looking for an (Almost) Sure Thing?

Spiritually it's for the birds, but we know that even humans "of a
leather" flock together. It sounds contradictory. but it's also true
that "opposites attract"--sort of. In love, it's been proven that we
nnly find differences that can enhance our life to be turn-ons.
Otherwise, we go for folks just like us.o

And here's a fact that really stun-gunned me. It's at least under
'itandable that married couples often resemble each other in age. re
ligion, ethnic background, socioeconomic status, and even political
views. But even the researchers were thunderstruck when they dis
lovered that four times higher on the similarity scale were people
who had married lookalikes!44 They were similar down to such de
I.lils as the length of their earlobes, the distances between the eyes,
o1nd even the length of their fingers.

When one considers, however, that our "lovemaps" are formed
In childhood, it all makes sense. After all, who was around when a
woman's sexuality developed? Her father, uncles, brothers, and
ulhcrs who had the same genes. So if you swim after gals who look
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as though they're in tbe same gene pool you're in, you're four times
as apt to make it with them.

People who were brought up in the same family or even in the
same part of the country tend to move like each other. People who
think alike tend to move in a similar fashion. And when people are
comfortable with us, they subconsciously begin to emulate our
movements. If. on the other hand. they don't like us, they purpose
fully try to move in an opposing way.

UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAL #21:

The Copycat

When a woman copies your movements, you know she wants to surf on

your wavelength. Here Ashley is enjoying listening to Rod and is probably

subconsciously copying his motions. Many times when a woman has had

an extra drink or two and is feeling very relaxed, she will fait into copying a

man's movements-if she likes him, You can even use this as a test. As you

lift your glass, see if she lifts hers. Put your elbow on the table and see if

she does likewise. (Here's an extra hint: Copy her motions to e5tablish sub·

liminal rapport She'll start to feel real cozy around you and not know

why!) Smart women, especially those trained In NlP or neuro·linguistic

programming, often use this "mirroring" effect to establish rapport with

someone, But. hey, if she's using it consciously on you, that's cool. It still

means she likes you.
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Shall I Stick Around for Her to See the Light?

Many men. hopelessly hung up Oil a particular girl. have asked me.
"Even if she's not attracted to me at first. can that change with

time? Can she grow to love me?" Very often. a woman will keep a
male friend as a security blanket. Usually. she enjoys his being at
tracted to her hut wants to "just be friends." (Ouch!) So the ques
tion becomes, "Should I stick around to sec: if she '$ttS the light?'"

Since no two people are alike. no two answers to that can be
alike. But here are some guidelines (first. the bad news for lovelorn

men and then the semi..good news). If you feel that she is onc of
those women who habitually geLS themselves into destructive rela
tionships for some deep-seated psychological reason as we dis
cussed earlier. or that she is untrustworthy. then the answer is no.
You, as a nice guy, should probably spHt, because even if she did
commit to you there wouJd be tremendous problems afterward.

If she's a principled person, however, and her other relationship
doesn't work out, she might feel "her biological clock ticking." Or

she might even consciously tell herself that, because you are such a
good guy, she can grow to love you. And she probably willi

You may have noticed above that I said "semi-good news." The
reason is because she will most likely never love you in that hot

passionate dying to jump your bones every minute type of lustful
love that might cross your mind (like all the time). Quite a few of
my girlfriends have wound up loving and marrying a forever
faithful male friend. So if having a woman's love but not her lust is

enough for you, hang in there. (But cover your bets by letting her
know that you're dating other people tOOl)

Undercover Sex Signals Are Nothing New

J recently told my grandmother I was writing this book and asked
her if women were as aggressive when she was young. Her response

was just a smile.
"Did you make the first move with Grandpa?" I asked.

Now her smile turned to a sweet mixture of coyness and nostal
gia. which for an 8G-year-<lld woman is pretty good. I could tell
there were a few sexy skeletons in ber closet.

"Really. Granny. if you were interested in a man. how would you
let him know?"

Her wrinkled fingers began caressing her crepeJike neck, and a
rar-away look came into her faded eyes. "Oh, we had our little
ways:'

I'll bet she didl At that moment, with her tiny smile and tilted
head, the decades tumbled away. and Granny looked very beauti
ful. almost sensual to me. And then she added, "But Grandpa never
knew it:'

I'm grateful to Granny that she gave such good undercover sex
signals; otherwise, I wouldn't be here to clue you in on what's hap
pening all around you.
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You Never Have to
Hear "No' Again

So far. we've discussed the power and the prevalence of undercover

sex signals and why spotting them is like trying to find a goose in a
snowstorm for many men. We've proven how incredibly aggressive
women are in wanting to meet you, and why they feel like brides
left at the altar when you don't acknowledge their unspoken over
tures. Now is the time to talk about solving both those problems
with just a littJe consciousness raising.

The first man I ever met who was consciously aware of under

cover sex signals was my dentist. Daniel. (Yes my dentist! I spoke
briefly about him earlier.) Dr. Dan brars a striking resemblance to a
bleached seal-witb a pointy face and a laughable moustache-yet
he never leaves a party or bar without a smiling girl on his flipper.
In fact. he has such a rich history of success with women that his

friends say that as an infant he grabbed for tbe nurse instead of the

bottJe. But Daniel thoroughly enjoys his triumphs. In fact his motto
is "Ufe. liberty. and the happiness of pursuit:'

I found out about his conquests some years ago while waiting for

• dental appointment. I was chatting with his receptionist. telling
her about my book on love and she said. "Oh. you sbould talk to
Dr. Dan. He's quite a lady-killer."

"'
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"Really?" I responded thinking. "You've got to be kidding'" She
continued. "Dr. Daniel never ever goes to a fUDction-a chamber of
commerce event, a dental convention, a pany. a fund-rai~r, a wed
ding. or even a funeral without leaVing with one of the attractive
unattached women there." With a touch of awe, she said. "Other
men are totally bewildered:' As though reading my mind. she
added an afterthought. ·~ctually. I am too."

The Man Who Looked Like a Seal,
and Scored Like a Stallion

I started picturing Dr. Daniel's being suave with women. It was a
bit difficult to conjecture. as he is a little pudgy. about 5'10". and
wears his graying bair combed straight back, which. unfortunately.
only enhaDC~ his seal-like appearance. Even a generous apprai~r

wouldn't bestow him more than a 4-5 on a scale of 10.

When it came time for my appointment, J leaned back and, as
usual. opened my mouth in the obligatory '~hh" position. As he
dove in with his pick and mirror to inspect my aching third left
molar, he asked, "So, Lei!, what's the title of your new book?"

I garbled, "Hah er Ake Huhuhundy HaJJ Ng Uv lth uh."
"Really?" Daniel said. "How to Make Anybody Fall in Wilt With

You. That sounds interesting. Where are you getting your informa
tion?"

"Huhis and ersoul huherhie."
"Oh, studies and pel'Sonal interviews. Hey, you should inter

view me," he said, "I have quite an active dating life." At that mo
ment, I thought of two unsolved mysteries in my life. One is how
dentists can translate patients' stretched-mouth garbling into
English; the other is how Dr. Daniel. the human turnip, could be
popular with women. He said if I'd have dinner with him, he would
share his secrets with mc.

"Hur, Uid hur fo." Hc understood, correctly, that I meant, "Surt',

I'd love to." Since, as the receptionist had told me, Dan's reputation
of being an extremely successfuJ womanizer bas spread far and
wide. that was an ofTer 1couldn't refu$(!.

As the evening of our interview approached, I wrote down all
the questions I wanted to ask him, such as "How do you first get
the woman to notice you?" and "What is your first move?" It con
tinued through "How do you ask her out?" and culminated witb
"Do you have any speciaJ techniques to bed her?"

It was arranged that he would ring my bell, I'd come down, and
we'd walk over to O'Neals, a chic and popular SoHo bar/restaurant
where a lot of beautiful single people in Manhattan hang out (and
where, incidentally, the photos in litis book werr shot). When we
arrived, the bar section looked like the backstage area at the "Miss
America" pageant. Therr were loads of women and men eyeing
each other, each hoping to pajr off with an exciting new stranger
for dinner and who knows what else.

As we entered, Daniel's eyes surveyed lite room with lite care of
an airline pilot examining the horizon to avoid a midair crash. We
managed to sidle up to the bar and found two just-deserted stools
that a couple heading for the dining room had vacated.

"So, do you see anyone you like?" I asked.
"If I may correct you:' he said gently, "that's not the right ques

tion, Lei!. You should ask, '00 1see any women who like me?'"
"Excuse me?"
'Til let you in on a little secret but only if you promi$(! not to teU

the girls in my office. They call me 'Romeo' or 'Don Juan: and they
think I can 'get' any woman I want. That's not exactly the way it
is:' he said with a smiling touch of self-deprecation. "I can pretty
well rope in any woman who wants to meet me though."

"Well, how do you know who wantS to meet you7" I asked.
"Well, for example, there are, oh, about 30 women at the bar,

wouldn't you say?"
"Yes," I replied.
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"There are three or four who for sure want to meet me and ,UI

other half-dozen I could approach and probably get. Let's st,lIl

with the three who I know are shoe-ins. First, there's the brunCIl
who's thrown three or four sideways glances my way. Then thcrr
the redhead who ran her hands through her hair and smiled at nil

Whew. then there's that knockout brunette who just took oll h
glas~ when 1 looked her way."

"Her mother probably told her 'Men seldom make passes at RI
who wear glasses:" I suggested.

"Not true," Dan said. "I'd make a dive for her if she \-\'ere .....e"
iog SCUBA goggles. Ah hal That clinches it. She put the tip in h
mouth. She's hotl"

He continued. "Those are the only three women in tbe room lh
J'm sun! of success with. Which one would you like me to meN

"OK," I challenged him. "try the bot one."
"Fine," be said. "By the way, what town were you born in'?"
"Me'? Ub, Bethesda, Maryland."

"OK," he said, "you're my cousin visiting from Bethesda."
Daniel disappeared into the throng and five minutes later I

turned, gracefully cutting a path tbrough the crowd for M

Swiz:zJe Stick, who was, sure enough, follOWing him like a cCKk '
spaniel pup follows its parent.

"Lydia," he said to her, "this is my cousin Lei!. She thought II
what you were drinking looked good and wanted to ask wh,ll d

was and how you make it. I can drink, but I'm a lousy bartendt

he said with a smile. "Perhaps you two women can share recipe !

that doesn't SOllnd too sexist,"

"Ooh, Danny, it's a Ruby Fizz, and I'IJ bet you're not as b.ul
bartender as you think you are. Why don't you guess what's In II '
she asked, lifting the drink and her straw to his lips.

"Boy, he's really pushed her buttons," I thought. And so he 11.1.1
The two of them chatted few minutes more, they exchanged phun
numbers, and he vowed to call.

I complimented Dr, Dan on his successful pursuH.
'LeU:' he replied, "she was doing the pursuing. I was merely let

I)! her be successful. You know, reading a woman's ready signals

II rocket science."

RCOVER SEX SlGNAL.22:

" Suggestive Suck

doesn't take a biology degree to understand the significance of a

woman's putting something in her mouth when she is excited over a man,

Otten, a woman will combine one of the other signals, such as The ShOfJ

Dan91, or The Eyelash Flutter, with sucking on a swizzle stick. plasti<

IPOOn, or even the tip of her finger, as Ashley was doing In The ExposeseK

lllnal Here Tanya is letting a swiule stick work its magic on the man,
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"No, it's tougher than rocket science for most men," I repht.J
"It's like reading a road map is for women."

With cenain other mammals. it's easy to see when they are lurne I

on. In some species. the skin around the: female's vagina chan,
color when the female is in heat. The female guinea pig's vagina oil

tuaUy closes up when the animal is currently not avajlable.t,S (Y, I

may have seen women with that expression on their faces.)

However, even fully clothed. a woman's body language is jU\1 .1

obvious when she spots a man she likes. In fact. a turned '''1
woman is as evident as a 747 in a cornfield to a guy like Dan. III
philosophy is plain and simple. Why bar-k up wrong trus and "
rYJection? Climb up Q sure thing and pick all the fruit you want

Meanwhile. Back at the Bar

Dr. Dan and I took a table in the restaurant section oCO'Neals, wh ,
we could get a good view ofeveryone coming in the door and of III
crowd at the bar. Each person who emered the bar got a thinly dl
gUised once-over from practically everyone who was not dining.

We had been watching for about 10 minutes when a man wh
could have played the part of a young John Wayne sauntered ill I
was as though the handsome actor in full cowboy regalia h I I
kicked open the saloon door. 1didn't know which woman to Wolf I
first. Most of the women at the bar had visceral reactions. 5(\'('1

who were facing the door on stools uncrossed their legs. The On

who were standing straightened up, as they tucked in their lun
mies and thrust out their breasts. One kept her eyes on him and r.
her hand through her hair.

The cowboy walked briskly up to the bar, slammed a few d('lll.1I
down, and must have said "Gimme a beer." Rudely rejectinR II
glass the bartender offered, he grabbed the bottle and, turmll
around to face the gathering. put both elbows back on the bar in I

tough "I'm the bouncer in the deviJ's saloon" stance. When he fJ( 1

,ud us, we could ~ his cocky twisted smile and his razor
mted snakeskin boots that could kill a mosquito in the corner.
I his obviously didn't fly with most of the women, who went
k to their conversations with girlfriends.

for a few others, his "I use barbed wire for dental floss" look
still a turn-on. The drama unfolding before my eyes was rivet
As he drank his beer from the bottle, I looked around the bar.
woman who obviously had not been turned off by his lethal
cry appearance pushed her hair over one eye and started

lng a string on her dress. (See Jade in The Jewelry Tug.)
her moistened her tips with her tongue, gave him a sly smile,

then looked down. (See Sandy in The Lips Lick.)

pparently, that was the one he fancied-and he smiled back.
I on cue, as Dan predicted, she looked down. Dan said, "OK,
~t your stopwatch. She's going to look up again in less than a
Ie."

nd 15 seconds later, indeed she did. The cowboy gave ber an
metrical sarcastic smile that seemed to please his target lady.
miled back at him, and he sauntered over to her.

Why are women's reactions to the cowboy significant in our dis
on of U.S.S.s? Because the way a man comports himself in
first minutes is far more important to a woman than the other

.round. Let's say you spot a walking centerfold, a "10," a real
stopper. Almost nothing she could do would gross you out.

II still let her eat crackers in your bed.
so with women. From the moment they spot you, you are on
because a female has a very different mechanism working in

brain than you have working in yours (surprise, surprise). You
~t sexually turned on by a woman you might never want a re
n\hip with-the gorgeous gun moU, the knockout with bust
)8 and an IQ to match, the hooker who dresses up like Minnie
sc-alllove!y company for one night, maybe two nights if she's

kv. but definitely not the type you'd want to raise a family with.
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Women, generally. look at sex a different way. Although the nt
liberated woman doesn't have to be in love with you to want a toll
in the hay, she needs to "feel something" for you. It's all part III
Mother Nature's plan.

Throughout the animal kingdom, the male can mate with nMIl

females and not be hung up during the gestation period and hl
yond. But in all mammals, the female must bear the offspring.

She is. in a sense, also responsible for keeping up tbe quality 1.1
the species. For that reason, she is going to be far more affected II
her ncural imprinting, the concept of being attracted to ramll
look-alikes. than you. Evolutionary theorists tell us that, C\lt'l

when considering one-night nookie with a nerd she never want\ I '
see again, a woman subconsciously listens to her genes.

'ISo How Do I Appeal to Her, uh, Neural Imprinting?"

Well, for starters, either you do or you don't. But even if you dOll"
all is not lost. No matter what features Mother Nature gave Y"U
there are lots of things you can do to tip the scale in your fa""ll
Men are continually asking in my class, "Do women like it if I

do this? or that? or the other." Unfortunately, my answer aJways II
to be the same. It depends on the woman. No one style pleases .• 11

Dealing with women makes a man feel like a termite in a yo V"

You're one dame's dream man and another's nightmare. One 1),11
thinks you're big bucks; another says, "You're flat broke." To 1111
press one woman, you have to win the Nobel Peace Prize; for oW

otber, just keep your nose clean and stay out of the slammer.
There are, of course, a few generalizations. For example, II

probably doesn't Like for you to pass gas in public, force her Itl II

ten to your interminable series oflong monologues about how Ill'

nificent you are, take her to an expensive restaurant and discu"
you forgot your walJet, or painl yourself as a needy little twcrr h

lAying out a pathetic personal life. But, aside from those few gener
ll/..ations, one size does not fit all.

Whether the woman who digs you owns controlling interest in all of ere
"tion or has cobwebs in her waltet, she sends you subtle signals across the
bar, across the men's-socks counter at Macys, and across the baseball sta
dIum. Now the bait's in your court.

Sure, make a pass at the ones you like. But if you never want to
e rejection again, throw your pass at one who sends the rigbt
nals,
I will. of course, give you the results of my findings as to what
majority of women like, so you can amplify your opportunity

.lOy situation. These will be interspersed between the under
-r sex signals.

The main message here is to get hep to ber undercover sex sig
1\ John F. Kennedy's words will ring throughout tbe ages: 'i\sk

'What can my country do for me?' Ask 'What can I do for my
ntry?' ..

Well, the motto for the man who is aJways successful with
men, the U.S.S. Man, is '~sk not 'Wbo most turns me on?' Ask
ho am I most turning on?'" Then, pick the juiciest peach from
I tree, You know you will at least agree with her on one tbing:
has excellent taste in men!

n Yourself up the Flagpole
d See Which Skirts Salute)

vguy with the brains to pull his head in before closing the win
"wknows that one has to do a little market researcb before rolling
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out a product. Unfortunately. many men forget this principle I '

busin~ when it comes to selling themselves to women.
Dan told me about a friend orbis who taught him the imporunt'

of doing a little market research as far as people are concerned. II
had a roommate named Hardeep when they wert: both just gcuill
started in dentistry. Hardeep was a handsome. tall. fairly d'II"
skinned second-generation Indian chap with bushy eyebrows "II I
a big smile. They rented a nice apartment overlooking the water III
Huntington. Long Island, a fairly homogeneous upper-middle-d.1
suburb of New York. Practically every weekend, the two friend
would go to Huntington clubs. bars, dances. and discos togethl I

both boping to meet women. But poor Hardeep was batting 2('1

with the women of Huntington.
At about this time. young Dan was just getting hep to the bod

language thing and was starting to be successful wi!.h WOrtM II

Most nights he'd leave the club with one of the local beauties on hi
arm, but poor Hardeep always went home alone.

On a hunch, Dan suggested !.hat the next weekend tbey go tn
club in New York City where singles went to do Latin dancing.

"But I don't know how to do any Latin dances," protestr,l
Hardeep.

"Don't worry about it," Dan told him. The following Friday, l> I

and Hardeep walked into a hip Latino club in Manhattan, PIli
Aryan-looking Dan wasn't getting much of an eye from tbe uth

lovelies. But Hardeep was making a lot of women touch the
necks, lick their Lips, caress tbeir arms, etc. It didn't matter that h
didn't know how to do the Latin dances. Within 10 mlnul
Hardeep had a stunning teacher only too willing to show him Ih
steps-and a lot more if he wanted it. And tbat night it was I> ,

who went home alone.
Dan and Hardeep remajned friends and roommates but didn't .'

to the same clubs anymore. Hardeep found that white middle-dl
girls didn't go for him as much as did women in some of the hiPI '

lubs around Manhattan. He became a regular at those spots and,
ording to Dan, can now do a pretty impressive lango and

~ngue.

If the fish aren't biting. you don't necessarily have to change the bait. Try
• new stream, And if the babes aren't biting there, try playing in a new
neighborhood. (If they're still not biting. it's time to take a good look at
the bait)
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How to Become a Sexual
Polygraph Machine

Let's say you walk into a room and your eyeballs stan whitling Ilk
a prope:lJer on a beanie cap at the knockout standing by the bull I

table. She turns her head. takes one look at you. and it's alre...1
happened. It's over. Like a horse at an auction. you havt= been (lit

dally appraised; she has decided on the spot wbetbu you are a till
grade champion. or a nag to be sold to the glue factory. Women .11

absolutely ruthless in their snap judgments about men. They"re 011
very susceptible to what their girlfl'"iends think. That's why you .tI

len see them talking to each other. whispering while looking at yltll

Generally, a woman puts a man into one of four categories:

A Winner: She thinks. "Doh. he is so cool!" She wants
youl And unless you do something really dumb to screw
up. it's a sure thing.

A Possible: She thinks...Hmm, not bad." But the jury is

still oul on you. Be on your toes.

A Loser: She thinks, "I hope he doesn't try to hit on me."

You have got to be pretty swift to turn this one around.
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A Ell.C.: (A Funny Undesirable Creep). She thinks,

.. Yuuuuch!" Give up.

Yuu may rightfully ask, "Once she's sized me up on looks alone,
I get reclassified once we've met?" Sure, there is indeed some
.alion among the fOUT classes. A Possible can become A Winner

plays his cards right. He can also slip to being A Losu with
dumb move. A Loser can even work his way up to being A

r over time. There are also combos, such as Possible/Wmner
Possible/Loser. However the last category, A Funny UndeSIrable

is different; once a F.U.c. almost always a F.U.C.

t the most important concept to grasp here is that one
n's Winner is another woman's Losu and vice versa, with all

Y.ariations. Assuming you're not a total F.U.C. (if you were, you
dn't have had the sense to buy this book), let's get to work.

lull 99.99 percent of men look around a group and ask them
, "Which of the women here do I like?" Most guys walk into
y like a penis with a man attached. Their peter meters point
most attractive woman in the room, and they spend the rrst

evening conniving to meet her, jumping though hoops try
10 entertain her. and finally. as she leaves with some other guy.
DR like failures. Meanwhile, there are a half-dozen or SO sexy

who have been throWing sex signals at them like rice at a
lng. And they've been missing every kernel. YOUT first ques-

• instead, should be, "which of these women likes me?" Then

s«ond should be, "Of these women who like me, which ones

I like?"
armembcr Dr. Dan's prescription for sure success.
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Ask Ye Not, "Who Turns Me On?"
Ask, Rather, "Who Do I Turn On?"

Force your eyes to scan every room you walk into. Whether you',
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. on MaW'I,
Beach in California, or in a sports bar in Humboldt, Kansas, the \1

nals are all the same. The wealthy heiress with the classy cha .
the Baywalch beach babe. and the blitzed blonde bombshell m.tk
essentially the same moves. How do we know this? Dozens of stud
ies have confirmed it.

To cite JUSt one. there was a German scientist, Dr. Abel, who ~r"

dalized in ethology, the study ofcharacteristic behavior pattern.. I

a species. In the 19605 he traveled to various parts of the .....(.. 1.1
with a secret angular lens to photograph strangers trying. succ
fully and unsuccessfully, to pick each other up. He took his Lin
destine crooked camera to sophjsticated occidental countries II
France and orientaJ spots like Japan. He aJso photographed cour'
getting to know each other in more primitive parts of the glo
such as Samoa, Amazona, and Papua New Guinea.46

He then analyzed all the flirting sequences and djscovered lhl
whether the female was born with a silver spoon in her mouth,
a bone ring in her nose, women around the globe flirt With II
same signals and often in the same sequence. And they often Sl.ll

in the same way little girls do, with an attention-getting device 1111
making a noise, giggHng, or rajsing their arms. The more sophl\lI
cated ladies, whether they were in the jungle on the outskjrh I I
Monrovia or in the single's zoo in mjdtown Manhartan, found l I

ressing or exposing parts of the body to be quite effective.
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From Meeting to Mating,
£asyDoes It

tlemen, lest some of you fttl you've been lax in neglecting to
passes at the lasses you've lusted for, relax. You ~, you prob

think that dame hunting is your responsibiHty every time you
into a sociaJ jungle. Think again. FernaJes luring males for the

'P'''' of mating is pan of nature's grandiose design. In the ani
kingdom, females attract males by hooting., crowing, scratch
stomping, hopping, darting, Wiggling., and a myriad of other
Ignals. Human women do the same. Nature embedded sex sig
in all females to propagate the species.

,..ke rats, for instance, and we've all known a few of those. But
talk about the hairy four-legged ones that you find under that
you haven't cleaned in a couple of years. The same researcher
conducted the famous studies that elevated the statuS of "the
up" to thesis-worthy material, Dr. Timothy Perper, spied on a
pad to document their hanky panky.

Plrst, the female rat sniffs the male rat, and, if she likes his, urn,
ne, she faces him and gazes into his baby blacks for a few ex

onds. Then she stiffens her legs and does what is called a
p and dart." Naturally, she stopS just long enough for the male,

is now chasing her, to catch and mount her. Then the games
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begin. She shakes the rat offand does another "hop and dan." Thl
goes on for as long as sh~ decides until be is finally permitted "po
nile intromission," but no ejaculation. However, if the rat-stud h,
done well in playing the "hop and dart" game. she does eventu.lU
permit ejaculation as well.47 (Are you beginning to see why I "I

telling you this?)
Now, all ortffis chasing. mounting, shaking, slopping, hOPPll1J1

and darting may look the same to the untrained observer. But til
discriminating eagle-eyed Dr. Perper saw tremendous difference.. II
his rats. Sometimes, the total series took only two minutes. At 0111
times. it took 10 attempts for the dude rat to score. Sometimes. I
happy couple would stay together afterward and copulate again I
other times. the male would race outta there like a rat OUt of hrll
But the bottom line is lbis: The cool male rat that knew how to pi
the hop and dan game gottaid the most. (Now, for sure, you see I
panlle1.)

That brings us to tbe subject at hand. Dr. Perper, haVing gall
the hang of watching horny mammals while conducting such
perlments, decided to graduate to horny homo sapiens. He wanh d
to see if there was a pattern to pickups, both successful and Un\UI

cessful. So, peering over a newspaper while at a singles bar.
spied on couples getting to know each other. He took careful nClI
of who cast the initial glance and how. He recorded who made I'"
initial move and how, who lost interest and why, and who lef! I
getber and why.

Night after nigbt, the good doctor stayed tirelessly in his smCl
filled laboratory, scribbling notations, devising charts, and h
pothesizing formulas, as men and women picked each other III
Repeatedly, he saw the same pattero of success and the same 1'-11
tern of failure. Then, in tbe finest scientific tradition, he broke III
body-language pattern of couples who succeeded in getting to knll
each other into very specific steps.

Often, Dr. Perper observed, the woman would cast a signal ~Ull

III male would not respond appropriately. And she would thus
,"terest and start her courtship game with another maJe.

The steps you must follow after the woman gives you iI U.S.S. are as clear
InC! as carefully choreographed as a simple fox trot But if you slip on any
of them, your relationship will veer off the runway. crash, and burn before
It ever achieves altitude. If you memOfize the following steps, you'll al·

ways take off with the lady.

Unfortunately, for being so "evolved," many male humans didn't
out to be even as smart as rats in picking up on a female's sex

lUis. So bere's "The Pickup Polka," step-by-step.



SECTION V

"The Perfect Pickup"
(in 5 Easy Steps)
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The Perfect Pickup
Is a Science

Perper proved, beyond any reasonable doubt. that there are
ise steps for the "dance" that must take place if a male/female

tionship is going to happen. Women know the steps to this
,e by heart, because, long before they were old enough to prac
h, they were dreaming of it. When you and your buddies were
ing pictures of navy jets and. pencil in hand, making those

oy guy noises, "Rrrrrch. crashl ruum ruum," we girls were
lng up love stories for our dolls. Barbie meets Ken and all that.

You walk into a club and BLAM; your eyeballs do a slam dunk
hi into a beautiful blonde sitting at the bar. When she sees you.

begins to run her fingers across her upper chest. You try to put
eyeballs back in their sockets. She casts you a smaJl, almost
rceptibJe, smile. Remember that you MUST return her smile; if

don't she will give up and move on to another guy. But no leering
n here. Match her smile precisely. Be cool.

far, you've done great. You smiJed at her, and when she
Iked another peek at you, you smiled again, and maybe even

her a little nod.
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The Sparks Fly When the Energy Matches

It is crucial to keep the intensity of your smile at about the same
level as hers. She smiles a tiny half-smile? You do the same. She
gives you a big grin? You do the same. She speaks energetically?
You do the same. Research has proven that if your intensity level is
much higher or much lower than the woman's, the relationship
aborts before it ever gets on the runway. In fact. this is so important
that I often call this verbal signal the 27th undercover sex signal.
Studies show that a simple verbal missmatcb can fizz.le a fire before
it ever gets lit.

There are many dozens of sex signals that a woman uses to lure a
potential partner, and the important thing is, whichever one she
casts your way, you MUST always give the appropriate response
within the context of the follOWing five steps.

23

How to Make the Approach

We have talked about acknowledging her signaJ and responding
with the same intensity and a touch of playfuJness. Let us now
move on to making the approach.

A U.S.S.-savvy man never "sneaks up" on a woman from be
hind. You should wait until she catches your eye. When she does,
you must approach her slowly so she can see you coming. Always
try to approach a woman head-on so she can see your fuJi body.
(When approaching a man, on the other hand, a head-on approach
should be avoided. He could interpret it as threatening.)

You might indicate the chair or stool next to her and ask, "May
l?" You then sit down and face in the same direction the lady is fac
ing. Make sure your body stays at a respectful distance away from
her but close enough to allow easy conversation. The noise level of
the room, its size, and other variables will dictate the "correct" dis
tance.

If you are alongside of her, start by just looking ahead. If she is
attracted to you, this will tantalize her. She'll wonder why you
aren't coming on to her, and she may be the one to speak first. Also,
be careful that you do not come within her personal space as you
are sitting down or getting up on to the stool.
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Slarling Posilion to the Perfect Pickup:
Slralegic Placement

Once you have determmed that she has given you one or more of the un

dercover sex signals. )'00 should approach. You can either nand or be

seated next to the lady, but do NOT face her yet let her have time to no

tice that you are there and to size you up before you speak to her.

Do You Pass Muster. Mister?

Gentlemen, remember. during those first few moments when you're
meeting a woman, she is analyzing. critiquing. judging, and
noodling over your every move, so you have to be on your toes and
not miss a trick.

Once. when I was in a college play. my drama teacher. ready to
leM his hail" out (although he would have preferred tearing mine
out) becau~ of my had acting.. shouted. "No, your body is belying
your words. Every tiny mo~meDt. every body position," he
howled, "divulges your private thoughts. Your face can make seven
thousand different expressions, and each exposes precisely who
you are and what you are thinking." Then he said something I'll
never forget: 'I\nd your body! The way you move is YOut autobiog
raphy in motion."

How right be was! On the stage of real life, whether you're in
front of an audience of a thousand or walking from the bar to the
men's room, every physical move you make subliminally tells every
woman in the bar the story of YOut life. (Welt that's a slight exag
geration, but they definitely form an opinion of you just from the
way you move.)

Just as dogs hear sounds that our ears can't detect and bats see
shapes in the darkness tbat elude our eyes, females pick up moves
that are beneath a male's consciousness. And those moves can result
in either a "go" or a "no-go" decision. Every step, every smile, every
frown, and every burp that comes out of yout mouth can be crucial.
A woman gets a "feeling" about you. It's what she calls "women's in
tuition:' She either likes you or she doesn't. On a conscious level. she
may not be aware of why. But from just a few moments of watching
you in action, she knows whether you have a chance with her or not.

Think of being with her in a complex box wired with circuits to
record all the signals flOWing between the two of you. She'll pick
up as many as 10,000 units of information about you every sec-
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ond." Wilh the rilJjons of subtle actions and reactions zapping
hack and forth and forming her opinion. you'r-e going to have to be
as careful as a fry cook in a nudist colony.

If you're not quite sure of your movements, turn on the televi
sion during any time of day that men are supposedly not watcbing.
Take careful nole of the firstlinle girl's or grown up girl's hero you

see. If you've chosen to do your research on Saturday morning,
you'll see the cartoon characters little girls swoon over. See how the
handsome prince or determined avenger walks and talks. Con
ducting your investigation weekdays, you'll see the soap-opera
characters big girls swoon over. See how tbe handsome husband or
determined lover walks and talks.

Kissing a Woman the Way She likes to Be Kissed

Db. and incidentally, gentlemen. while you've got the shows on.
take note of how the heroes kiss. Girls tell each other if you're a

lousy kisser or a great kisser. In fact. an important factor when a

girl considers whether or not to sleep with you will be how you
kiss. I kid you notl

The TV heroes do it right. fellas: cupping the lady's face in his
hands. gently touching her cheek, outlining her lips with his fin
ger. and scooping her up in his arms. You'll probably split your

sides laughing at the way the males in the soap operas express pas
sion, but she won't!

Back to our dame chase.

The Game Begins in Earnest

Now, the game begins in earnest. At this point. you are seated next
to Ashley and. since you do not know her, you must think ora "nat
ural and neutral" thing to say to her. The best opening phrase (no
tice I did not say "line") is something complimentary and neutral

Step One to the .'erfect Pickup:
The Head Turn

Once you have determined she has given you one Of ITlOI'e of the under·
coYer sell signals. you should find something neutral to say [0 her

perhaps a light compliment on a pIece of ,ewelry. That is mereJy an excuse

to tum your head toward her to begin the communiCation ~s.
Remember. your body Iarlguage is far more important than your words. At
this point, only tum your head when speaking with her ... so as not to
come on too strong.
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You notice that Ashley is wearing a pretty string of pearls. You tUTn

your head toward her and compliment ber on them. Ashley. also
turning ber head. says. "Thank you, they were a girt from my sis·
ter who lives in Hawaii."

"Oh, really?" you say. now feigning great interest in anyone liv
ing in Hawaii.

Your comment is. of course, just an excuse to get to first base.
which is turning just your head toward her. Turning your torso or
knees this early would be coming on too strong.

"It must be nice to have a sisler living there," you say. You notice

she lights up at the mention of Hawaii, so you keep that subject
going.

Continue speaking with ber with only your head turning toward
her unless. of course, she escalates the encounter-as Ashley did.
If she does. you. of course, follow suit. You are playing her game
well. SO keep speaking in more or less the same position until she

seems to thaw out even more. At that point. she should start to

pivot her body toward you. You should follow suit.

Step Two to the Perfect Pickup:
The Torso Turn

Now is the tune to gradually let your upper body pivot toward her. If the

woman you are sPeaking with likes you, she will instmetivety do the same.

kSealty, she WIll initiate the face-ta-face position and you un counter each

of her pivots With your own toward her If she is not showinl obvious signs
of a meltdown, be on the lookout for 5C)I'l"Ie of the other slena1s we've dis
ClIssed. Is she runnml her hand throuth her hair?
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Is she putting a swizzle stick in her mouth? Is she pulling her
dress aside to expose more skin? If tbe answer to any or all of those
questions is yes. and if. as a result you decide tbat she likes you.
you can initiate step ). Start to turn more toward her. hut proceed

cautiously.

.-----------,
In the Bible. /udgment day comes last With babes. it comes first. The ini-
tial conversation you have with Mr determines whether you might POSSt-

bty be part of her past and prrsent someday.

Your first words should always be neutral. counrous and not tOO

private. If you are talking to her at a party, ask her how she knows
the host. If it's at an entertainment event. ask her bow she is enjoy
ing it. Just make sure your questions are not ones that can be an
swered by a simple "yes" or "no." Ask open-ended questions to get
her talking. When she is speaking, take careful nole of her body

language. When she seems pleased, stay on that subject. If she
starts to turn away or her eyes "glaze over," get ofT that horse. Your

moves are not flying.
It's during this initial conversation that a woman decides

whether you're boyfriend material or not, so you want to discuss
the subject that is most interesting to her-herl Get her talking

about herself.

.------------,
The way to make a big hit with a chick is be the (rare) guy who gets her to
talk about herself. Where did she grow up? What was her childhood like?
Does she like her lob? Yada, yada. yada.

A good gambit is to get a "baby-names" book. (You heard right,)
Then tell her what her name means. For example "Darlene" means
"little darling" in French, "Doris" is Greek for "from the sea,"
·~my" is Latin for "beloved:' and all forms of "Susie" or "Susan"
are Hebrew for "rose." You're safe unless she happens to be named,
say, "Debbie," which means "meddlesome bee."

Mesmerize Her with Your Voice

Your initial conversation is also the time to take extra care with
something you may never have thought of before-your voice.
Whenever you meet a woman, an entire 50 percent of her first
opinion ofyou is determined by how you look. Another whopping
)0 percent is determined by how you sound; this has little to do
with what you say; what you say is not as important as how you
say it.

Incidentally, women are far more sensitive to the sound of one's
voice than you are. Unless a woman sounds like she's hog calling,
you probably won't take special note of her voice. Women listen to
the tone. the timbre, and the speed with which you speak.

A woman wants to hear a resonant low voice with a Iinle variety
to make it interesting. Also, slow down. Most men speak too
qUickly, especiaJly when they're nervous. Slower speech makes you
.lppear stronger and more confident. She'll feel more relaxed with
you. If you do a little work on it ahead of time so it sounds natural.
you can mesmerize a woman with your voice alone.

What kind of voice turns women on1 One study, called "Voice
dnd Interpersonal Attraction," said that women prefer a voice that
is "bright" and capable of a variety of inflections but is of low tim
bre and without a large range of vocal pitch. In other words, one
th.lt is expressive but not all over the field:"
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Step Three to the Perfect Pickup:
The Body Turn

-0--------------,
Many women will give up 00 you and not beckon twice if you don't pick

up on their first signal. Look oround eM minute you walk in and reward

each woman who signals you by flashing her with ill smile. That's "reserv
ing" your ipOt with her so she~... 't try another guy. Then make your

choice and approach.

Now. don't go around trying to sound like ill OJ. If you do and
you're caught by surpdse-say the bartender knocks ill drink over
in your lap--and you ~Ip two octaves higber than you've been
speaking. she won't be very impressed. Speak to her in good low
normal tODes (and don't cup your hand over your ear Like a rock
star in rehearsal when you do).

Let's say that. luckily, Ashley, the girl you've been trying to im
press digs your act. Your convelSltion is making beautiful music to
gether. so keep on going. 1£ she seems to get turned off by any
subject. get ofT it fast! You don't want your theme to be the swan

song.
"Hawaii is the one place I've always wanted to go," you lie. "Tell

me about it." Cool. you noticed she was getting a little bor-ed with
the current subject but seemed more lively when talking about the
Big Island. 50 you brought the subject back to HawaH, you devil
you. (That's a good U.S.S. move we'll discuss in more detail when
we get to the verbal part of your pickup. Right now, we're concen
trating primarily on crucial body language.)

At the end of another 15 minutes or so of conversation, you are
both smiling and laughing and your bodies have gradually
swiveled toward each other. So far, so great. You're on the mark and
headed strajgbt for Ashley's boudoir.

Now is the time to let your body gradually turn fully toward hers.

Gradually' tt's better if she takes the lead and you follow suit. But if she

doesn't, you may move in that direction. Then walt for her to follow before

tuming a little more toward her. Too fast? You lose.

While talking, get on a double track. In addition to thinking about what

you're saying. keep your eyes tuned for how she's reacting. Is she smiling a

lot? Are her eyes sparkling? Is she leaning In toward you? Or does she look

like she'd rather be picking dead flies off flypaper than talking with you?
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Fortunately. you've executed your every move with finesse. You
never moved (0 face her any more than was reciprocated by her.
For instance. aner you had turned your torso toward her you
waited for her to turn hers before starting to turn your knees
toward ber. Good.

At this point. if she thinks you're not too shabby. she may even
reach out and touch you. That's hot, and you must show her you
enjoy it by perhaps moving into her touch ever so Slightly. Maybe
she gives you a slight brush of her band while passing you some
~anuts. Or she picks a piece of lint ofT your jacket. Do not, with
your analyticaJ. problem~solving-type guy brain even consider it
has anything to do with the lint on your swealer. That would make
you stiffen up, and she, being the expert in sex signals that she is,
would interpret that as pulJing back. If she touches you in any
way, that's a sizzler, and you must show how much you enjoy it.

By now, you and a very turned-on flirtatious Ashley are leaning
slightly toward each Other to close the distance between you.
Everything's going great. But watch out. Here's where you start to
screw up.

At one point when you leaned a little closer. you forgot to wail
for Ashley to do the same. So you leaned in even a little mOTe.
Ashley pulls back just a tiny millimeter. You. unaware of her micro-.
scopic recoiling, stand your ground. (You should have pulled back
a tad at this point and waited for her to move in.) Ashley excuses
herself to go to the ladies room. You sense her mysterious coldness
and wrack your brain for what you could have said wrong.

It's a common mistake. Most guys, being totally spaced out and
glassy-eyed when it comes to body language. think it's something
they said. Nine times out of ten, it has nothing to do with words.

Happily, however. Ashley returns and seems as friendly as ever,
and once again the two of you are in animated conversation. facing
each otber. At one point, Ashley sees a long brown bair on your

jacket and reaches over to pull it ofT. Teasingly she asks. "Oh, do

you prefer brunettes?"
"Damn," you think to yourself. "I knew I should have gotten

that jacket cleaned after the big date with Diana last week."
However, you catch yourself and come up with a great response.
Wilh a big smile you say, "Not now!" But it's too late. Your momen
tary embarrassment and displeasure had made your body recoil

.Ughtly.
Ashley misinterprets your sinking back as a retreat, which burts

her pride, and she too retreats. Oops, you let a moment of awkward

silence go down. Fill the silence, remember?

But, alas, you don't.
"Well," she chirps up, "it's been great talking with you. I see an

old friend over there," Ashley dismounts from the stool and,
swinging her hips, walks close to the good-looking guy who's been
leaning against the wall. thumbs in pockets. and smiling at her.

"Uh, yeah, see you around." You lose. She loses. It's a lose-lose
situation and all because you weren't bep to U.S,S.s.

Later, much later, that night. staring into your empty fridge. you
can't figure where you pfbucked up. Everything was going so weU
and suddenly she disappeared. "Chicks," you mutter and swear off

them forever (until the next night).
Do you want to know what happened? Well. unfortunately you

blew it on two counts. Not only did you move a little too close to
her a second time without waiting for her turn to close tbe dis
tance. You also exhibited a slight llinch of surprise when she actu
.lJy reached over and touched your jacket. That was the time when
you should have, at the very least, moved toward her louch. Eve~
bener. at that point, since she was teasing. you could have used It

IS an excuse to playfully grab her hand and not let go until she gave

the bair back to you.
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..-------------,
Your respondinl ~guy sex signal- should always match the intensity and

~t)ie of~ SIgnal. Whether the lady you've lust fallen ,n lust WIth is the

pr~acher's daughter at the church social (l( a broad whose tombstone will

read, -The only time she ever slept alone,- always take your cue from the
lady.

How Close Should You Stand?

"Well. how am I supposed to know how cl~ is too cJo~7" you ask.

The answer is not easy. but the solution is. First. the hard part.
Every woman's definition of personal space is a little different, and
invading that sacred territory without "an invitation" makes her
feel ambushed.

Now. the easy part, no sweat. To determine her particular pa
rameters, simply start your conversation a little too far away.
Gradually close the distance between you and the moment you see
her nose move back. even a millimeter, back up :2 millimeters. Now
you're at the perfect spot to excite but not invade.

Unfortunately, in real life, we can't turn the clock back a few

hours and do something aU ovtr again the right way. In a book,
however, we canl Roll back the tape. You're back at the bar. We

pick up with ...

"By now you and a very tumed-on flirtatious Ashley are leaning
slightly toward each other to clOSt the distance betwttn you.
Everything's going great .. :' You're kttping your distanct as you
continue to chat with her and showing your appreciation of every
thing she says.

Remember, guys, this is the 21st century. You no longer need to
impress a woman by telling her how well you hack and slash your
way through the corporate jungle to bag a big paycheck. Today's
woman probably earns just as much as you, and she's going to be

more imprtlSed by the size of your smile than the siu of your wal
let. That was your dad's and granddad's game. Put your effort into

showing how impressed you are by her.

Step four: The Leaning In

A5 you execute this exercise with savoir-faire, you Will see her begin to al

most melt toward you. IJke a magnet. you will maw toward t'ler. It is as
though a retractable tape measure were cakulating the space between

your noses and It was sIowty getting shorter and shorter. You can see an

other example of this in our discussion of the "leaning inN sex signal.



How to Get Those Seductive "Bedroom Eyes"

The last time. you leaned too close. This time. you do it righl. "II

may follow by leaning in toward her-but only by the numb(, f

millimeters she has initiated.

Now your entire body is focused on her as hers is on you. It 1\ ~

though you have shut out the rest of the people in the bar and hoi
hung out a "do not disturb" sign. You are looking deeply into (',
other's eyes as you converse. Your eyes and hers btgin to tra ....
down to each other's shoulders and arms.

r promised you I'd discuss the second part of the campaign. Whl
is to win her with your eyes. Here it is. When a man truly start I

fall in Jove, he is lulled by good feelings. Then his eyes stan to w

der lovingly over his beloved's face. hair. and eyes. His eyes de
Httle ski jump ofT her nose and then swirl around her lips. Wh "
you're looking at her lovingly like this, your pupils become lal~ t

Thus. you have those sexy "bedroom eyes." Note that this 1(', II
nique works better in darkened rooms than in bright light, will I

reduces the size ofyour pupils_

This pleasurable voyage of the eyes of turned-on couple$ ""
feel completely comfortable with each other was recognized
early as 1977 by a male researcher who conducted a study c,,11 d
"Gaze and Mutual Gaze in Social Encounters." It was reported I •
the professional journal American Scientist.5(J He proved that ~.

ing deeply into a woman's eyes can even be the spark that turn h
on and makes her tbink that maybe she's falling in love with )'11Il

Incidentally, stay north of her neck. Copping a peek at any po"
of her body below her chin is rude this early.
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As you lean in toward each other. let your eyes soften. You Uin emulate a
curious phenomenon that happens to a man's eyes when he starts to trUly
lOve someone. let your eyes start to wander lovingly over the woman's
'«e. hair, and eyes. Have them do a little ski jump off her nose and then
iWlrt around her lips. Occasionally, ta~ a courageous trip to her neck and
~ldm. (H~ boobs are still off-hmits. You have no passport to~ to
lhat temtory-yetl)

TM final step to becoming "a couple:~ for the evening. tOt the night, or tor
• Itfrtime. is to begin moving In sequence With her. As she lifts her glass to
tW'r faer, lift your glass to yours. As she leans with an elbow on the bar, do

~ same. lf~e's standing and pots a foot on the step, do the same. It's an
Old NlP, or neura-linguistic programming trick, when done consciously.
But It happens instinctively with people who genuinely do think and feel
.Ir...r

Step Five: Moving in Synchrony
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You have a choice here. You can either "mirror copy" or "cross
copy" the lady's movements. The latter term means that when she
uses her left hand to pick up a napkin, you use your left as well.
This kind of synchrony is less obvious than mirror imaging.
Whichever you choose, you must be very deft at this game or you
run the danger of being detected.

Why move in synchrony with her? It gives her the impression
that you are on the same wavelength-that you think alike and feel
alike. (If you like a chick's body, you probably don't give a hoot if
she wants to save the rain forest from parasites or not. She does.)
Keep in mind that it is far more important 1'0 a woman than it is to
you that you have similar basic values, beliefs. reactions, and ways
of looking at the world.

In a university study, researchers fixed men and women up on
blind dates.~' Some of the women were told, confidentially, that
their blind dates would have attitudes toward life very similar to
their own. Others were told they would not. (Both were lies for the
sake of SCience.)

However, when the women were quizzed afterward about how
much they liked their dates, the women who were previously told
their attitudes were SImilar, liked them a lot more--even in cases
when they were really very dissimilar, thus demonstrating that a
woman is predisposed toward a man who thinks like she does.

Dr. Perper offered the following observation:

....Onct synchronized, couples can stay in synchrony Sffm

ingly mdefinltely, until the bar claMS, until they finish din
na- and drinks and must leaw, or until their tram reaches

wherever it is going; to put it another way, until the busi·
ness of the outside world intervenes and causes their inter
action to stop. ''52

We saw synchronicity at work in the photo illustrating The

Copycat St:x signal Ashley was either unconsciously copying
Man's movements, or she knew precisely what she was doing to
turn him on.

Let's get back to you and Ashley in the first scene. Unfortu
nately, she blew you ofT before you ever reached this stage, and as
a result, you felt like a failure, a lamebrain whose personality just
didn't measure up. Wrong! You just didn't obey Mother Nature,
who decrees that in order to become part ofa couple, you must follow
the laws ofnaturr and respond appropriately to her ~x signals.

Skeptical11 was too. But, since I am constantly on the road din
ing alone at restaurants, I have become a shameless people watcher.
I always get a table with a good view of the bar, and I've watched
countless numbers of encounters progress from a couple's just
meeting to their waLking out the door arm in arm. And all the steps
were completed in order, just like closing a zipper. Go ahead, get
out tbose very dark glasses, the kind some folks wear to nude
beaches. Don them the next time you happen to find yourself in a
singles situation. You'lJ see. Dr. Perper has the right prescription.

All the studies on initial attraction establish that attraction to a
stranger is strongly dependent on the perceived degree of similar
ity between the subjects. And, one of the best ways to make her
perceive that you're alike is to move in sequence with her. The final
step is riveting to watch. Couples who are on the road to making it
get on each other's wavelength so precisely that they start to mir
ror, or move in synchrony, with each other. To emulate this, reach
for your drink when she does, put your glass back on the bar when
she does, etc.
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-0-------------,
Try it! Just one night out, d~ide that e~ry time you talk with a chick,

you're going to copy her movements. (Within reason, of course. If she

powders her nose, don't ask to borrow her puff.) See how warm and fuzzy
it maw her feel toward you.

Practice makes perfect! Rehe~ these five steps with women
you are not panicu)arly attracted to. Once you experience the suc
cess the mo~ bring you, use them mo~ comfortably with women
you might not have approached befo~.

-0--------------,
Too many men trip themselves up by doing the twoostep Ji, when the

band's playin' the s1~ arw:l sel(i~ music. If you have designs on ever

seeing her bedroom ceiling. here is what you must do, in this order. step

by step.

• Acknowledge her signal or her response to yours.

o Respond creatiYdy and WIth the same intensItY she has.

• Approach her appropriately.

• Say something neutral and preferably complimentary to open

the converYtion.

Then, while talking. follow naturl!:'s courtship dance. Here's a~ of

the five st~ waltz.

1. Tum just your head at tim.

2. Gradually rotate your torso as she does.

3. Turn your full body sIowfy toward her.

4. lean in closer when she does.

5. Gradually synchronize your movements.
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Your Opening Lines

You'll nolice, I hope. that I said. "lines," not "line." Every woman is
diff~nt_ Face it. the chick with orange hair in the leather micro

skirt and the debutante with oil French twist in the Versace pantsuit
are not going to go for the same guy just because he has oil great
opening line. And you're wasting your money on any book or tape
that tells you otherwise. Besides. it's not so much what you say as
how you say it. Since the question of "What's oil good opening
line?" is such a perennial-in fact. it's an invasive weed that I can't
kill-I've made it my hobby over tbe years to ask my girlfriends
about some of the best and the worst they've heard.

The worst opening lines concern a woman's physical appearance
such as "What's a beautiful woman like you doing in a place like
this?" or "What's a beautiful girl like you doing without a date
tonight?" And definitely never open with comments about her
body. A woman wants to think you are more interested in her per
sonality, her mhld.

Especially revealing into that pretty little head of hers was an ad
I once saw for Dewar's scotch. It was a rear shot of two women jog_
ging along the beach with four of the most beautiful buns that
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sand ever stuck to. One of the women was proudly saying to the
other, "He loves me for my mind, and he drinks Dewars:'

Now, this poses a problem. If you're supposed to like her for her
mind and haven't even met her yet, how are you supposed to know
what her mind is like? Here's the tactic. You ask her a question
any question: for example, "What time is it?" or "Do you by any
chance know the bartender's (or party host's, or eYenl organizer's)
name?" Or ask ber what she's drinking. If it's beer, you can say,
"Oh, why do you like Heineken?" (or whatever she's drinking). If
it's wine or a mixed drink, ask her about that. In other words, make
small talk. Remember, she's not judging you on what you say as
long as it doesn't involve her. It's how you say it.

Tben, when she gives ber answer, give evidence ofa growing in
terest in her. Keep ber engaged in conversation so she gets the idea

tbat you are fascinated by what she says.
"Wait," I can hear you say. "Your ad promised me the world's

best opening line:' And. yes, I promise to give it to you. The
world's all time best opening line? Maestro, the trumpet-blare
please: You stand up straight and tall. You look friendly and con6
dent. You smile at the lady, look her right in the eyes, and in a
warm, inviting (but not salacious), charismatic voice, you say,

"Hello, my name is "
Gentlemen, upon my bonor, nothing beats tbis line. It's pre

ferred by 10 out of every 10 women, age 16 to 66, Ihat I've ever
asked. It has stood the test of time. Even Grandma said she used to

prefer that one.
"What do r say once I'm past the first .sentence?" you ask.
Leave it to science. Researchers asked the same question. My all

time favorite study in this area is called "Behavioral Assessment of
Social Competence in Males:'53 in other words, "What helps a guy

score with women?"
The researchers chose twO groups of men to parliclpate in their
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study: guys who scored and guys who didn't. The guys who scored
were designated "winners." These guys were invited to many par
ties, were popular with women, and were weU Uked by all. Thesr
fellows dated a lot and were able to make it with women.

Men in the second group were flops with women. They tried.
but they never got to first base. The researchers ruthlessly and can
didly dubbed these guys "losers," These reDows wanted desper

ately to date. but they were either hesitant to ask a woman out or
were continually getting turned down.

Since the two groups of men wert' equaUy good-looking. re
searchers set about isolating what made women go for tbe winnen
and avoid the losers. They pUllhe men through a series of tests.

The venue for the first test was at a dance. All the men were told
was to ask a woman to dance. The women (who were in on the
study) were directed to respond by saying. "I'm not really much of
a dancer."

Upon bearing this, invariably. the winners, the cool guys, simpl)'
laughed, and responded with variations of ''1'm not either. Shall w

sit this one out?" and began talking with her. The winners dId no.
lake her answer as a rejtction of lhem bUl simply as a stalement (If
fact.

The losers responded with a variety of "Ob," "Er," "Urn, well,"
and the like and then they gave up. In short, they interpreted the
femaJe's answer as a rebuff.

In the second test, researchers taped conversations between the
girls and the winners and between the same girls and the losers.
This time, the women did not know it was a study. The guys wert
told to chat with a woman for a while and eventually ask her for ,)
date.

The big difference between the losers, who almost always got
turned down for the date, and the winners, who received a lot 01
"yes" answers, was a simple matter of keeping the rhythm of the
conversation going.

The cool guys chatted, asking questions, and as soon as the
woman answered those questions, they'd pick up the slump by of

ering their own views or experiences. They asked the women
more questions to keep the conversation going. The bottom line?
They permitted very few pauses in the conversation. They kept the

rhythm and the elet:tricity going.
The poor losers weren't any less interesting in what they had to

Sily. They just had no sensitivity as to the timing. There were more
awkward gaps in the conversation. They paused too long. or
hemmed and hawed before answering. The "mUSicality" of tbe ex

cbange was off. which made the women uncomfortable.
Researchers also clocked the men's answers to questions tbe

women asked. The winners gave much longer answers. The losers
often muttered just a "yes" or a "no." After a couple of those, the
conversation had nowhere to go. But the girls did. The losers beard

a lot of remarks like. "Well, nice talking to you. (Surel) See: ya
around." The winners heard a lot of remarks like, 'Tm really look

ing forward to seeing you again:'

Stamp out one-word answers to questions! Elaborate, even if you think

what you're saying is superfluous. Ooo't let there be long pauses. Ask her

questJOl'lS about herself. Practice sounding enthusiastic and energetic.
That translates into Yhappy and confident~

Your First Conversation

Women are like the old eight-track music tapes when they got
twisted. They can run on all eight tracks at once, You're chatting
with a chick you've just met, and she's running the old eight-track

on you. The first track is her judging how you look. The second
track is her judging how you move, The third track is her judging
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bow you dress. The fourth track is ber judging how you sound. The
fifth track is hel'" judging your character. The sixth track is judging
your probable job. The seventh trOick is judging bow much you like
her. And finally. only the eighth track is listening to what you ha~

to say. So that we don't leave any stone unturned. let's deal with
your first conversation with ber and wb.al it reveals about you.

You may think you're JUSt haVing an innocent conversation
about. let's say. the homeless. taxes to support public schools. or
the minimum wage. Sounds safe enough. doesn't it? No wayl She's
listening to find out how compassionate you are.

Say she asks you about your family. You think she cares aOOm
Mom and Sis-whom she's never even met? No, she's listening to

find OUl whether you're a mama's boy. a cruel heartless man who
would someday treat her just as mean, or something in between
those. Remember. almost every question has a hidden motive. En
gardel

Suppose you're talking with a divorced woman who has two
young children at bome. She's bound to ask you, openly or cir

cuitously, how you feel about kids. Be ready for questions as obvi.
ous as "00 you like children1" and "Where do you see yourself five
yean from now?" Your answer could be the skeleton key to her
heart, soul, and body---or a skull and crossbones on your forehead.

Her eyes are wide open, obSt:rving your every move especially

how you treat the bartender when he asks you if you'd like another
round or the drunk who bumps into you and spills your drink.
Think "compassion," man, "compassion:' Remember that she's

beating the bushes for your beliefs and values from the first "hello:'

Keep your ears finely tuned and show solidarity. Every grain of
difference bet ween you at this early stage wiU feel as large as a
stone in her eye, blinding her to your greatness. She's Republican?
There's no need to highlight how active you are in the Democratic
Party. She hates Laurel and Hardy and the Three Stooges? There's
no need to tell her about your awesome collection of slapstick

videos. She's pro-choice? There's no need to tell her you got the
gold medal for your high-school debating team with your cogent
pro-life argument. Mark my words. gentlemen, even your minor

values and beliefs are major to a woman right off the bat.S4

Oh, and one last warning. Be careful the first time you mention
one of your extracurricular activities. The health club? (Mention it
twice and you're a health freak.) Church? (Mention it twice and
you're a religious fanatic.) The beach? (Mention it twice and you're
a beach bum.) Think balance, man, balance. Still make the first
mention a true representation of your character, or, at least the

type of character you want to portray.

The Dozen Best Ways to Break the Ice

I always tell guys who ask about icebreakers to melt the ice the way
they'd melt real ice--with warmth, not words. But there's some

thing about the rational guy brain that wants to know what to say.

So here goes.
The first thing to understand is that women don't listen the same

way you do, to facts. They are listening ~twttn the [Ina to see

what they can find out about you. They're looking to see if you are
"boyfriend" or "husband" material, which brings us to the age-old

question of "what the heck does a woman really want?"
An anthropologist studied 37 societies around the world to dis

cover the answer. Wherever she went, she got the same four quali
ties a woman is on the lookout for in a man.!IS From Paris to Pago
Pago. from New York to New Guinea, they all want these qualities
in their guys-and they'U be listening for them in everything you

say at first.
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The Four Qualities Every Woman Wants in a Man

A. Resources. Read essentially "money," but education. in
telligence. and good taste £au into this category too. It's just
her genes acting up again. wanting to know you can take care
of her and eventuaJ offspring

8. Status. This doesn't mean you have to he the CEO of your
own company or be the class president, but she wants to
know that other people respect you lOO.

C. Physical strength. This is a throwback to a day when a
man had to protect his woman and the bambino from maraud
ing enemy tribes. And don't forget to bring bome the buffalo
burgers. (Hold the chips.)

D. Emotionally caring. She wants to know you care about
people (majnly hel" someday) and will listen to people's prob
lems (especially hers).

How to Show Her You've Got "The Right Stuff"

~, h~w. d~ you. express aU this without going up to her and say
109, HI, I m nch, strong, Harold, and aU my admiring friends
want the best for me; I thought I'd come over here and listen to
your problems."

It's not what you tell her that makes you SOllnd good; it's what
you don't tell her and she can read between the lines.

. '---------.
Chicks don't listen to what you're saying as much as they do to what
you're not Never brag. but learn the subtle art of hinting at your own
magnificence.

A little more subtlety, please. So ...

1. Compliment something she's wearing, especially a piece of
jewelry, and ask her where she bought it. So that it doesn't
come off as just as an excuse, teU her you're looking for a
birthday present for, let's say, your sister. Now here's the
part that makes you look good. Tell her you were looking
in Tiffany's (or whatever the most expensive jewelry store
in your town is) and, darn, you just couldn't find any
thing. That shows letters A (resources) and 0 (caring). She
also starts fantasizing about receiving some diamond ear

rings herself from Tiffany's.

2. A currently popular film is always safe conversational fod
der, but lind out her opinion on it first and make sure
yours agrees with it. Then quote a review from the New

York Times (which you can get free on line at
NYTimes.com so bone up ahead of time). This approach
will make you seem intelligent and well-read, which is

part of letter A (resources).

3. A local charity event is a triple whammy. Check the paper.
Talking about one makes it sound as if you have resources
(letter A), have status (letter B), and are emotionally caring

(letter 0),

4. Ask her about ber job, which makes you sound emotion
ally caring (letter 0). This is necessary- but make sure
you don't ask in a way that could be construed as your in
teTeSt in her status or money. Heaven forbid your turning

the tablesl

S. The most important overlooked turn-on for the :llst
century woman is alluding to a way you can help her pro
fessionally Maybe you can introduce her to people who



9· Try to get the subject around to her pets if she has any. If
she has a cat, chances are she's bonkers over it-so arm
yourself with some good cat-care facts. Only super caring
men (letter D) would know how to care for a cat!

10. Did you ever slug a guy for insulting your sister or your
girlfriend? Did you ever get into a fight for some honor~

able caus not not a bar brawl? Allude to it sometime to
show you are caring (Ieuer D) and physically strong (Iet-

could be beneficiaJ to her. This shows your status (let
ter B). Or you might provide some insight iDlO a profes
sional question she's wrestling with at the moment,
showing that you are caring (letter 0).

6. Just toss off sentences like. "When I was shoveling my
grandmother's driveway the other day ..." You come ofT
as physically strong (letter C) and emotionally caring (Jet
ter O).
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Be Prepared to Answer the
Most Important Question She'll Ask

The most important thing, by far, is hOW' you answer the inevitable
question: "And what do you do?" As I said earlier, in spite ofall the
progress we've made toward equality in earning, it's stiU tucked
away in many women's genes that you have to either earn more, be
smarter, or be just plain "better" (whatever that means). Even dur
ing the heyday of feminism, mothers were reading fairy tales like
Cmderella to their daughters. (Cinderella married the handsome
prince.) Or they took their daughters to see feature length cartoons
like Thumbalina. (Thumbalina married the handsome prince.) And
there's no end in sight. Little girls today are seeing Disney's Beauty
und the Beast. Well, the beast isn't so handsome, but he's still a rich

prince.

ter C). But make sure she knows you're not ordinarily the

fighting kind.

II. Here's the last and most important conversational ploy:
Listen very carefully to her as she speaks and, whatever
subject she even touches on--even via a word here or
there out of the blue about something, pick up on it and
ask ber about it. That shows that you are very emotionaJJy
caring (letter 0), and that you are capable of listening be~

tween the lines.

t:l. Whatever subject you wind up discussing, quote some
thing that you read about in (take your pick of the follow
ing publications): ~s, US News and World Report, the
Economist, the Wall Street Journal, or the Jn~stor's Business
Daily. You know what all that shows. Ifshe's more the liter
ary type, quote any of your favorite books (except this one).

UNDllltCOYllR SIlX SIGNALS

7· Find a way to ask about the people in her life (no. not her
boyfriend). They are very important to her. and she loves
talking about them. This makes you sound emotionally
caring (letter 0). Then. you might casually mentlon yours,
thus demonstrating status (letter B). And. while you'«= at

it. throw in some heavyweight activity you did with your
buddies and thus show your physical strength (letter C).

8. Ask her about her favorite restaurants. Then drop the
names of some of yours (no, not Fridays, even though the
food is tasty). Go first-class here. This gives a high mark in
the resources category (letter A) in terms of both money
and good taste (in addition to whetting her appetite for a
fine dining experience).

170
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You can be sure that the little girl. still trapped inside even the
most accomplished and wealthy of women today, still retains her
dream that "someday, my prince will come." As the years go by, she
has probably expanded her definition of "prince." He doesn't nec
essarily need to be wealthy. He couJd be the dedicated doctor
prince, the principled politician prince, the sensitive starving
artist prince, the talented carpenter prince. In any event, whate~r
her vision is of her prince, the closer your answer to "What do you
do?" is to that, the better chance you'll have with her.

Now, you obviously have no control over what her uJtimate
dream is or how close your life comes to that dream. But this much
is certain: Her prince is proud. He is confident, and he loves his
own life. When she asks you what you do for a Jiving. whatever
your answer, respond with enthusiasm. Don't talk overly long
about your work, but make it evident that you are dedjcated and
love your own Life. (Then, don't forget to ask her about her life and
her work!)

SECTION VI

Meeting to Mating
(How to Win the
Dating Game)
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Shrewd Dating Strategies

M.anya brave knave gets a bad case of butterfly guts when it comes
to popping the question "Will you go out with lilt?" Why? It's the
old salesman's malady. fear of rejection. So many men never ask. No
guts, no glory.

Other men, a tad £00 confident of lheir own charm and the lady's
acceptance. bestow the invitation to spend an evening in their
Incomparable company too qUickly-only to be shocked by her
brush-()ff.

Several years ago. I was at a party and spotted a fabulous speci
men of raw male sex appeal. He bore a striking resemblance to a
young Jack Nicholson on a good day. J smiled at him. and he smiled
back. At that moment, I vowed I was going to meet him. I started
conniving. Perhaps I'd try to finagle an introduction from the host
of the party. Or maybe I'd cough up a corny line like "Haven't we
met before?" I even contemplated the desperate move of waiting
until he was seated and then "just happening" to trip and rail into
his lap.

As I was ruminating about my options. he walked right up to me
,and said he'd like me to go to dinner with him the next evening.

My surprised answer? "No. thanks." And I was sincere. It was

'"
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too much too soon. He didn't know anything about me. How could

he have known about my scintillating personality. my incredible
uniqueness. my extraordinary acumen, my resplendence. and my
rare humility?

And, wo~. I didn't know anything about him. He may have
looked like Jack Nicholson, but he could have had tbe Dasty habits
of Jack the Ripper--or Jack Nicholson in The Shining.

When and How to Ask Her Out

In real estOlte, a well-known adage is "'ocation, location. location."
Well. in asking for a date. it's "timing.. timing. timing." When
shouJd you ask for milady's company? Let her feel she got a date
with you "the old·fashioned way:' by mrning it. Otherwi~. your
company is as valued as a SCl"ttD door on a submarine.

Sometimes. my actress friends are cast in Broadway shows as
extras-which is still a great honor. But they are never as excited
about the gig if the dirtttor just "typecast" them. Being typecast
merely means that they look the part. It has nothing to do with
their acting ability. And no woman, no matter how beautiful she is,
or isn't, wants to fttl that you just asked her out because of her
looks.

There is a second reason to wait before asking her out. Because a
woman is investing an evening of her precious time in you, she
wants to know she's going to enjoy it. So, like an actor auditioning
for an important producer, give her a bigger sample of you before
asking her out.

This does not mean making a laundry list ofyour good qualities.
Nor does it mean airing your dirty laundry concerning your last
six failed relationships. It's more along the lines of making natural
conversation and lelling your wit and intelligence speak for them.

selves. Try to balance the conversation, revealing yourself a bit

more while keeping the focus on her. That gives her the input she

needs to make the "go/no go decision."

Since a woman wants to feel she ts the recipient of your awe and admira
tion, as opposed to your lust and lewdness. ask her questioos about her

setf. Then. when she says something especially revealing. show how

fascinated you are by what she's saying. Thors the tlme to ask her out.

~Oh. you know all about 12ttH:entury dental pracbces. Gee. that's fasci·
natlng! I'd love to contm\Je this discussioo say. utt-oelrt saturday nlghL~

tseript: Don't reveal too much. A HtLle mystery also fans the

am.. of passion.

To Her, It's Not a Date-tt's an Audition!

uys, my heart goes out to you. A female, on your first date, misses

D«lthing. I mean nothing. No analyst ever examined a patient's men
tality as much as a woman will analyze you on everything you say,

erything you do, and everything she thinks you're thinking. She
kks up on your every word, your every movement. She scruti·
'zes how you look and how she assumes you feel, and tries to

piece together your life history. When she's got a fix on that, she
ntasizes about your future. Does she want to be a part of it?

Long range," "short range," or "fat chancel"
No crashed commercial airliner ever got the scrutiny you're go

lng to get as you innocently sit across the restaurant table happily
hatting about this and that. Be on your toes, because now is the

time that you are being auditioned to playa leading role in her bed
room. to days gone by, it used to be that a woman had to "feel in

love" to go to bed with someone. Now it just has to "feel right."
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What makes it "feel right"? Quite simply, if she feels your char
acter is in sync with hers and you make her feel special. You muSt
do this from the first pitch to the bottom of the ninth.

The Proven Best Thing to 00 on the First Date

Where you would probably like to go on your first date with her (a
football game), where she would like to go (dinner at an upscale
restaurant). and where you should go (information pending) for
maximum sex appeal arc three different places. Sure, you'd proba~

bly like the sporting event, because if she turned out to be a dud,
you could at least enjoy the game. She'd like the restaurant, be
cause, in addition to a greal meaJ, she'd have the opportunjty. dur
ing the conversation, to evaluate you as someone who could
possibly be part of her future. But if your goal is (as the fact that
you're reading this attests) to bed the lass and possibly someday
wed the lass, that is not the best choice.

There is compelling evidence that she will be more turned on to
you if you place her in a "scary, emotional, or vulnerable" situa~

lion. You don't need to lock her in the trunk of your car and tell her
you're going to drive it over a cliff. A scary movie will do. Or, if she
is a fan of Gregorian chams or heavy metal, an evening of chants or
a Metallica cOllcert will qualify as an emotional situatiOIl.

Research has shown a strong link between emotional arousal and
sexual attraction. Have you ever wondered why, in all the great
love stories depicted on the screen, on the stage. and in novels. the
lovers or wannabe lovers face a great challenge together? Often. a
towering inferno, a jungle of prehistoric beasts. a tornado, or a
motley selectjon of evil forces threatens to tear the couple asunder.
Did it ever cross your mind that they might not be lovers, or even
want to be, if it weren't for the immense adversity they had to
tackle together? I meau, what would be the big deal about Romeo
dating Juliet if the Montegues didn't want to kill all the Capulets?

Consider this: More office romances start in workplaces that
have atrocious bosses than in offices filled with happy campers.
Potential lovers placed in an emotional. stirring. or vulnerable situ
ation are more apt to be attracted to each other because "It's you
and me, Babe, against this big bad boss."

At least one study. reported upon in the Journal of Personality

and Social Psychology and called "Evidence for Heightened Sexual
Attraction Under Conditions of High Anxiety," proved the connec
tion between fear and sexual attraction.56 Subjects who had volun
teered for the study (without knowing what it involved) were
brought into a laboratory where a male and a female researcher
were sitting. The researchers told half the volunteers they were go
ing to receive a very severe shock. The other half were told that
they would receive an extremely mild shock.

Each subject was then introduced to another researcher of the
opposite sex who stayed for a few minutes and then left. After his
or her departure. the researcher of the same sex asked the su bject's
opinion of the person who just left. The results? The girls who sat
quaking in their shoes and shuddering about the severe shock to
come rated the guy who just left as much sexier than did the girls
who were going to get the mild shock.

Studies like these show that when a woman is feeling a strong
emotion, sucb as fear, she's more apt to be turned on to you. Why
do women experience these whacko reactions? As is the case with
most whacko reactions, the answer goes back to drugs-in this case
phenylethylamine. or PEA, the naturally produced drug discussed
earlier. Fear produces the same high that shoots through our veins

in the early stages of infatuation.
Barring the physical, go for something that's emotionally excit

Ing for her. Does she love opera? If so take her to the opera. (HOW
about Madame Butterfly? That leaves everybody sobbing at the
end,) Does she love movies? Take her to a movie. (Have you seen
any good horror films lately?) Does she like amusement parks? Take
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her to the amusement park (and be sure to go on tbe death.defying..
killer-diller. triple-tWist roUe!" coaster).

.-------------,
Obviously you'rt! not going to tell the lady she's going totN~ a~

shod: by dropping hot candle wax on her nipp6es (unless she's one of

those kinky gals who's into that 5011 of thing). But science tdls us that if

your first. eXpMence together is stming. your date will transfer the strong
emotions to you.

Physkal activities that get you moving around are also good. Physical

activities that get you moving around and touching each other are even

better. Unless you'd look like a cow on ice, dancing is a good choice.

Stamping Out Piggy Male Manners

Most men are a little fuzzy about manners. It comes with the terri·
tory. I can bear you now. You're grousing. "Criminy. I answered an
ad saying. 'What if you never heard the word no from a woman
again?' and you're going to tell me J have to extend my pinky when
drinking from a cup?"

No, ofCO~ not. There's no need to sweat the small stuff. bUI
you want to eliminate Lhe gross fouls that tum female umpires
off-sucb as talking with your mouth full, using the wrong fork.
picking a piece of painful roast beef out of your back tooth with
the edge of a Sweet'n Low packet, and forcing your way onto the
bus before the people get off-and then, to top it off, not giving
the little old lady your seat. Honest, the good manners you exhibll
on a date rank right up there with great sexual technique.

A few hints: After parking in the restaurant parking lot, SWiftly
leap around to her side of the car, open tbe door, and extend your
hand to help her out. She'll be impressed.

As you cross the street, afTer her your arm, lest she, wobbling in
her painful little shoes, should trip. For that matter, even if she's
wearing sneakers and says, 'I\h, you don't need to do that," she'll
s«,....t1y appreciate it .

Oops, you spot a little doggie-doo-doo by the curb'? Non
chalantly steer milady's path so her tootsies don't get soiled. (Do not
then bring your gallant deed to her attention by saying, "Boy, I
ure saved you from that shit, huh'?") As you enter the restaurant,

you, of course, hold the door for her.
"Nice," she'll think. As you head for your table, pulJ her chair

out before seating yourself. Now, knOWing you're an all-class dude,
she'll start haVing X-rated thoughts, such as whether you're a
"boxer shorts" or a "briefs" man.

The lady will probably be carrying a purse. If you want to know
how you're doing so far, check to see if she instinctively moves it to
the side you're not walking on so there is no obstruction between
the two of you. If she moves it, she likes you. If she leaves it be

tween you, it's as if she's using it for protection.
Now you're at the restaurant. As I mentioned before, if the

m.ljtre d' isn't there to do it, pull the chair out for her. When it
comes time to order, you should ask her what she would like for
dinner and then give both your orders to the waiter. She'll be
purring. And if you say, "the lady wiU have" (as opposed to "she
will have), she'll ~in imagining peeling either your boxer shorts
or your briefs ofT with her teeth.

I kid you not. Manners matter.

The AII·lmportant Dinner Date

No matter what you do on your first date with her, you're eventu
ally going to wind up putting the feedbag on together. Where
shouJd you take her for this first ceremonial breaking of bread?
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Alas. what impressionable creatures we women arel Why we get
upset when you mentally undress us is beyond my comprehension.
You are. in a sense, looking at the rml us, without the trappings.
Women art: much more impressed by a man's doth~ than you a~

by ours, and we are also impressed (or depressed) by the atmo
sphere of the places you take us.

Before you make a drcision. let me clear up one misconception.
You may think you're being nice by asking her where she'd like to
go, letting her decide. She may even enjoy choosing the place. BUI
there are two big negatives. First and worst, it makes you look
androgynous. Take charge. man. You make the reserv3tions-and
don't forget to confirm theml It will make you look real bad to her
if your table isn't ready on time just because Robert DiNiro made a
reservation eight after you did and you got aced. Beuer yet. try to
"be known" to the maitre d' so he welcomes you by name. (It's as
tounding what good memories a maitre d' will develop if your
handshake was padded with a Iitlle green the last time you wen~
there.)

Now, two factors affect your choice of restaurant. The first is
your realization of how superficial a woman can be in her judg
ments. In fact. researchers showed pictures of men to a group of
women.!.7 Sometimes, the men were photographed in lavish, luxuri
ant (read "rich") rooms. Other times, the cameras showed them in
dilapidated. dumpy settings. To isolate the ~ttiTlg as the variable.
in this particular study. the pictures were of the very same men
dressed in precisely tbe same way.

It is with some embarrassment that I tell you that the men in the
lavish looking house were judged more attractive than the men in
the dumpy house. Women will definitely transfer their feelings
about whatever setting you are in to their feelings about you.

One of the advantageous things about Sitting across the table
from a woman is that you can get a real good read on how much she

Likes you. Here:. Jade. a very sophisticated woman, is using a sub
liminal sex signal on you.

Well. it's not too subtle, is it?

Uke the sirens who lured sailors to their death by their beautiful
singing, some women will lure: men across the room to talk to them
by their sensuously caressing a glass or cylindrical object Like a pen.
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UND£RCOVER SEX $IGNAl.2J:

The Sexy Pet

If you see it woman across the room looking at you and not smiling. you

might not think she wants you to approach. But jf you take careful note of

her hands. you may see she is running a finger around her wineglass. It is

not out of boredom She might eYen be imaginmg that she is caressing

you. In U'IIS picture, Jade has chosen to caress her glass with her point

ing finger. figunng that her middle fin~r or ring finger would be just too
obvious.

At other times, a woman uses ,he ~xy pel by fondling a pen sugges
tively or running ber fingers up and down the stem of a wineglass.

if you are already conversing with a woman, it is likely to be a
contrived move when she slowly and seductively runs her finger

around the rim or up and down the stem of a glass when talking
with you. Almost any object can be used suggestively-a pen, a
utensil. a swizzle stick. etc.

Taking this deficit in the female psyche-judging you by the
place you take her-into account, take her to an eatery that refle<:ts
the personality you'd like to project. In fact, if the lady is really
worth it, take her to the most upscale restaurant in that genre that
you can find, but not one where you're going to have to worry
about which of six forks to choose from.

Do you like to be thought of as artistic? Take her to a restaurant
where (relativdy rich) artists go. Do you want her to think of you
.IS a successful businessman? T.ake her to a restaurant where (rela
tively rich) businessmen go. Do you want her to think of you as a
cool dude? Take her to a restaurant where (relatively rich) cool
dudes go. Would you like her to think of you as a hippie? Take her
to a restaurant where (relatively rich) hippies go.

Ok, ok, SO that's an oxymoron, but you get the idea.
There is one exception. Even if you want her to think of you as a

jock, do not take her to a sports bar-unless of course, she's used to
hanging out there anyway. In which case, she's a rarity; so make
her a keeper.

If the lass has class, you should take her to a really fine dining
establishment the first time you go out with her. Since, however,
the tiny provisions and exorbitant prices at some restaurants will
leave you botb hungry and broke, you don't want her to become
accustomed to that style. On your next date, therefore, avoid any
mention of where she'd like to go.

She might already be suffering delusions that other expensive
restaurants are going to become among her regular haunts. You
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may handle such a distressing situation in this manner. Don't just
choose an inexpensive "normal" restaurant the next time. Instead,

take her to some charming (read "inexpensive") restaurant serving
ethnic cuisine. Tell her you've been reading about, say. Vietnamese
food, and can't wait to try it. (The average dinner price in all the
Vietnamese restaurants I know is in the single digits.)

Then for date three, back to Les Expensivo. Next date E.I
Cheapo. And soon your eclectic taste in food will even include a
Fridays and Taco Bell, in time to make the movie. But, by then, the
two of you should be making it, and the choice of restaurant will
probably be the least of your problems.

-0--------------,
Bonus hint Try to get her to order a chocolate dessert Some say there is
a minor link between sexual arousal and chocolate. More accurate is "the

chocolate link." If she's watching her weight but lets herself go and pigs

out on a high<alorie monster, it means she's feeling pretty loose.

Incidentally, there is a strong argument for taking her to a quiet
restaurant that is darkly lit. Women aren't the only ones who look

better in candlelight. Men also look more alluring, more mysteri
ous. Their eyes get sexier due to the pupils' opening up in the dark
ness. (Bedroom eyes, remember?)

Now, all this talk of restaurants brings me to two oft-asked ques
tions: "Should I let her pay for the dinner?" My short answer is
"No:' "How about leWng her leave the tip?" many men ask. Again,
the answer is "No." Say it however you like. Whether it's the tough
guy's, "Your money's no good in here, Babe" or the more refined
"How kind of you to afTer, but I wouldn't hear of it" (or anything
in between), she'll appreciate it.

I know such an approach may be viewed by some as unjust, in
equitable, and antiquated. It may even run counter to everything

the lady says she prefers. But you already know that every woman
has at least a bit of the romantic in her, a feeling that "someday my
prince will come along on a great white horse, he'll scoop me up,

and we'll ride off into the sunset together and live happily ever af
ter:' And what kind of a prince ever lets a woman pay. Or even go
dutch? (On later dates, after you're friends and lovers, it's another
matter. Even then, however, pretend to be a little "disturbed" that

she's picking up the check.)

Kissing, Calling, and Other Follow-up Strategies

It's hard to believe that the male of the same species that planted
the American flag on the moon still wonders if he should plant a

kiss on a woman's lips on the first date. Here's where everything
you've learned up to this point comes into play. Have you kept
count of the many undercover sex signals she's been hurling your
way? Has she been smiling? Has she been leanjng in toward you?
Has she turned her palms toward you? Has she brushed her hair

back while talking with you? Has she run a finger around a glass?
Has she put a swizzle stick in her mouth while listening to you?
Those are just six signs. There are 19 other nonverbal cues that
show she'd like you to take her in your arms. Soon, reading them

will become second nature.
Otherwise brilliant and accomplished American males are flum

moxed by questions like "How long should I wait before calling
her again?" and "Should I tell her at the end ofthe first date that I'd
like to see her again?" Let's say you see her saturday night. You like
her---a lot. You want to see her again the following Saturday. So

you're wondering about your best call-back strategy.
Pieced together from conversations I've had with the many hun

dreds of women in my classes, here are the options and what each is

likely to make her think.
Should 1 call later the same night? Unless she left some Iife-
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support medicine in your car, it makes you look too lonely and
anxious.

Should I call Sunday? If you do, you risk looking like you think
she's the only game in town for you.

Should I call Monday? Nah, that's being too predictable
Should I call Tuesday? It's not tbe most tactical strategy. Let her

get a tad concerned.
Should I call Wednesday? By that time, she'll be getting really

worried that you might not calL
The most tactical time to call is late Wednesday afternoon at

work, or at her home ifyou really do want to see her the following
week. (At one shameful time in our history, aU females were read
ing a ridiculous book caJJed The Rules, a book that set relationships
back half a century. It said, "Don't accept a date for Saturday night
later than Wednesday." what a travestyl)

-0-------------,
A Sll~-eooI move: Call her office Saturday night after your date and

leaYe a YOic:e-mail message saying. MI !\ad a great ~'It all you this

week. M Then don't call until Thursday. tf she likes you already, that'll driYe
her nuts oYer you.

Now, even better, is to call her on Thursday, not for the upcom
ing weekend, but for the following weekend. That will keep her
guesSing and yet still interested. (Not to mention it permits you to
juggle two ladies at the same time. I call it "flextime" dating.)

26

Big-Time Help
(If You Suspect You Have

o "Big-Deal" Problem)

If you suspect serious shyness with women is your problem, it's
time to get serious about shyness-because shyness is serious bus
iness.

Women are attracted to men who have a healthy ego. In fact,
Madonna, when being interviewed on what attracted her to the fa
ther of her first baby, said tbe first thing she noticed was his totaJJy
unshakable self-confidence, bordering on arrogance.

Shyness has many insidious side effects. Did you know that shy
men, on the occasion of a first IDttting, are considered to be less in
telUgent than they are? Furthermore, they often consider them
selves to be much less attractive than they really are. Due to their
shyness, they never feel complete and never attain a satisfactory
"sense of self.".sa Shy men have difficulty making friends, they date
less, and, when they do. they're forever botching up the friendship
or love affair. Shy men are even less likely than those who sufTer
from other types of anxiety problems to find a partner and get mar
ried.59

Shyness doesn't just screw men up in the dating department.
Shy men are slower to get into a satisfactory career. And when they

189
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do. their careers are more unstable right on through mid-life. They
seldom find a job that utilizes their real talents.60

Have you heard enough to get sedous about ridding your life of
this blight? Well. Jet me just add this: Shy men suffer more from
self-deprecatory thoughts,61 inhibited behavior,62 loneliness·63 anx·
iety attacks.'" and depression6S-as documented in the studies
numbered above. Can I put it any stronger? Shyness stinks. Don't
let it ruin your life.

I suffered in high school from acute shyness. the kind that made
me shake if I had to talk with a male. I just squeaked through col·
lege. forcing myself inlo activities that forced me to communicate
with people. Realizing what my problem was, I started studying
the well-liked students in terms of how they walked. how they
talked. and how they responded to questions. I made lists of their
personality traits and began reading about what I discovered was
called "people skills" and "charisma," I studied the techniques of
some of my more likeable professors and of people like Barbara
Walters and those she interviewed. I analyzed every speaker I had
the opportunity to hear, whether it was a film star accepting an
Oscar or my clergyman communicating with his parishioners. I
hungered for the ease with people that they seemed to have. I be
came conscious of my body language, my listening skills, and my
voice. I worked on all of tbem, and, little by little, I found people
responding in a warmer way to me. With all this self-analysis, I
found it ironic that the less I thought about myself, and the more I
genuinely cared about them, the more they were drawn to me.

The medley of skills needed for smooth and charismatic commu
nication is a never-ending study. Every day, I continue to learn
something new.

Why have I spent the time telling you this? Just to let you know
that you can overcome shyness. If it's a mild case or if it only comes
on around certain people, the best way to start is as I did-simply
by forcing yourself into situations where you must communicate

with people. America is a country of self-help. You can find books,
seminars, and audiotapes on every aspect of self-improvement and
gain from every book, tape, or seminar you expose yourself to.

It's probably no consolation to know that 10 million American
adults regularly suffer from shyness intense enough to be classified
as a disease called "social anxiety disorder,"66

A Sure Cure for "Butterfly Belly"
When Talking to Beautiful Babes

But if yours is just a case of butterflies when talking to attractive
women, force yourself to talk to not only the "lookers" but also, to
be politicaUy correct, those who are, shall we say, "appearance
cbanenged." Talk to "weight-challenged," "old age-<haJlenged", and
aU sorts of other non<ontenders for your amorous pursuits. In fact,
talking to strangers to develop a "chatty" public personality is one
of the most effective ways of curing a case of specialized shyness.

Even the Best Generals Have a Fallback Position

With this sequence, you can be pretty sure of success. However,
even the best of wartime generals have a fallback position. If she
should make the foolish mistake of not recognizing your superior
intelligence, wit, and savior faire, you should have such a fallback
position that preserves your ego (and perhaps may make her

change her mind).
Let's say you approach the lady sitting alone at the bar, you try

to pick her up, and she says, "Sorry, I have a boyfriend." You can

respond with "He's a lucky man."
If she says, "I'm not in the mood to talk now," you can respond

with "That's my great 1055,"
If she makes it evident she doesn't welcome your approach, you

can say, "please consider it a compliment."
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If she laughs in your face, you can simply tell her "You have: I

beautifuJ laugh."
If she moans, simply respond by saying, nicely, "I only make the

most beautiful women ill."
If you are more comfortable with wit than with compliments,

you can try something like this when she ignores you: "Whoops, I
forgot. Let me go take ofT my invisible cloak; I'll return when you
can see me." But be careful with jokes. Compliments work better.

Whether it turns her "No" into a "Well, on second thought" or
a "Yes" is yet to be seen. But one thing is sure. As in leaping out of
a window when you know the firemen are holding the net, you will
find picking her up much easier if you have: a foxy face saver or a
respectfully funny line to fall back on.

Why All the B.S.?

You say you don't like the bar scene or having to go through the
whole charade at a party? You think it's ridiculous to clock bow
long it takes for her to look up at you again so you'D know if she
likes you? And you think it's silly to insist you approacb from a
certain angle and not turn toward her too fast?

Does all this sound too complicated? (Hey, 1never promised you
this was the I040EZ form of sex.) Perhaps you'd prefer it to be a bit
simpler, such as it is for Balinese men who ask a girl to have inter
course by simply pronouncing the name of her sex organ. (How far
do you think you'd get with a lady in today's world by walking up
to her on the street, pointing., smiling, and saying., "Beaver?")
Sirino men are a tad more subtle. They can ask directly but must

whisper their request.6? (Believe me, no matter how softly you
whisper, "Wanna get laid?" she's going to call the cops.)

It's not just on tropical islands and in faraway lands that such
blatant approaches exist. Right here on our own soil, the Crow
Indians of North America didn't have singles bars. When a man
was interested in a woman, be would sneak up to her tent at night
and slip one band in. If he got lucky, his fingers found her genitals.
He would play with them for a while, and, if she liked his handi-

'9)
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work. she'd invite him to follow his band and ~place it with an
other bodily appendage.6I

In the light of all this. I'd say panies and singles bars are pretty
good bets. But please doo't limit yourself to those venues. Women
everywhere are looking for love. Women signal men awaiting
flights in airports. dining in restaurants, shopping In department
stores, reading in parks. sitting in theaters. viewing paintings in
galleries, and walking their dogs on streets. They are more aggres
sive than ever before. and the really good news is that nowadays
they're looking for love. bot sex. and lots of fun. not necessarily a
wedding band.

In fact. some girls gel downright goofy when it comes to men.
Tbey're looking for a few laughs and a good~. Such behavior is
SO indicative of a woman enjoying your company that we've pro
moted it to a sex signal.

UNDERCOVER SEX SIGNAL .24:

The Goofy Girl

This sex signal can be either nervous and uncontrollable or contrived and

flirtatious. Here Sandy is expressing her &lee in much the same Wiri that a

little girt does when being told of all impending trip to Otsneyland. Many

women, espe(ial1y the )'OOnger ones, get almost out of control, giggling
and doing ~Ity things, when they're WIth a man who exotes them. They

don't allow themselves to laugh and do goofy things around men who

doo't turn them on.
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Cyber Matchmaking Is
a Virtual Blast

Remember when you were a little shaver playing spin the bottle?
The bottlc had [0 stop sometime, and, because everyone had agreed
to tbe rules of the game. you knew that you were going to score a
sure kiss. Of course. there were no guarantees that the bottle wa5

going to point to the girl you wanted. But the mystery and antici~

pation made it kinda fun.
That's son of like what finding love online is like. Except. in

stead of seven women you can possibly "kiss," you've got 7.000

(and that's just in your part of the country!). When you go to one of
tbe major dot-com matchmakers and play cIick-a-<hick. you're gam
bling that you'll find a gorgeous date; the Jove of your life; a great
one-night stand; a paranoid. demented. delusional {really screwed
up} dame. or a plain dog. Ditto when you throw a dart at the news
paper personals. (There are fewer women to respond to, but at least

none of them is G.V.-geographically undesirable.)
Whether appearing online or in the newspaper, these chicks all

have twO things in common. They are all single (or at least they
claim they are), and they are all searching. No more hearing, "I al·
ready have a boyfriend," "Uh, sorry, I'm married:' or "r'm not

ready for another relationship." At least not at first.

196
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Online romancing is a shopper's paradise, sort of like a QVC of
chicks. You just sit at home, and the "product" comes on the
screen. No more worrying about getting dressed, picking her up,
wining and dining her, and then deciding you don't dig her--or
vice versa. Online, there's no driving her home, that awkward
pause followed by the white lie, and "Uh, welt I'll call you:'

Get dressed? Heck, what for? OnHne, you can get naked and
e-talk to her. It's fun, it's safe, and she might even he up for a round
of cyhersex.

But the very best thing about starting a relationship online, or SO
the men in my seminars tell me, is that you feel very Uttle rejection
up front. Some chick you clicked on doesn't return your e·lJlll:iI? Big
deal There are a dozen others. That's a far cry from approaching a
woman at a party and being confronted with her superior "Get
lost, twerp" expression.

How to Win the Women·Online Game

Each matchmaking site works a little differently; essentially, how.
ever, you post your "profile" for women to appraise and you better
believe that this is what they'll do. They'll noodle over every word
you wrote, enlarge your photo on their screens to count every bud
ding hair of your five o'clock shadow, and try to figure out, be
tween the lines, how much money you make. They'll also get their
antennae out for the other three basic qualities a woman wants in a
relationship, in essence, a man who is strong, financially secure, re
spected, and emotionally caring.

So what's a guy to do? Advertise "Strong, rich and respected
$WM seeks SWF for romantic evenings walking by the lake"?

No, but you can say it between the lines. Allude to your healthy
interest in building things to make the "He's strong!" bell go off in
her head. Respect can be taken care of by your mentioning some
community or charity work you've done. Emotionally available or
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caring"? Anything romantic, such as long walks or close dancing.
will do. And tbere are hundreds of ways to hint at your money.
"Enjoys EurolXan vacations:' "Loves yacht sailing"-you get the
idea. Do not, J repeat do not, lie. It will only lead to disappointment
(hers and therefore yours) later 00. However, do not feel guilty ex
aggerating your good qualities just a tad. You can bet your credit
card tab that she is doing the same.

Be especially on the lookout for her use of words like "Ruben
csque" and "mature." ("Rubenesque" means fat and "mature" means
practically prehistoric.) And understand that a woman usually
comes with surprises-sucb as. perhaps the six kids she neglected to
mention or the S:100-per-day drug habit she's trying to kick.

That aside. since we all have a few hidden skeletons in our c1os
tlS. the main challenge of the personals or online dating is (trum~t
blare please) THE MEETING!

You've seen a picture of ber face. She looks good. She's seen
yours. Obviously, you looked good to her as welJ--or she wouldn',
have agreed to meet you. You splash on an extra fistful of after
shave. You've chosen a nice restaurant where she can feel safe. You
walk in, and there stands a chubby, overanxious woman fidgeting
with her purse. There is no escape now. She looks up and says,
"Oh 7", are you ...
'~d you must be ... :' you say-your heart sinking as you

wonder whether you should feign ap~ndicitis or an epileptic fit.
That, sadly, seems to be the report from the field about online

dating. Many sing its praises, but the most common refrain is
"Yeah, I'm making contact with a lot of people, but the moment we
meet, it all fizzles out."

Oh, sure, you hear the occasional success story of Dick and Jane
who met on line and rode happily ofT into cyberspace together. But
the stats are not encouraging. Match.com, one of the largest onHne
dating services, said it has enrolled 5 million members in six years

and boasts 1,100 marriages. Big deal. one in :1,:170 or .045 percent.
Your odds are better going to one of the female fantasy islands I

will discuss next, or standing on your own strret corner whistling
at the girls going by.

So what are the missing ingredients in the personals and online
dating? The missing ingredients are what Undercover Sex Signals is

all about-body language, voice tone, and subliminal signaJs.
All of the follOWing statistics and quotes about online dating arc

from the New York Times, one of America's most-respected news
sources."

A doctoral student researching online dating said, "OnJine r0

mances create a false intimacy among couples. Text-based relation
ships are very deaptive. ~ple know only the good stuff and
none of the bad. The missing pieces are filled in based on bope, not
on reality."

Another doctor, at Rensselaer, agrees. He says, "You get the sen
sitivity and thoughtfulness. You don't get the waistline, hairline,
fidgets, twitches, and interruptions."

"Whereas if you meet spontaneously," he continues, "you build
your impression from real data, nOt from an idealized basis."

A male dater reports, "It's a trap. Your imagination fills in the
blanks with exactly what you want," And so does hers!

Some online dating services claim that online suitors are more
forgiving of small flaws. But psychologists don't buy it. They say
the kid-in-the-candy-storc= c=ffect makes them more apt to bail out
of a potc=ntiaUy promising rdationship--beause they ask them
selves, "Is this wc= best I can gc=t?" Let mc= click and search again.
and see what I get.

The New York Times concludes that "romances that flourish in
chat rooms and e·mail often wilt at the first face-to-face meeting."
In big bold type, tbey report: Nonverbal communication is often

what counts in a relationship, something that gets lost in the e-mail."



So. where to go1 Try t.h~ five lOp hot spots that appeal to
women.

The Best Places to Meet a Woman:
Her Five Fantasy Islands

..----------------,
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). A local park. A little closer to home is an all-time favorite
with knowledgeable womanizers. In lieu of a Iive~in man,
lots of single girls get a dog to keep them warm at night. If
you have aspirations of taking the place of one of those
dogs. get a mutt of your own-the hornier the better (the
dog. that is, not you). Then head for the nearest park
with your guaranteed, four-legged, pick-up device. Look
around for dogs tnat have gorgeous dames at the end of
their leashes. Fido does the rest. (Just practice apologizing
profusely so it sounds like you're N'olly sorry when Fido
tries to shag her little shaggy dog.)

5. The nearest Victoria's Secret lingerie start'. This one is for
the cool and the courageous only. Take a deep breath and
put on your best, "I'm so embarrassed to be hen!" look or
you risk coming ofT like a pervert who prefers making love
to panties rather than to the person in them. Once you've
got the expression down pat, it's time to work on your
lines. Try to invoke something wholesome like your family.

2. A cruise ship. This one is a sure-fire sizzler. On your next
vacation, don't go fishing with the boys. Go on a cruise to
anywhere and go fishing for all the girls you want. Single
women out-number single men by a ratio of G-t<rt, and
you'lJ have your pick. Meeting her dream man on a cruise
is in the back of every woman's mind.

4. A lecture or 0 meeting of volunteers. "Oh, why can't I meet a
man who shares my interest in .. (fill in the
blank). Whether it's opera, ballet, pre-Columbian artifacts,
or South American reptiles, solo women flock to lectures.
Even more women do charity work. A can't fail plan is to
volunteer for a cause you believe in. (Not only will you
meet the girls, you'U do some good in the world.)
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To put it ill less erudite terms, picking up a chick that digs your style is

probably preferable to spending countless hours (not to mention dollars)

on dating yoor ass off based on on-line introductions.

t. Yoga class. Here you'll be surrounded by limber ladies and
you'll be the big, sensitive, stud duck in the pond. Don't
worry that you won't be able to do the "downward facing
dog" or understand what the big deal about "the tree

pose" is. The supple sweeties will think it's cute and be
very happy to help you. Still worried about your macho
image? Just tell them it's to get in better shape for football
with the guys at work.

Women are all hopeless romantics. One of the first questions the
girls ask one another at teenage piIJow parties or sophisticated
charity balls is "Where did you meet him?" It's borderline slutiness
to answer "a bar," and "the mall" is much too mundane. It's much
better that you made the scene in one of her fantasy dream locales.
Where do you have the best luck meeting a woman1 Here art: five
top picks.

Would I sound flaunting or self-righteous about UnducolJU Sex

Signals at this point to teU the Nnv york Times researchers, "Hey.
guys, tbat's what we've been telling you!"
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One of Women's Most Misunderstood Signals

This brings us to the sex signaJ. which men often misinterpret as a
woman being standoffish or snobbish. Women. who since they
were little girls have been envying the glamorous models in the
fashion magazines and trying to be just like them. have learned the
art aCme pose. The clever ones know their "best side" and instinc
tively tum it whenever there is a caroc:ra in sight. And clever
women know what angle their bodies look most attractive in, so
they flasb It whenever an attractive man is in sighl.
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Here Ashley,~ cogr\lunt that~ long slender lines will be accentuat~

by sitting at an angle and raising one leg over the other, will often take thiS
position when she spots a man she likes. Every woman's body is different
so each will StrIke a slightly different pose.. But you can be assured Olat she

willtnSt!nctively take a Mpretty pos.e~ whefl first spottlflg a man she wants

to attract. A woman's body usually undulates a bit in their favonte position

and it Will most likely be blend~ WIth a little setf<aressing. Don't mistake
it for being standoffish. If she keeps her eyes on you more than three se<'

onds Of' throws repeat~ glances your way you know the pose is for you,

The Pose
UNDERCOVER SEX 5tGNAL .25:
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"My sister's birthday is coming up. and she said she loves
Victoria's Secret, uh. er, stuff. What would you recom
mend7" Or what about. "I wanted to get a fun gift for my
Mother. and .. 0" "Grandma?" (Hey. mine ~ars a garter

belt. But that's before they were considered sexy.)
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Knowing that most ~n faJl into the category of "breast man" or
"leg man," another obvious pose that women orten take is baring
their legs. They are usually able to pull it off as though it were ac
cidental. Sure, it's as accidental as putting cheese in the mousetrap,
and it works better for man-trapping.

UND£RCOVER sue S1GNAl.26:

The Leg Show

Here three women are usmg their legs big-time. Those are soptllsticated
Jade's legs on the right. She's twisting her black-knit stocking legs around

each othB at an enticing angle, Sensual Ashley In the center is again~.
ing a little thigh, (Can you see what other signal she's giving you with her
right let?) And Vivacious Sandy is swinging her left leg back and forth as if
to say, MHey, look at mine!"

SECTION VII

The Turnabout
(Using My U.S.S.s to

Turn HerOn)
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Your Biggest Sex Signal Is YOU!

Unlike the reverse, it wouldn't be a turn-on for you to run your
middle finger around the rim of a glass while staring into her eyes,
or suck seductively on a swizzle stick while letting your sandal
dangle from your toes. Most women don't respond to blatantly sex
ual moves. There are, of course, certain of the basic signals that will
work with her such as. subtly mirroring ber movements while con
versing or, depending on the degree of intimacy you've attained,
touching her. However, the most important sex signal you have to
convey is YOU-how you look, how you sound, how you move.
Essentially. who you are (or aren't) is one big sex signal to her. I'm
not going to kid you and say that any poorly dressed. bloated. old
bean-bag can work magic on a woman through using U.S.S.s
(Although. everything in the book is true because, if a woman did
have an old-bean-bag fetish and slung some sex signals at him, he
would have a chance with her.)

Play by the Numbers to Get the Best You Can Get

Conversely, I'm going to say that the more refined, better dressed,
and more intelligent looking you are, the better success you're go-
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Tit-for-Tat love?

ing 10 have with women because more of them will turn themselves
into sex signal sirens for you.

1. How important is her physical appearance?

2. How important is her wealth? That can be money. prop
erty. or even earning capacity.

3· How important is it that she has status and prestige in
whatever group you choose to focus on? Professional?
Church? Circle of friends?

4· How important is her intelligence, knowledge, or educa
lion?

2: How important are Possessions or Money?
MEN: "Not at all," "Hey, it's cool if she has money, but

it doesn't make any big difference:' "Well, I'd be a little
put ofT if she started asking me for money early in the

6. How important is her character or inner nature?

I. How important is PhysicaJ Appearance?
MEN: "Very important." "Unless she had good qualities

too, r'd get immune to her good looks," "I always feel
proud taking out a good-looking woman," "Damn impor
tant. I'd be a liar to say otherwise."

WOMEN: "Not that important." "Not important that he
be 'typically' good looking, but I like character in a man's
face:' "Not that important but I do like him to have a good
bod ..y.

At this point, you might be saying, "Hey, who's talking about
the long run. What about tonight?"

We spoke earlier about the vast divergence in the way the male
and the female of our complex species lbink. One of tbe contrapo
sitions concerns "the one night stand." Unlike you, a woman mea·
sures a man with whom she might consider a short fling with the
same ruler she holds up for a possible husband. Thus. the higher
you rate in the Big Six above. the closer you ar~ to a roll in her hay.

Curious about how your answers compared with other folks
seeking love and romance? I often ask participants in my seminars
to secretly write on a card how critical each of these qualities is in
a potential love partner, and then sign their cards with only "M"
for male, and "P" for female. I've chosen a selection of answers from
men and women that were most representative.

5. How important is it that she has smooth social graces and
a good personality?
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There is a vast body of research called the "eqUity Tbeory" of love
that should be on tbe lOp of the required reading Ust for every man
who is sincerely interested in women.1O It shows. beyond any rea
sonable doubt. that women make their decision about a potential
lover with all the reckoning they would in buying a house or a
horse. (Men do too, but we're talking about women here.)

What is your legal tender that is negotiable for her in love? The
researchers have reduced it to six basic qualities. The higher you
rate on the six-point scaJe. the "better" woman you can get. Before
continuing to read. give some thought to what six points you
would be looking for in the woman of your dreams. the woman
you'd want to have for keeps. Be honest now ... no woman can
read your mind (although many think they can).

FollOWing are six questions about what you are looking for in a
partner. These are the same questions a woman asks herself about a
man when consid~ring bim as a possible match. Some of the ques
tions are worded with qualities that are not necessarily a combo.
Do the best you can; answering whatever comes to your mind first.



3. How important 3rc Status and Prestige?
MEN: "It's not important," "Never really thought about

it that much," "l wouldn't want her to have a bad reputa
tion. but she doesn't have to have a Jot of status."

WOMEN: "Depends on how you define status-I like
people to respect him:' "If he's a good man, he'll automat
ically have that, no?" '" am attracted to power,"

5. How important are Social Graces and Personality?
MEN: "Yes, J like a girl with a great personality-that

and looks are the two most important things to me:' "(
want her to be fun to be with:' "Sure, I don't want her to
embarrass us at social functions:' "I'm a businessman and
I'd like my wife to be able to entertain smoothly."

WOMEN: "He doesn't need to be a laugh a minute, but

4. How important are intelligence and knowledge?

MEN: ", like a woman to be bright," '" hate stupid
women," '" want my woman to be smart, but maybe not
quite as smart as me," "I like ber to be intelligent but not
go around shOWing it off:'

WOMEN: "Very important:' "Intelligence is a big fac
tor for me," "Education is not all that important but I like
him to have 'street smarts:" "I want to know he's smart
enough to take care of his family:' "I have my masters' de
gree so I suppose I'd like him to at least have that:'
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I like a guy with a good personality:' "Social Graces are
important to me---I'm sick of guys who don't know what
fork to use," "Personality is extremely important."

Have a particular lady in mind? If you want to dttermine what
chances Equity theorists would predkt that you and a chosen part

ner, have for riding happily off into the sunset together, take this
quiz. (But keep your tongue firmly implanted in your cheek
tbroughout.)

On the "80 Derek" scale of one to ten (10 being tops, I being
zip), rate youl'SClf, and the partner of your choice.

Test to See If You and She Will Be a Happy Couple

6. How important are Character or Inner Nature?
MEN: "Very imponant."
WOMEN: "Very, very important," "It's probably the

most important thing."

So there it is, straight from the source's mouth. This six-category
scale alone, however, has its fallacies because the words have dif
ferent connotations to different people. It also doesn't take into
consideration other important variables like religion, age, how
many children they want, how their family feels about the partner,
and what their definition of a relationship is.

That aside (and that's a pretty hefty "aside"), what fascinated me
was the accuracy with which Equity theorists were able to predict
whether two people would be happy together based on what they
bring to the table.

relationship. but how much money she earns isn't cru
cial."

WOMEN: "r certainly wouldn't marry a man just for his
money. but I like him to earn more than me," "It's becom
ing less important now that I'm earning more, hut I guess
I'm still a little old-fashioned," "Sure it's important."

UNDEICOVIlll. Sex SIGNALS210



Difference in the Two Numbers: _

Finished? Now add up aU of your partner's (or desired partner's)
scores. Put his or her total at the bottom. Then add all of your
scores and put the total on the bottom. Last step, subtract the
smaller number from the larger. What is the difTe~nce?

If it is 5 or above, the theorists say the relationship probably
wouldn't work, (The higher scoring panner would get bored or
take advantage of the relationshjp. The 19wer number would always
feel he or she didn't measure up.) Four is borderline. Three is OK.
Two and one are great. Zero? You've hit pay dirt. Don't mess that
one up. She's a "~per."

How to Raise Your
Score with Women

Remember back in high school when your buddy fixed you up on a
blind date and you asked about her looks? He patted you on the
back and said, "Oh, she's got a great personalityl" That was the tip
offthat you should bring her a Dea collar rather than a corsage.

But really, what about your looks? Women say looks are not that
important, But will a fat wallet make up for a rat gut7 will a strong

personality make up for weak biceps? Will lots of creativity make

up ror little hair?
Let's just say that it's lucky for you good looks are not as impor

tant as personality to a woman. You can change the latter, but
Mother Nature doesn't like you messing around too much with the
fonner, Yet looks are more important to a woman than to a man,

Sound like contradictory stAtements? They're not. Let me explain.
Objecti~good looks att higher on the male wish list. Most guys

fancy a long-legged filly with big knockers and a tiny waist. But
line up 100 young women along a wall and ask you, the liVing pe
ter meter, how many you are attracted to. You'd probably find about

half of them that you wouldn't kick out of bed.
Now, line up a hundred guys and this time it's ladies choice. The

results? Even though most of the guys in the lineup are relatively
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Me

My Total

Partner

Partner's total

I. Physical Appearance
.1:. Possessions or Money

3. Status or Prestige
4. Information or Knowledge
5. Social Graces or Personality
6. Inner Nature
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Women are attracted to men whose appearances elicit
their nurturing feelings; who appear to possess sexual ma
turity and dominance characteristics; who seem sociable,
approachable and ofhigh social status.

Individuals who display an optimal combinatum of
neotenous (boyish) features of large eyes, the mature fea
wres ofprominent cheekbones and a lqrge chin, the expres
sive feature of a big smile, and high-staws clothing were
seen as more attractive than other men."

good-looking studs. only a few of them would really ring her bell.
Why? Because a woman is far more specific in what she is looking
for. If she wants a man with character, your face must show charac
ter for her to be instantly physically attracted to you. If she values
a sense of humor. you'd better have some credible laugb lines. If in~

telligence is her big turn-on, your chrome-dome better shine.
Any generalizations? Sure. Here is what the British Journal of

Social Clinical Psychology found that most women liked in a man's
face:

Now, let's try some plain English. That's saying, women like a
man with strong features, who looks like he would be a good and
caring provider. But she also likes a touch of boyishness so she
could mother him. Mother Nature strikes again.

Boys blessed with fuJi, rich manes of shiny hair may find this
next question meaningless. But many of your less hirsute brothers
want to know how women feel about their bald or balding heads.

If you're one of the growing number of men in our aging popula
tion who furtively holds a mirror up to the back of their beads for
a weekly inspection of how many hairs they've recently said
"Happy landing" t<>-and wonder if it's time to run out and buy
some Grecian formula-read on. You will love science's answer.
(Maybe if you're jobhunting instead of dame bunting, you won't.)
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Gentlemen, I kid you not. Nothing escapes a woman's scrutiny
about you. Paying as much attention to detail as a Broadway pro
ducer casting a million dollar show, she scrutinizes you tip to toe.
Every detail from your hairstyle to tbe shine on your shoes is, in a
way, a sex signal she uses to judge whether she wants to invest an
evening with you.

There's obviously no "right" or "wrong" hairstyle but, since the
subject of men's hairstyles showed up a number of times on the
blue cards in my seminar, we took a poll. Here's what women in one
class said about the various styles:

Women Judge My Hairstyle? You've Got to Be Kidding!

In a study called "Impression Formation as a Function of Male
Baldness" (or more simply "What do people think of baldies?") re
searchers used a computer morphing procedure to produce full cra
nial hair for a naturally baJd thirtyish man.72 They then showed his
photo to everybody and anybody who would look at it and asked
them to answer a few questions.

Tallying tbe results, the guy with the full mane was rated "sig
nificantly more dominant, dynamic, and masculine" than his baJdie
brother. He was also perceived as younger. But, now here's the
good news for horny baldies the world over, and I quote the ab
stract, "There was no difference in mean ratings of attractiveness
between the photographs" according to the women surveyed.

A final hairy word to the wise. If they're gone, they're gone. Do

not, I repeat, do not, save a few long hairs to comb over the top of
your head. Everybody sees your chrome dome shining through,
and you must live in fear of windy days.

Even worse are toupees. She may enjoy running her fingers
through your hair. But she doesn't want to keep it.

"So what about hair plugs," you ask. No woman would enjoy ca~

ressing a head that felt like coarse)6 grade sandpaper.
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What About My Abs and Pees? Height?

pull out the tape measure because we're going to hit below tbe belt.
Average build is in. but the ga.ls like you to be bigger above the
waist than below. The studies tell us, the ladies prefer "V's" to
"pears."73 But that's a matter of class too. Women who were born

with a cheap plastiC spoon in their mouths generaJly prefer muscle
men. Conversely, highly paid professional women, find hefty beef-

PrC!cisely cut. blow dried. sprayed: You might look in tbe mirror
in the morning and say. "That's part of my power image," but
women actually don't like it. If a man has a too neatly caifed head,
she's thinking. "This dude is vain and has a bloated self image."

Dyed hair: Fine if it's a really good job and she doesn't notice it.
Long hair: "What about long bair?" many men ask me. They think
it makes them look mOR: creative and artistic. That it could do. But
unless you're an artist. musician or rock star with a recognizable

name, a woman probably thinks you don't eam much money.
There was a guy with short hair in front. and a ponytail in back.

He asked for the women's comments and told them that he felt that
he couJd fit in with both the long hairs for playing, and tbe conser
vative world for work. But the women didn't buy it. They were

ruthless. They slid that his style means be's probably "not in the
big leagues" and he "cares too mucb about fitting in with his long
hair buddies."

Do you detect a theme emerging here? Women do not like any
style on a man that echoes insecurity or the opposite, pomposity.

The best, woman-pleasing. style thatg.g out of 10 women prefer
is a professional. neat, clean, un-styled, un-dyed, and un-sprayed
bead of hair. That says, "I'm not cheap, overly vain, or overly con
cerned with anyone group's opinion of me. I'm successful and 1
care about my grooming."
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cake downright distasteful. It's the slim and sensitive body types

for them.
What about height? Let's look at some statistics. Practically

every presidenl who got the popular vote (thal doesn't mean
elected these days,) in the United States since IgOO was the taller of
the two candidates. And, according to the Wall Street Journal,
taller graduating college students (6'2" and over) receive an aver

age staning salary 12.4 percent higher than those who were under
6 feet tall. One would assume therefore, that when it comes to love

and sex, women prefer tall men.
Well, there's good news for guys who come in under the 6 ft

pole. Apparently, when fantasizing about the guy in the horizontal
position, taller wasn't better. Women of all sizes-short. medium
and tall-rated a variety of men on their sexual attractiveness_ The

medium-sizers won.
So, if you're not a taU V-shaped gentleman with just a touch of

beefcake, is it hopeless? Not at all. If you'd like to get a few more
women whispering "he's SOC> handsome" when you pass, remember

to become a "good mover." lfyou want to up your ante in the looks
department, study the body positions of tbe guys in the ads for
Calvin Klein briefs or Armani jackets. You know, the ones with that
intense: "I can see right through your dress" look in their eyes, and
just enough five o'clock shadow to certify their manliness. The

really cool part is the way they're standing, weight on one foot,
jacket held by two fingers and casually thrown over one shoulder,
head cocked at just the right angle. In the modeling business

they're called "good movers." And you can do it too.
You don't need to go around posing all over the place or you'll

look like just that, a posy. But do stan paying attention to hO\y you
move. Strong masculine movements are in. (Have a good stride.)
Courteous movements are in. (Stand up when she comes back from
the restroom to the restaurant table.) Protective movements are in.
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(Offer the lady your arm when you cross the street.) LoviDg move·
ments are in. (Straighten her eoUar or adjust her hair after putting
ber coat on.) Cool moves are inl

Does She Really Care What I Wear?

In a word, "YES'" It wouJd blow your mind to know what a
woman notices about you. When you wear expensive or well
coordinated clothes. it subconsciously signaJs to her your abiJity to
provide for her offspring. Don't blame the lass. Once again, she's
just doing what Mother (Nature) told her to. Even the waitress
from the "One Horse Coffee Shop" (who has Dever been outside of
the town it's named after) has an uncanny senS<j of how much
things cost-must be in their genes!

Before scouring the studies for any mention of civies. J commit
ted the sin of projecting. As a woman, I adore designer duds and
would shop 'till I dropped for elegant outfits to knock my date's
socks ofT. What a waste of moneyl The evidence was open and

shut. Since a man is going to mentally undress a woman anyway,
why spend hard earned cash on clothing with some fancy signature
on the label? Not so tht> othu way around.

.-----------,
Just because you don't give it fl)ing fig about whafs on your back doesn't

mean she doesn1.. Unlike you, she does not have it naked imagJnation.
She is not going to mentally undr~s you and imagine your bulging biceps

and wonderful washboard abs beneath. Your clothes count with kef!

The proof of this little tidbit was a study conducted al Syracuse

University. Both men and women were shown photographs of op
posite sex individuals.74 The women ranged from fabulous faxes all
the way down to dumpy dogs. But here's the rub. Some of the dogs

were exqUisitely dressed and some of the foxes wore frumpy
frocks. I've got to hand it to you guys. You weren't fooled one bit.
You saw right through the expensive duds and picked out which

ones wen= dogs in fox's clothing and vice versa.
The women wen=n't SO sbarp. (Hmm, or were they? Depends on

what they're looking for.) The men ranged from Kevin Costner class
destroyers down to pictures of guys even the photographer would
be afraid to be alone with in the darkroom. Likewise they were

dressed from top of the line designer duds to cheap bargain base

ment rags.
While viewing the photos, the women were asked six questions

such as "Who would you choose to marry?" and "Which man
would you like a date with," down to a rather surprising query

(considering it was from a respected university study), "Who
would you choose for a one time only roll in the hay?"

Turns out that how the male was dressed was extremely impor
tant to the women. The better dressed a man was, the higher marks
he received in all six categories-including, "one night nookie."

Alas, in spite of millions of years of sexual evolution. men and
women still approach romance difTen=ntly. Gentlemen. even when
slumming it with the intention of picking up a one-night stand.
don't go out dressed like an unmade bed. And even though you've

got great buns and think you're a killer in those Levi's that look like
they were put on with a spray can, you'll score much better at a
pick-up bar in a pair of tailored Brooks Brothers slacks. That
doesn't mean you can't be casual, But be casual chic, not casual
cheap. Here are a few lady pleasing hints: The temperature's sky

rocketing and you want to wear a short-sleeved shirt? Don't, It
short-circuits your sex appeal. Wear, rather, a long-sleeved shin
with the sleeves rolled up.

Socks? No matter how casual. socks should match the tone and

color of your trousers. And never let that yukky bit of hairy leg
show between the sock and the pants when seated. The no sock
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look? Some guys think it's cool hut it's really just stinky. Wearing a
belt? It should match your shoes. both color and finish (matte or
shiny).

Shoes? Even if she's not conscious of it. women were born with

X-ray vision to spot a pair of posh-fooL pinchers halfway across a
crowded ballroom.

One of my actress friends. Damtd Christiana. was a confessed
and unabashed social climber. She once got us invited to a posh sit
down dinner pany of six men and six w~n.

After the party. riding home on the subway because we couldn't
afford a cab. Christiana said to me above the rumble of tbe trajn.
"Clifford asked rot: out. He's taking me to Stt The Famastiks. I told
him I've never seen it although I'd auditioned for it."

"Which onc was Clifford?" I asked.
"The tall one wilh the Bruno MagU's."
"The what?"
"Shoes," she shouted. "The Bruno Magli shoes."

Considering ~ we~ sitting down the major part of the evening
and couldn't see under the table, I asked how she happened to no

tice his shoes.
"How can you not notice?" she asked, exasperated at my obtuse

powers of perception.
"Oh, come on, what were the others wearing?" I challenged her.
Christina proceeded to announce the role call of men's footwear.

"Kyle had on a pair of Ferragamo wingtips, Andre was wearing
Wallabees, Bill was in Charles Jordan loafers."

'~nd John?" I asked.

"Ob, Kilties:' she said disparagingly as though he'd been wear
ing paratrooper boots. She won.

Gentlemen, I am not saying all women are as fanatic about your
shoes as Christiana but, sloppy clodhoppers will make a much

worse impression on her than on any of your buddies who
wouldn't notice anything on your feet short of 4-inch stiletto heels.

Jacket? Above alL expensive soft lush fabrics. Women are into
touch, remember? Most importantly, make sure your clothes drape
beautifully on your body if you want her to do the same.

-0-------------,
Your best bet is to take a woman shoppinl with you; your sister Of an ell'

Jirlfriend (not an embittered one) will do nicely. Even better-are you sit
tlnl down?-hire an imaa:e consul~nt to do what they call a ~closet

analysis" for you. Do you think Image consultants are anty for super stars
and residents of Easy Street? Think again. They're tOf' lUys. smart ones at
least.

Put out the word and you'll probably find a young and taJented
image consultant whose fee for an analysis is in the double digits. I
did.

I met Julia working at a SoHo art gallery. Turns out she moon·
lights in the evening as an image consultant. Granted, the idea of
having an image consultant was just too "lOll de dOl" for me. But, it
turns out it was one of the smartest calls I ever made.

I then did a little arm.twisting on a male friend of mine, phil.
Phil was pretty savvy to undercover sa: signals so he was success
fuJ with women-up to a point. He didn't understand why some
times especially upscale women would turn him down. little did
he realize it was the way be dressed.

"Try it you'U love it:' I told him. I dialed Julia's number and
dragged him kicking and screaming to the phone. As it was ring
ing. be put his hand over his mouth refusing to speak.

"I'll never cook a meal for you again:' I threatened. That didn't
do it.

"I'll never introduce you to any babes again!" I added.
"Uh, hello. Julia?" he said. 'Tm a friend of LeU's and .....

Julia came over the next evening and did a complete "closet
analysis" for phil. Throughout the evening it was a cacophony of
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"Keep this."
"Trash that."
"Keep this,"

"Oh, Gawd. never wear thatl"

"Ooh. this is terrific."

':And this is you,"
"Don't be caught dead in that."
"This goes with that,"
"That is great with this."

"Now this wilJ work beautifully if you just add these pants,"

When it was aU over and Julia left. Phil collapsed on the couch
piled high with clothes. I calculated for him how much money he
bad sa~d. I told him. "On the double digit fee you paid Julia.
you'll probably never have to buy any clothes again-just take

good care aCthe ones you have."

He moaned. I could tell that some less evolved giblet inside him
was making him think back to decades ago when his mother said.
"Phil. go change your shirt. You look Hke a burnt" I asked him if he
enjoyed it. He answered. "How could J ever have continued on
with life Dot knOWing gray and black are 'me?' And browns and
beige are sudden death? Even my best friend wouldn't teU me that,
for casuaJ wear, reds are 'the ultimate awesome,' but if there's any
blue in it, girls will mistake me for a corpse?"

"Cut the rap, Phil. You know you benefited." J interpreted his
groan as a sure sign lhat he was happy. At least I'm sure the Salvation
Army was the next day when tbey came to pick up three bags of
clothes tbat, Julia commanded him, "Don't get caught dead in,"

I could go on ad infinitum. But J'U spare you and Simply say:
Make SUn!' your packaging-from thtir first Sight ofyou right on down.
to your smell-is carefully calibrated to aUract the kind ofgal you
want. And, unless you're an expert in nOt only fashion, but also hu
man nature and what others find appropriate and attractive, let a
pro do the job for you.

Still going to do it on your own are you? Well, I can't threaten
you as I did Phil. At least take a look at the best book r've found on
the subject. It's called Casual Power by Sherry Maysonave. And,
unless you're one of those dudes who insists on wearing backward

baseball caps and baggy jeans with the crotch ski.mming your
knees, it will stand you in good stead.

Incidentally, at one turning point in your life I'm sure you bad
to make the great skivvies decision: Boxers or briefs? Brief briefs or
full briefs? Plain boxers or bright boxers with kaJeidoscopic pat
terns of tippling g!ow-in-the-dark Playboy bunnies?

.--------------,
In spite of millions of years of sexual evotutioo, men and WOfnefl still ap

proach romance differently. Evm when tom-<atting for a ooe-night stand.

do not go outdr~ like an unmade bed. ~s as though you~ au

ditioning to be her husband.

The result of the Official Dr. Lowndes Seminar Participants
Survey says women prefer good quality (clean!) briefs on a man.
But not too brief. Unless you're Brad Pitt, that is. Butl digress.

Ob, and one last hint. Do not spray cologne on your privates for

a first date. The whiff coming from the south exposes that you ex
pect some southern exposure too early on.

Beware! Your Home Has Hundreds of Land Mines

Sooner or later, tbe little lady is going to want to see one of your

biggest sex symbols. (No, not tbat one.) It's your home. For her, it's
not a visit to your pad; it's a reconnaissance mission. Nothing win
escape her eagle eyes. If she finds one negative thing, it can blow
the entire relationship.

You scramble around and throw all your dirty shirts on the floor



The Second She Enters Your Office. She's Sherlock Holmes

Your office artifacts get the same scrutiny. like what photos do you
have around your desk?

Your kids?

of the closet, tell your scTungy socks to go run under the bed. and
you try to figu~ how that vacuum cleaner your mother gave you
two binhdays ago works.

Your date arrives and. while you're going into the kitchen to get
a couple of glasses of wine. coke. or beer for the two of you. she'll
be sniffing around like the drug addicted German Shepherds at the
airport for clues to your personality.

At some point she'll probably want to use the bathroom. You can
be sure she'll peek into your medicine cabinet. What will she find?
will ten packs of condoms fall out? A cascade of valium? Your
other girlfriend's lip gloss and nail polish? I suggest you take in
ventory of everything in your medicine chest. your dresser. and
under your bed and stash it at the boltom of your closet. And. if
she's going to be spending any time alone at your place, bury it in

the backyard.
Once I had to wa.lk through a date's bedroom to get to the only

bathroom in the house. He'd just been giving me this heartfelt line
about how he hadn't had intimate relations with a woman in over
two years. I glanced at his bed table and saw a pair of false eye
lashes sticking to the side of it. (ObViously just peeled ofT in the
dark and placed there in the past night or two since the glue
doesn't hold very long.)

Everything is a clue to your nature---even the type of toilet pa
per in your bathrooml Do you go for the more expensive soft
plushy kind, or do you go for the cheapie kind, so scratchy it feels
Like newspaper?
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NW~ll. h~ did t~ll m~ about them:' sh~'s thinking. "But are thty
getting all his money in child support?"

A photo of your kids and ex-wife?
"Uh oh, 1 sm~ll troub/~ h~re."

An ex-girLfriend?
Bigger troubl~. "Is sh~ really an 'ex'?"

Politicians or celebrities?
"1 better get a closer look to make sure he's in the picture too, or i"s

really strange:'
Be careful what calendar you have on the wall. That's a real lit

mus test for the little lady. Is it a Sierra Club calendar, an Arthur
Anderson for our valued clients calendar, or a nude pinups cal
endar.

Forget about the fact that you had nothing to do with it and your
office was decorated by the fruitcake they hired to do the whole
firm. She'll still analyze how your space is laid out.

Is your desk forming a barrier between yourself and any vis-
itors?

"1s he insecure or does he think that it's a status symbol?"
Is your space more open?
"Ah, h~'s more egalitarian."
Are the guest chairs as comfonable as yours?
"And he cares about peopl~."
It's not just the artifacts and layout she makes notc of. She'U be

judging everybody's reaction and respect for you even as you walk
past the cubicles.

Do they smile, wave, and say "Hi"?
Do they instantly try to look busy?
Do they avoid looking at him?
Do they roll their eyes or say "humph" as if to say, "There he is

showing ofT another woman"?
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Brains Win over Brawn, Every Time

For those of you who fed The Man Upstairs shortchanged you in
the looks department. never fear. That doesn't mean you're going to

be shortchanged in the dame department. Let me tell you about one
of the littlest guys I know who is also one of the biggest winners
with women. My friend Jeff has a big bun and fortunately tbe
brains to match. He and I were having lunch a couple of years ago
when he told me that he. and about 20 otber guys, had been asked
to participate in the Cancer Society's Bid for Bachelors. He told me
some of the other guys were pretty cool competition-a few foot
ball players. local celebrities, and an assortment of certified hunks.

1 knew that Jeff wanted at least some bids for two reasons. One.
be believed d~ply in tbe cause, and the amounts the women bid
went to charity. And two, he didn't want the humiliation of being
the guy who got the least bids.

When I heard that he couldn't even ulk to the female bidders,
that all they could do is see his picture and read a description of the
"dream date" he would take them on, I didn't hold out much hope

for him.
A couple of months went by and I didn't talk with Jeff. I ran

into him at a speakers convention and didn't want to ask about
what I was sure had turned out to be a mortifying experience.
However, curiosity finally got the better of me. "Hey Jeff, how did
you do in that Canca Society Bid for Bachelors thing?"

Now, given Jeff's height, 5'5", and similar butt radius, what
"dream date" would you devise to encourage some of the women to
bid for you? (Remember, you have to pay for the date.)

Jeff answered, "Well, I was up against some pretty stiff competi
tion, so I decided to use a basic marketing technique of carving off
a 'market niche: From past personal experience it seemed like
about a third of the women I had dated over the years had cats.

And tbose who had cats were fanatical about tbem. So I created a
date package geared specificaUy to 'Cat Lovers:

"First my date and I would be picked up by a chauffeur driven
Cat~lac to be taken to tbe Columbus Zoo. There, in the Lion's
Pavilion, surrounded by exotic cats from around the world, we
would have a candlelight dinner for two catered by a local restau
rant called Katzingers. The centerpiece would be composed mainly
of cattails and pussy willows.

The limo would take us to the stage show Cars. On the way we
would listen to music on tape from Cat Stevens, and she would
keep the tape as a memento of the evening. And just in case tbe
evening would be too much, I advertised that I had Dr. Myron Katz
on standby at Grant Memorial to perform complimentary catscans.
It was a cat lovers date come true:'

A Iinle more optimistic about the answer I'd get this time, I
asked, "So how did you do?"

"I brought in the second largest bid for the evening. Mike
Tommzak, quarterback for the Chicago Bears, came in first."

When it comes to women, creativity, humor, and brains win out
over brawn every time--even iftbere's additional big butt liability.

A lot of guys find love online, or through the personals and dat
ing services these days. Unfortunately, most of them are in the dark
ages thinking that success and money are what turns a woman on.
They write their ads as though life were fundamentally tragic.

WeU, women won't hold it against you if you've got more mODey
than you CAn wash. In fact, we'll even help you launder it. But
telling us about the size of your wad, or your rod, isn't going to im
press us. It's better to remember the funny thing that happened on
the way to tbe forum: "Make 'em laugb, make 'em laugb, make 'em

laugh'"
Remember the most gorgeous toon ever drawn, Jessica? When

asked, "Why do you love that funny looking little Roger Rabbit?"
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How to Be a Man of Mystery

She swiwled her incredibly awesome hips and crooned a b~athy.

"He makes me: laugh."

Most women adore a man they can't figure oul. That's part of the
bad-boy allure. But here's how you can be a good guy and still have
that air of mystery about you. As you now know. it doesn't matter
whether you art tbe Big Wig who owns controlling interest in aU of
creation or you work in the Mailroom at Macy's, women love fine
looking threads on you. lnstead of your next "buy five and get one
frtt" K-Mart shirts. save up and buy one designer dud from St.
Laurent, Mason, Dolce e Gabbana. or Versace. You just invested in

season tickets to see your team play ball and can't justify the ex
pense for tbe threads? Go to the Salvation Army store, close your
eyes. and run your hand down the shin rack. Grab the first thing
your hand reaches that feels as soft as a mouse and you've hit pay·

dirt.
Wrong size? OK, OK, at least spend the three bucks, cut the de

signer label out and sew it into your favorite K-Mart shirt. (But
then it will only fool the woman you're on undressing terms with

already-m.ryb<.)
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A designer pen (Cartier, Ml Blanc, Aurora or any writing instrument with

a foreign name on it will do. Bie just doesn't cut it with women)

A money clip, especially monogrammed

le.ather slippers, no old fuuies with holes in them

A monogrammed h.andkerchlef or shirt

Bonus: the edge of a platinum or Pet laminated card peeking out of your

wallet. (She'll assume it's an expemivo exdUSNO American Express or

Carte Blanche fof high roll~ only.)

Especially if you're ~just a regular l\.!y,M buy one or tl'lOl'"e of the following.

~ she notices and asks about it, just toss it off with that MOh, thiS okt

thing?" attitude and simpty say, ~Iliked it so I bought it... Then let the sub

ject drop. Coot!

-0----------
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Are You a Certified
U.S.S. Man Yet?

I have a good buddy in Texas, named Dale, who says, "Ya gatta be
book-learned and hog smart to get what you want in this world."

WelJ, by now, you are definitely "book-leacned" in undercover

sex signals. You can tell better wan 99.999 percent of the male pop
ulation if a woman likes you or not. You can now walk into a bar, a

party. a meeting. or a gym and with one sweep of your eyes know
which women's bodies are saying, "Yes. e'mon over here, Big Boy"
and which are saying, "No, don't bother me." Like knowing how to
use the alphabet's 26 letters. you have her 26 signals to piece to

gether her whole script concerning you.

You are now, essentially. a sexual polygraph machine. Your new
skill in reading women lets you know which chicks you'll have suc
cess with and whjch ODes might blow you olT. You can be assured
that if you concentrate on only the "yes" crowd, no woman will

ever again rebuff your advances.
Now comes the "hog smart" part. That means, before you start

fantasizing about picking up Jennifer Lopez or Britney Spears, that
you understand the score. You must make the move only on women
who you know are receptive co you. But knOWing tbat should be no

problem for you now.
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A Quick Review

Many of the men's books on my DOW overloaded and sagging
bookshelves promised much and delivered little. They promised
that you could get any woman if you just did what they said. Get
real! Everything in Undercover Sex Signals is. You now know the
bottom line on how to tell if you have a chance with a woman be
fore making any embarrassing blunders or, worse. getting re
buffed. Undercover Sex Signals holds no punches. It tells it like it is.
And this knowledge will help you date increasingly more beautiful
or accomplished women. It wiJI give you the courage to make tbe
approach when you spot tbe onc woman who you know is right
for you.

"Oh, oh, back to book learning," I heard you thinking. Well. for
just a moment. A final once-over is important. What I highly sug
gest is this: Visualize each of the signals. Picture walking into a
room and seeing women giving you the eye while playing with
their hair. tugging on their jewelry. or primping to lure you over.

Do you think visualization is psychological mumbo-jumbo?
Think againl All professional and Olympic athletes do it. It doesn't
matter what their sport is--divers, runners, jumpers, javelin throw·
ers, lugers, swimmers, skaters, and acrobats-visualize being at
their peak performance. If they didn't, they'd never achieve success.

I have a friend, Richard, who runs marathons. Once, several
years ago. just three weeks before the big New York marathon. an
out-of-control car crashed into Richard's and he was taken to the
hospital. He was not badly injured. Nevertheless, his friends were
sorry for him because. they figured, being laid up two weeks in
bed wouJd, naturally, knock him out of the beloved marathon.

What a surprise it was to them when, on that crisp November
marathon morning in Central Park. there was Richard-all ready
to run.
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"Hey dude, are you nuts?" one of our friends called out. "You're
in no shape to run. You've been in bed these past few weeks!"

"My body may have been in bed," he replied, "but I've been
. "runmng.

"Huh?" we asked in unison.
"Yeah, every day. I ran that 26 miles, )85 yards, right there on

my mattress." He said that. in his imagination, he saw the sights.
heard the sounds, and felt the twitching movements in his muscles.
He visualized himself racing in the marathon.

Richard didn't do as weU as he had the year before, but it was a
mirac.le that he finished the marathon-without injury and with·
out excessive fatigue. Il was all due to visualization. Visualization
works in just about any endeavor you apply it to-including pick
ing up on women's sex signals.

Try visualizing each of the follOWing signals as they are men
tioned. Ifyou don't "see" it in your mind's eye. go back and reread
about that particular undercover sex signal.

It Starts Real Early

We learned that chicks' little tricks go all the way back to the time
they were still in the crib and, let's say, Daddy gave a big smile
whenever they played peekaboo (#2). A few years later. Sitting on
her daddy's lap, she bats her pretty little eyelashes, sits up real
pretty (#20), and says, "Oh Daddykins, I would just wuv to go to
McDonald's and then go for ice cream afterwards." Gentlemen,
those of you who have been dads will know I speak the truth when
I say hardly any father can resist looking into her sweet innocent
eyes and tclling her "yes" because "turning her down would break
her little heart." Thus, even at a very early age she was learning La
control men by her body language.

By the time she is a teenager, she discovers that men will come
over to meet her if she glances at them in the school cafeteria out of
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the corner of her eyes (#4). She sees how some guys break out into
a sweat if she stands a little too close to them (#8) or if she caresses
her own body while maintaining eye contact (# 18), The guys think
it is sexy to watch her put on lipstick (#16), run her fingers
through her hair (#17). twist ber necklace sensuously around her
fingers (#5). or reveal ber n«k by lifting her nair (# I)}. It becomes
obvious to her that men get turned on when she scrunches up her
shoulders in pleasure (# 19). Sometimes acting cutt and goofy (#24)
or even giggling with a girlfriend has, she discovers, the power to
taunt a man (# I). She learns that a man finds it fetching when, like
a shy geisha (#3). she looks away. only to look at him again. And
she learns that men are more apt to approacb her when. although
it is an awkward position. she turns a "come-hither palm" (# 12)
toward them.

Young girls enjoy their newfound sexual power over men and
begin to exploit it. As aduhs, they learn the drawing power of pos
ing to show off their best angle (#25) or dangling a shoe in an en
ticing manner (#7). Men love it, they discover, when they expose a
little bit of extra chest (#6), move their legs sensuously (#26), or
raise an arm so they can see their usualJy hidden underanns (# 14).
When chatting with a man, they see how he responds when they
move an object or a hand into his personal space (#9), suhtly copy
hjs movements (#21), lean toward him (#11), or "innocently" touch
him (#10).

she uses the new signals, but she certainly doesn't forget the
old ones. She still flutters her eyelashes and initiates games of
peek.aboo. Now, however, the stakes are higber. It's no longer
McDonald's. It's Chez Expensive. And it's no longer candy; it's ex
pensive jewelry and other gifts.

Women have also made one disturbing discovery, one they didn't
bank on. They realized that many times they could be signaling
their little hearts OUI and the guys just didn't get it. No matter how
many times they ran their fingers through their h.air or smiled at a
man, he seemed oblivious.

At that point, do women give up? Many do. But the smart confi
dent ones resort to morc potent signaJs, such as Hcking their lips
(#15), suggestively running a finger around a wine glass (#23), or
sucking on a swizzle stick (#22). Smart girlsl

And smart guy if he picks up on it. Remember, onJy one out of
every )1 men docs. And now you are in that tiny throng of men
wbo know the score just by look.ing at a woman.
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Pulling Out All the Stops
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And Now for the Final U.S.S. Test

So. guys, are you ready for that quiz I warned you about at the be
ginning of Undercovn- Su Signals? If you've read the book care
fully. you should be able to ace it. no sweat. Don't worry about
which number the sex signal is. Just retnmJber what she does and

what it means! For example. one of the answers to number one be
low is The Perk-Up. which happens to be Sex Signal #20. However,
all you would need to write is somelhing like: "The Perk-Up: When
she sees me, she perks up. throWing her shoulders back and push
ing her breasts out."

Or maybe. for some unknown reason, you just can't get the im

age of a certain signal out of yOUT mind. Like, why in tbe world
would you remember that shot ofTanya with a swizzle stick in her

mouth? Hmm. Anyway. just look over the questions below and pUl
it where it's most appropriate. You get the idea.

I. Name the two instinctive signals a woman who is attracted
to you will do when you first walk into a room.
Undercover Sex Signal: _

Undercover Sex Signal: _
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2. arne tbe one signal thai two, or more, girls talking I~

gether will give if they like you.
Undercover Sex Signal: _

3. Name three ways a woman across the room signals prima.
rily with her eyes that she wants you:
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _

4. Name the four signals that involve a woman's baring more
skin to you to let you know that you tum her on.
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _

Undercover Sex Signal: _

5. Name the four signals that a woman sitting with you wiIJ
throw to let you know she'd like more intimacy with you.
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _

6. Name the six signals a woman gives with her hands that
say, "You excite me."
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex SignaJ: _

Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _



The Answers:

#25: The Po~

She strikes an attractive pose hoping you'll look her way

1. The 2 instinctive signals a woman who is attracted to you
will do when you first walk into the room.
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More sophisticated women will whisper in a more clan
destine fashion

#6: The Exposi
She will pull her blouse or dress aside to entice you with
more

#J: The Shy Geisha

She will demurely look down and away. However, if she is

interested in you, she will look up again in 45 seconds

#4: The Sidelong Glance

She will give you repeated Sidelong glances even if she is
conversing with someone else.

#2: The Peek-a-Boo

She will peek at you over a book or menu

#7: The Shoe Dangle

She will let one of her shoes dangle on her foot or toes,
usually baring her sole

#14 The Underann Flash

A woman who likes you wilJ often take a pose like the old
fashioned pin-up with one arm up and her hand behind
her head-thus revealing her underarm. If you are chat
ting with her, she might raise her arm or rest it on a seat
back to reveal her bare underarm.

3. Name 3 ways a woman across the room signals primarily
with her eyes that she wants you:

4. The 4 signals that involve a woman baring more skin to you
to let you know you turn ber on.
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2. The J signal that two or more girls talking together will
give if they like you:

#1: The Girlfriend Gab
If they like you, younger girls often will peek at you and
giggle They might even cuddle with each other and point.

#20: The Perk-up (BrtaSl Thrust)
She perks up. ~comes more energetic and perhaps thrusts
her breasts out

So. how did you think you did? Now. it's time to tally your score.
Give yourself fOUT points for every signal you answered correctly.

7. Name the two signals that say. "I'm having a very good
time with youl"
Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _
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8. arne the three most suggestive signals that a woman
might use when she is intoxicated. is very turned on, or is
just exasperated that you didn't pick up on her first ones.
Undercover Sex Signal: _

Undercover Sex Signal: _
Undercover Sex Signal: _



6. The 6 signals a woman gives with her hands that say. "You
excite me."

S. The 4 signals involving distance tbat a woman sitting with
you will throw to Jet you know she'd Hke more intimacy with

you

realize that gently twisting a necklace or tugging an ear
ring can be enticing to you because it calls attention to her
cleavage or neck.
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#13 Thr Nrcking

When faxes fight to the death, the loser bares her neck to
the vietor, taunting him to deliver the fatal piercing.
When a woman pulls her hair aside, it is a subliminal (or
contrived) sign of surrender.

#12: The Wt'athervane Palm

A woman who does not like you or what you're saying
might clench her fists while talking with you. If she's neu
tral. she might rest her head on her hands. k.nuckl~ for·
ward. If, however, you turn her on, her hand will most
likely tum around so that her palms are giving you a sub
tle "come hither" motion.

#16 Thr Primp

A woman primping in front of you serves a duul purpose.
She is not only making herself more attractive for you: she
is drawing attention to herself

#18: The Self-Caress

A woman's "pleasure center" is distributed more equally
throughout her body than you.-s so. when spotting a man
she likes, it feels good to "pet" herself. Smart women, see·
ing men's positive reaction to her self-caresses. exaggerate
them.

#17 The Hair Play

Women who are attracted to you will draw attention
to their hair either by primping it. twisting it around
their finger. or caressing it as though it were you doing
so.

#10: The "Innocent" Touch

Nothing "innocent" about this one. If a woman touches
your hand. your arm, or any other pan of your body
however fleetingly-it means she is signaling you.

#5: The Jewelry Tug
This often starts as an instinctive reaction because you
make her nervous. More experienced women, however,

#11: Thr Lean-2-U

If it is not feasible to stand or sit too close to you. she
might lean into your personal space. She also uses this tac
tic to show she is interested in what you are saying.

#26: The ug Show
Women have learned to use their legs enticingly in a num
ber of ways to entice a man. She might puU her skirt up to
reveal more leg or even separate them slightly to give you
a quick pttk.
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#8: The C/o~ Encounu-r
She will stand or sit closer to you than convention wouJd
ordinarily dictate. Sometimes she does this only fleetingly.
but she expects you to pick up on it.

#9: The Space Invasion

A woman will either put an object or perhaps her arm or
hand in your "personal zooe" or "personal territory."
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7. The 3 signals that say '']'m having a very good time with
youl"

#19: The Shoulder Scrunch

This is the Httle girl coming out in her. The unspoken mes
sage is. "Ooh, I'm having a good time around you." If her

shoulders are bare, she also knows you enjoy seeing her
squiggle around.

#24: The Goofy Girl

Similarly, a little girl having fun will get goofy. The
grown up version might have some sexual overtones like
Winking or putting something in her mouth, ear or
nose.

#21: The Copy Cat

More sophisticated and knowledgeable women employ
this neurolinguistic programming technique to show they
are on the same "wave length" as you.

8. The J most suggestive signals that a woman might use when
she is intoxicated. very turned on, or just exasperated that
you didn't pick up on her first ones!

#15: The Lips Lick

These last three signals are quite suggestive. Licking her
lips subliminally tells you, "You taste good to me:'

#23 The Sexy Pet

The implications of rimming the bowl or stem of a glass
with her finger, especially her middle finger needs little
explanation.

#22: The Suggestive Suck

Dittol

Did you get a 100 percent? "Wait a minute," I hear some of you
guys with the more analytical, problem-solving type brains
protesting. "If I got them all right, I'd have a score of 104 percent."
You're right. But if you got tbem all correct, the only numbers you'd
have to noodle over would be the notches on your headboard. Let
me rephrase the question. Did you get aU 26 correct? Hey, Romeo,
congratulations! You'll never have any pick-up problems again.

Is your score a little closer to your hat size? Well. not to worry.
All you need to do is go back a few pages and read the last 1000

words before The Quiz. Every signal is mentioned. Memorize
tbem-and then start using them. You will be AMAZED at your
success with women.

And then tbere will come a time in your life when she walks
through the door. Many men know it the minute they lay eyes on
her. Although scientists have declared, "love at first sight" is noth
ing more than a semantic term, they recognize its prevalence, espe
cially with men.75 In a Harvard study of men in love, it was found
that they often knew they were goners by the fourth date (whereas
many women weren't even sure they were in love by tbe 20th
date.16) When this happens, you don't want to take any chances.
You want to pull out all the artilJery you've stockpiled from
Undercover Sex Signals so far.
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Diary of a Successful U.S.S. Man

1 told my friend Phil the other day about Undercover Sex Signals
and he asked me, 'i\re you writing it for scanners or seekers?"
When I asked. "Huh?" he reminded me of something he'd told me

a few years ago.

He said his relationship with women was like tbat with his car
radio. When he was younger. he'd go racing down the highway of
Hfe. radio blaring full blast. He grooved on scan. "Ob, yeah," he
sajd. "There'd be a few seconds ofacid rock where I'd do that goofy

head bop thing. Then-RRUCH-it would skip to rap music that
I'd shout along with until-RRUCH-it became Country &

Western. But. before they got to the end of the unrequited love
story-RRUCH-I'd hear a few seconds of traffic and weather to
gether. 'The temperature this afternoon will be'-RRUCH-strains
of classical guitar interrupted before--RRUCH-Howard Stern
came on shouting down some dumbass caller." phil said this got

confUSing and tiring.
He scanned with women, too, trying to score with everyone,

and the same thing happened.
So he turned down the volume a bit, and found another sound

track for his life. Now his radio was on seek. He'd seek for a while
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until he found a woman he liked. Then he'd stay untiJ he tired of
her. When he found himself wanting to drown out everything she
said, he'd ram his thumb into the button and seek another.

At last, I think phil bas found the woman he can make beautiful

music with forever, and I've never seen him happier. In our last
conversation, he asked me please to pass on this wisdom to men.
There's a time to scan, a time to seek, and a time to set your button
for keeps.

For now, enjoy the scanning and seeking for allthe women giv

ing you undercover sex signals. With your newfound knowledge,
you're a sexual polygraph machine and can be successful with
everyone of them. Just keep in mind that some day a "keeper" is
going to walk through that door. And when she does, you will be

ready for her.
So long for now, Stud~Muffin, er, I mean Dear Reader. Ashley,

Jade, Sandy, Tanya, I, and millions of women around the world are

heartened knOWing that you are now a U.S.S. man. But please, don't
forget to use this knowledge when we're giving you a U.S.S. across
a crowded room! Remember that there's a time to scan, a time to
seek, and a time to set your button for keeps.

For now, happy scanning!
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